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ABSTRACT
The conservation equations that describe the mass, momentum, and 
energy transfer In the shock layer around an ablating blunt body were 
developed and placed Into numerical solution form. Effects of line 
and continuum radiation along with finite rate chemistry were con­
sidered. Sixteen chemical reactions with 19 chemical species were 
Included In the analysis, and 12 of these species were employed In 
the radiative flux divergence calculation. The shock layer was 
coupled to a phenolic-nylon charring ablator through a surface energy 
balance.
The resulting conservation equations were a set of parabolic 
Integro-partlal differential equations which were quaslllnearlzed and 
solved using the Crank-Nlcolson Implicit numerical technique. The 
partial differential equations required two sets of boundary condi­
tions and one set of Initial conditions. The boundary conditions 
were specified at the shock using the Ranklne-Hugonlot relations and 
conditions at the ablator were determined by employing the nonequl­
llbrlum Hertz-Knudsen equation for sublimation and surface energy 
balance. The stagnation line equations are a set of ordinary integro- 
dlfferentlal equations which supply the Initial conditions for the 
analysis. The same boundary conditions were enq>loyed at the stagna­
tion line as for the shock layer solution.
Results are presented for coupled solutions at six key points 
along a reentry trajectory for the stagnation line. Four of these six
xll
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solutions were continued around-the-body. A study was also performed 
to determine the uncertainty in radiative heating due to the 
uncertainty in chemical kinetic data.
On the basis of this research, it was concluded that the numerical 
solution of the quasilinearized conservation equations yielded stable 
and accurate solutions to the nonequilibrium, radiating shock layer 
surrounding a blunt reentry body. These nonequilibrium solutions, 
when compared to equilibrium solutions at comparable conditions 
yielded consistently lower wall radiative heating rates. The dif­
ference was most pronounced at low heating rates (e.g. 121 BTU/sq. 
ft-sec for nonequilibrium) where the equilibrium results were 190% 
higher. At higher heating rates ('2000 BTU/sq. ft-sec) the equi­
librium results were found to be generally less than 20% higher than 
nonequilibrium. The species profiles for low heating rates differed 
significantly especially in the air layer from the nonequilibrium 
and equilibrium analyses whereas the species profiles for the high 
heating rate cases were very similar.
For the around-the-body analyses, it was observed that one 
nondlmensional blowing profile along the ablator surface was suf­
ficient for all four cases to adequately couple the shock layer with 
the ablator response. The coupling between ablator and shock layer 
was found to differ by only 16% for the worst case.
The choice of species boundary conditions at the ablator wall 
does not greatly affect the shock layer solution. The surface 
heating rate was found to differ by only 4% for the case of a 
nonequilibrium wall versus an equilibrium wall. However, the
xiii
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choice of species boundary conditions at the shock does appear to 
affect the solution. The species composition at the shock were as­
sumed to be equilibrium. In light of the results of this investi­
gation, the assumption of equilibrium appears to be inaccurate 
(especially at low heating rates) and further study is recommended 
in this area.
One of the major problems encountered in this study was the 
tremendous amount of computer time necessary. Over 100 hours of 
computer time on an IBM 360/65 computer was required. The speci­
fication of a correct shock standoff distance did not alter the 
heating rate analysis, but the amount of computer time was found to 
decrease significantly when the converged shock standoff distance 
was used. It is felt that more study is needed in the area of shock 
standoff calculations.
xiv




Aerodynamic heating Is one of the most severe problems 
encountered by a reentry vehicle when returning from Interplanetary 
missions. A reentry vehicle with a blunt body configuration and 
having a charring ablative heat shield has been found to be the most 
effective design for combatting this problem. This chapter discusses 
the advantages of the blunt body configuration over other alterna­
tives and presents a detailed description of the processes which 
occur In a charring ablator and Its surrounding flow field environ­
ment. The description Includes a comprehensive overview of the 
Intricate heat and mass transport mechanisms Involved In the ablative 
heat shield and the shock heated air layer flowing over the reentry 
capsule.
The Problem of Atmospheric Entry
A reentry vehicle encounters extreme heating during hyperbolic 
atmospheric entry when utilizing aerodynamic braking. This heating 
Is a result of applying the frictional resistance of the atmosphere 
to decrease the speed of the vehicle. Since kinetic energy 
(KE = MV^/2) Is a function of the square of the velocity, It Is 
necessary to know the ranges of relevant velocities for manned mis­
sions. In Figure 1.1 these ranges for flights to the planets and 
and the ranges encountered by Apollo are given. Notice that Apollo
1
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Figure 1.2. Peak Stagnation Point Heating Rates 
(Ref. 1.1).
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has the lowest return velocity range. This kinetic energy upon 
renetry is transformed into thermal energy and a bow shock wave is 
formed. Passing through the shock wave, the air is heated as it 
flows over the heat shield of the reentry vehicle. The air layer 
then transfers a portion of this heat to the surface of the space 
capsule primarily by convection and radiation. The relative impor­
tance of convective and radiative heating can be seen in Figure 1.2. 
Note that radiation heat transfer becomes increasingly important as 
the reentry velocity increases. Thus, it is extremely important to 
have a reasonable description of the radiative transport mechanisms 
for return from planetary missions where the velocities are much 
higher than Apollo. In Figure 1.3, the region where radiative heat 
transfer is significant is shown.
The alternative to aerodynamic braking would be to slow down 
the vehicle by using reverse thrust. Since the return velocity is 
of the same magnitude as the launch velocity, the reverse thrust 
method requires the same amount of fuel for reentry, therefore 
doubling the fuel requirement and adding unnecessary weight. In 
terms of weight efficiency for entry deceleration, an ablation pro­
tection system requires 10 to 50 times less entry vehicle weight 
than would be required by the reverse thrust method (Ref. 1.7). 
Excessive weight on a return capsule is quite prohibitive since it 
has been estimated that each kilogram carried throughout a manned 
planetary mission can represent between 300 and 1000 kg on the 
launch pad (Ref. 1.1). On this basis, excess weight cannot be 
tolerated especially in the return phase of the mission and reverse 
thrust becomes unsuitable.
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First it was thought that a slender body would be the logical 
design. The slender body does have the smallest aerodynamic drag. 
However, this shape produces a weak, attached shock wave and a 
large percentage of the heat generated on reentry is absorbed by 
the body. Slender body configurations are best suited for ballistic 
missiles and supersonic flow applications where low heating loads 
are experienced for short durations (Ref. 1.8).
The blunt or high drag configuration is more applicable to 
reentry of space vehicles since these have a much larger fraction 
of the total energy transfer to the atmosphere. An extremely strong, 
detached shock wave is formed around the blunted vehicle causing a 
major portion of the energy to be absorbed by the air flowing between 
the shock wave and the vehicle surface. This energy is then carried 
away in the wake behind the craft. The shock heated layer surround­
ing the vehicle becomes progressively hotter during the course of 
reentry causing dissociation and ionization of the air. Heat is 
transferred by convection and radiation to the capsule surface 
from the shock layer. The amount of heat transferred to the space 
craft is enough to cause surface temperatures of the order of 
3600°K. This high temperature occurs despite the fact that most of 
the heat has been diverted away from the craft by using the blunt 
body configuration. The space capsule cannot survive these tempera­
tures unless an efficient thermal protection system is used. The 
answer to heat shielding of reentry vehicles was the charring ablator 
which is discussed subsequently.
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The Charring Ablator
To dissipate the tremendous amount of heat that Is generated 
at reentry, several methods were suggested (Ref. 1,9, 1.10, 1.11). 
These are (1) Heat Sink, (2) Radiation Cooling, (3) Transpiration 
Cooling, (4) Convection Cooling, (5) Film Cooling, and (6) Ablative 
Cooling. The most Important of these Is ablative cooling since It 
combines the advantages of all of the other methods. The combina­
tion of wide range of application with high reliability made the 
system extremely successful.
The charring ablator Is a special type of ablator with qualities 
which make It a superb heat shielding material. The charring abla­
tor utilized several mechanisms to reduce the heat transferred to 
the Interior of the space craft. This type of ablator Is normally 
made up of a composite virgin plastic such as phenolic resin and 
carbon or phenolic resin and nylon. As shown In Figure 1.4, the 
virgin material of these composites decomposes when subjected to 
Intense heating and forms a porous carbon matrix along with pyroly­
sis gases which flow through and react In this porous carbon matrix. 
The carbon surface Is removed by chemical reactions, sublimation and 
Is eroded away by the shearing force In the shock layer (spallation). 
The pyrolysis gases flow through the char, reacting with themselves 
and the char layer and finally are Injected Into the boundary layer 
at the surface.
The ablative process Is an Intricate, complex, and yet orderly 
transfer of heat and mass. The Important mechanisms Involved are 
(a) heat conduction Into the material and storage by Its effective 
heat capacity, (b) heat absorption by the heat capacity of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Phenolic Nylon, Blunt Body Ablator.
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pyrolysis gases, (c) primarily endothermie reactions of the gases 
(homogeneous and heterogeneous), (d) sublimation and surface reactions, 
(e) surface reradiation, (f) blowing into the shock layer by the pyro­
lysis gases, and (g) blockage of shock layer radiation by ablation 
species. This flow of pyrolysis gases through the char layer gives 
the charring ablator the added effect of transpiration cooling.
The degradation of the primary pyrolysis gases when flowing 
through the char into smaller molecules has two very important effects 
(1) decomposition is endothermie, because heat is consumed in the 
breaking of chemical bonds, and (2) the overall heat capacity of the 
smaller molecules is larger than that of the original decomposition 
products.
It is essential for the ablator to have a low thermal conducti­
vity, a high thermal capacity, and a high heat of sublimation. The 
superiority of the charring ablator over subliming and melting abla­
tors is largely due to its ability to reradiate substantial quanti­
ties of energy from the surface. The surface of the char possesses 
a high-emissivity; and, at high temperatures, reradiation is one of 
the most important energy absorbing mechanisms for charring ablators. 
For most carbonaceous materials, a reasonable assumption is constant 
emmisivity and constant absorptivity (absorption is important when 
considering radiating shock layers). The values of emissivity and 
absorptivity are not necessarily equal, though, due to the fact that 
the radiation and reradiation normally involve different wave-length 
ranges (Ref. 1.12).
One of the outstanding features of an ablator is that it not 
only absorbs heat, but through the injection of gaseous ablation
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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products, it also modifies the adjacent boundary layer and greatly 
reduces the level of aerodynamic convective heating. These injected 
gases have the additional property of being good radiation absorbers, 
thus reducing the radiative heat transferred to the surface. More 
will be said about these two phenomena in the following section 
when discussing the flow field interaction.
The relative importance of the various heat rejection mechanisms 
is shown in Figure 1.5 for two entry velocities of 11 km/sec and 
15 km/sec. Only the energy which reaches the ablator surface is 
considered, therefore the reduction of convective and radiative 
heating by gaseous injection is not included. At the higher velocity 
of 15 km/sec, the heat rejection modes of reradiation, char sublima­
tion, and pyrolysis gas heat capacity and reactions become increas­
ingly significant.
Flow Field Interaction
The ablator must be described in its proper environment in 
order to visualize the physical phenomena occurlng. In the case of 
a reentry vehicle with an ablative heat shield, this environment is 
a shock heated shock layer shown schematically in Figure 1.6. At 
the outer edge of the shock layer, shock heated atmospheric gases 
(~15,000°K) move primarily by convection toward the stagnation 
point, where diffusive and viscous mechanisms become predominant.
The region in the immediate vicinity of the stagnation point is thus 
referred to as the diffusion or viscous layer. The region between 
the bow shock and the diffusion layer is called the air layer and 
the ablation layer is located between the diffusion zone and the



















Figure 1.6. Illustration of Charrlng-Ablator and Flowfield 
Interaction.
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ablator. As In the air layer, convective effects also predominate 
in the ablation layer.
Although simply depicted in Figure 1.6, the overall process 
is extremely complex and presents a significant challenge to an 
accurate mathematical analysis. The major difficulties are des­
cribing the radiative heating, the chemical reactions, and the 
interaction between the flow field and the ablator. In Figure 1.7 
the modes of heat transfer in the shock layer are illustrated along 
with the interactions with the ablator surface. The following dis­
cussion describes these heat transfer modes and the coupling that 
exists between the flow field and the ablator.
In the air layer the predominant radiation effect is emission 
which occurs in all directions. The radiant heat emitted away from 
the body through the bow shock, is absorbed by the ambient air and 
is called precursor radiation. This effect increases the free 
stream enthalpy, thus elevating the temperatures in the shock layer. 
The radiative flux toward the body is partially absorbed in the 
ablation layer, increasing the temperature of the gases in this 
region. The radiant energy that is transmitted through this layer 
is then absorbed by the solid char surface where part is reradiated 
back into the shock layer and the remaining is conducted through 
the char to the decomposition zone. In the ablator the energy is 
absorbed by primarily endothermie reactions in the char zone and 
the decomposition of the polymer. The remaining fraction of energy 
is finally conducted through the virgin material to the substructure.
Heat is also transported to the vehicle by convection and 
conduction, but radiation is by far the most important mode of heat






























































•Figure 1.7. Illustration of Heat Transfer Mechanisms in Ablating Thermal Protection Systems. w
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transfer. The foregoing discussion has described the Intimate 
coupling of ablator and flow field. The necessity exists, therefore, 
to accurately describe the major transport mechanisms In the shock 
layer and ablator Including their coupling effects.
Summary
The ablator and Its Interaction with the surrounding flow field 
has been shown to be a very complicated process of mass and heat 
transport. The ablator and Its associated flow field have been 
studied by many Investigators who have made various assumptions about 
chemistry, heat transfer, and momentum transfer. The state of the 
art has reached a point where most of the analyses have assumed either 
equilibrium chemistry or no radiation heat transfer. Very few have 
actually coupled the response of the ablator to the flow field and 
those that do have used equilibrium chemistry models.
This research was undertaken to develop an analysis which Incor­
porates the effects of finite rate chemistry, coupling of the flow 
field to a charring phenolic nylon ablator, and detailed line and 
continuum radiation heat transfer. The analysis Is formulated to 
describe a reentering blunt vehicle typical of manned Interplanetary 
missions.
A comprehensive overview of the work that has been done In the 
area of the shock heated flow field Is given In the following chapter. 
The discussion will cover all of the recent pertinent work on non- 
equlllbrlum and radiation blunt body flows.
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CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF RADIATING AND 
NONEQUILIBRIUM FLOW FIELDS
Introduction
In the past decade, numerous investigations of flow fields 
surrounding blunt reentry vehicles have been performed to determine 
the heating rates encountered by such vehicles. Various degrees 
of detail have been Incorporated Into the modeling of the flow field 
processes. The momentum, energy, and species equations have under­
gone assumptions pertaining to the viscous, conducting, radiating, 
and chemical nature of the flow. Radiating solutions have developed 
from the Initial gray emission simplifications to contlnum models 
and further to detailed line and contlnum models. Chemical models 
of frozen, equilibrium, and nonequlllbrlum chemistry have emerged 
with nonequlllbrlum being the realistic and most difficult analysis. 
At each stage of development, more understanding was gained and 
accordingly computation time Increased. In this chapter the best 
currently available studies Involving radiating and nonequlllbrlum 
flow will be discussed —  first the radiating analysis, then the 
nonequlllbrlum analysis.
Radiating Solutions
Radiative energy transport becomes an exceedingly Important 
mode for heat transfer at high velocity entries and low altitudes. 
Many Investigators have attempted to define the Important mechanisms
17
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involved in this radiative transport. A review is given below of 
the significant investigations performed in contributing to the 
current state-of-art prediction of radiative heat transfer. The 
analyses are split into direct methods which calculate a shock shape 
from a given body shape and inverse methods which use a specified 
shock shape and determine the body shape.
Direct Methods ; One of the first efforts by Lockheed Missiles 
& Space Company to model the shock layer processes was by Wilson 
and Hoshizaki (Ref. 2.1) who attempted the relatively simple problem 
of inviscid and radiating flow using the optically thin approxima­
tion. The major effort by this group has been in assessing the 
important mechanisms of radiative transport. This first effort used 
an integral method to solve the conservation equations and the 
analysis applied away from the stagnation point. Later, Hoshizaki 
and Wilson (Ref. 2.2) extended their work to include viscous effects. 
This analysis was for a viscous, radiating but nonabsorbing gas in 
the shock layer. Hoshizaki and Wilson studied the effect of radia­
tion cooling for a 30“ hemisphere-cone and showed that the loss of 
energy in the shock layer by radiation reduced both the radiative 
and convective heat transfer. Solutions were presented for heating 
around the body which showed that the reduction of heating rate 
persists far from the stagnation line. The momentum and energy 
equations were solved using an integral method in which the tangen­
tial velocity and enthalpy profiles were represented by fifth and 
sixth-order polynomials respectively. Solutions were obtained for 
air only which eliminated the need to solve the species equations.
The numerical solution proceeded by first obtaining a solution at
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the stagnation point. The coefficients of the polynomials of tan­
gential velocity and enthalpy were determined by using the boundary 
conditions at the wall and shock and the assumption that the shock 
was concentric. The solution proceeded downstream with an initial 
estimate for shock shape. This was compared to the output shock 
shape and a new estimate was then made. Iterations were performed 
until convergence was attained for the shock shape.
The third effort by Hoshizaki and Wilson (Ref. 2.3) was a major 
step forward in complexity by eliminating the assumption of an 
optically thin shock layer and accounted for the spectral behavior 
of the contlnum absorption and emission radiative processes. The 
numerical method differed from the previous investigation by employ­
ing a combined finite difference-integral method. The solutions to 
the momentum and species continuity equations were obtained in an 
approximate manner by means of an integral method. The velocity 
and concentration profiles resulting from the approximate solution 
were then used to solve the energy equation by means of a modified 
finite difference method (Ref. 2.4). This analysis included the 
effects of injected ablation products which were assumed to have 
thermodynamic and transport properties identical to those of air.
The injected gas was assumed to be inert within the context that no 
chemical reactions between ablation products and air were allowed. 
Solutions were obtained at the stagnation line and around the body. 
Iterations were made around the body as in Ref. 2.2 until the shock 
shape had converged. The primary purpose of this investigation was 
to determine the effect of self-absorption on the radiative and 
convective heating. Numerical results obtained showed that Self-
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absorption reduced the radiative heating by an order of magnitude 
but had little effect on convective heating.
The complex chemical equilibrium which results from Injection 
of realistic ablation products Into the shock layer was considered 
by Hoshizaki and Lasher (Ref. 2.5). In this analysis the shock 
layer chemical equilibrium composition was calculated using the 
FEMP computer program (from Ref. 2.4) which minimizes free energy 
given a specified temperature and pressure. According to Wilson 
(Ref. 2.6), "the use of FEMP, along with an even more detailed 
accounting of spectral radiative transport, raised a computational 
cost barrier which has since prevented the application of the direct 
finite difference analysis away from the stagnation point,"
Hoshizaki and Lasher (Ref. 2.5) state, therefore, that although 
around the body analyses can. In principle, be performed, only stag­
nation point solutions were obtained. The solution of the momentum 
equation was obtained using the Karman-Pohlhausen Integral method 
and splitting the flow field In two parts - ablation layer and air 
layer. The ablation layer was terminated when ablation Injected 
species comprised approximately 1% of the gas mixture. The velocity 
at the alr-ablatlon Interface was matched to combine the two solutions.
The analysis of Hoshizaki and Lasher Included radiative emission 
and absorption, radiation cooling, and coupling between convection 
and radiation. Only continuum radiation was considered - lines for 
atomic and Ionic species were not considered. The Infinite slab, one 
dimensional approximation to the radiative flux was used which Is 
tantamount to saying that gradients of temperature and density In the 
stream-wise direction are negligible. Wilson (Ref. 2.7) later studied
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the effects of the infinite slab prediction and found it to be quite 
reasonable. Numerical results showed that absorption by ablation 
products reduced the radiative surface flux by almost a factor of 
two. This result was in contrast to an earlier paper by Howe and 
Sheaffer (Ref. 2.8) who found that mass additions enhanced, rather 
than reduced, the radiative flux to the surface. Hoshizaki and 
Lasher claimed that this result was due to Howe and Sheaffer's gray 
gas approximation. It was also shown that atomic carbon was the 
principal absorber and that the ablation product molecules play a 
minor role in determining the radiative flux.
Chin (Ref. 2.9) investigated radiation transport in the stagna­
tion region of an ablating body with an invisicid, nonconducting 
flow model. The gas in the shock layer was assumed to be in thermo­
dynamic equilibrium and at quasi-steady state. The flow field was 
assumed to have an interface between the ablation products and the 
shock-layer air. The stagnation region air layer and ablation layer 
were analyzed by means of similarity transformations with a continu­
ity of pressure across the interface. The wall was assumed to be 
at the equilibrium sublimation temperature corresponding to the sur­
face pressure. The ablator is coupled to the flow field by perform­
ing the following surface energy balance.
V* " (4w - (2.1]
where: v^ = velocity of injected gases into shock layer
= heat flux toward surface from shock layer
oT^ = energy reradiated by surface
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= density of injected gases 
AH^ = heat of ablation
A heating rate, q^, was assumed and then updated until the flow 
field solution corresponded to the surface energy balance.
The radiation transport in the analysis attempted to introduce 
the effect of lines on the radiative surface heat flux. Only nitro­
gen lines were included and the ablation layer was modeled with a 
continuum approximation. Chin also made perturbation studies of 
the radiative properties to examine radiative uncertainties. Chin's 
results indicated that the ablation layer was very effective in 
reducing wall heat flux (41%) and that self-absorption and energy- 
loss effects reduced the sensitivity of the wall radiative flux to 
environmental variables and to uncertainties in radiative properties.
In order to remove major deficiencies in the treatment of the 
momentum equation due to the integral technique used in Refs. 2.5 
and 2.10, Wilson (Ref. 2.11) solved the momentum equation in finite 
difference form. This method permitted solutions to "massive" blow­
ing problems and placed all three conservation equations in the same 
solution form. The opacity data in the radiative transport model 
was extended to include atomic line transitions of H and C species. 
Thus, transport through the ablation product gases was more complete 
than in previous published studies. Finally, the inclusion of 
continuum and line opacity data for the He atoms permitted the solu­
tion to be applied to both Earth and Jovian entry (RATRAP from 
Ref. 2.12).
In comparing his results with Chin (Ref. 2.9), Wilson found 
that Chin's solution overpredicted the effectiveness of radiative
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blocking. This result was due to the omission of C and H lines by 
Chin (only N lines were included in Ref. 2.9). Wilson showed that 
Chin's inviscid solution compared closer to a continuum only calcu­
lation as shown in Figure 2.1. The result of this research demon­
strated that, unlike the situation with convective heating, massive 
blowing was ineffective in achieving a major reduction in the sur­
face radiative flux. These conclusions held not only for earth 
entry but particularly for Jovian entry when predominately carbon 
species comprised the ablation product gases.
The end result of the work of Hoshizaki, Wilson and Lasher is 
the "Vise Code" reported in Ref. 2.6. In this investigation, the 
simplifying but nonessential gas dynamic approximations that 
pp = constant and the construction of an inner inviscid layer were 
removed. The results used a completely variable py as well as a 
technique for integrating the conservation equations toward both the 
shock and wall from the interior shock layer point where the stream 
function passes through zero. The radiative transport subroutine 
was further extended to include wall emission/reflection terms. The 
previously employed analytic method (Ref. 2.13) for obtaining the 
flux divergence due to lines was dropped and replaced by a direct 
numerical differencing of the line flux. The code was used to obtain 
heating predictions for reentry into the earth's atmosphere and for 
probe entry into the atmospheres of Jupiter and Venus.
Another group to study radiation transport in the shock layer 
(stagnation line only) was that of Rigdon, Dirling, and Thomas of 
McDonnell Douglas Corporation. Rigdon et al. (Ref. 2.14 and 2.15) 
solved the viscous stagnation line equations using an initial value
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A  = Denotes Calculated Points
Line and Continuum







(U„ = 15.25 km/sec;
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Mass Injection Rate, m
Figure 2.1. The Effect of Mass Injection on Surface 
Flux Reduction (Ref. 2.11)
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(marching) finite difference technique. The solution was started 
at the stagnation point and proceeded in both directions (toward the 
wall and toward the shock), and the initial slope (at the stagnation 
point) was iterated on until the boundary conditions at both the wall 
and shock were satisfied. This technique was used in order to avoid 
the numerical problems associated with marching techniques that 
start the solution at a wall with mass injection where the slope is 
close to zero. Difficulties arose from trying to maintain numerical 
precision when taking differences between numbers of the same size.
Rigdon, ^  al. (Ref. 2.15) used a binary diffusion coefficient 
based on the C-N interaction and demonstrated that the choice of 
binary diffusion coefficient was not critical in the prediction of 
wall heating rates. The species equations were solved by assuming 
that ablation species were diffusing into air species and the mix­
ture was in chemical equilibrium. In Ref. 2.15 the effect of injec­
tion of ablation species were considered. This was an extension of 
previous work of Rigdon et _al. (Ref. 2.14) where only air blowing 
was studied. The effects of the thermodynamic and transport 
properties of ablation products on the heat flux at the wall was 
investigated, and radiation preheating of ambient air (precursor 
radiation) was considered. For these solutions the radiative trans­
fer was computed using the detailed spectral radiative properties of 
both air and ablation products including atomic line transitions.
Comparison of the detailed solutions of Rigdon, £t al. (Ref. 
2.15) with other less exact methods, e.g., line grouping, showed a 
necessity for retaining full spectral detail in the description of 
the radiative properties. Furthermore, the thermodynamic properties
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of the ablation products must be peroperly described. Results 
showed that precursor radiation increases the wall heat flux by less 
than 10% for entry velocities up to 55,000 feet per second and shock 
layer pressures of approximately one atmosphere.
NASA's Langley Research Center has done some extensive investi­
gation of the radiating flow around blunt reentry bodies (Refs.
2.16 - 2.20). All of these investigations are restricted to the 
chemical equilibrium flow.
The inviscid, radiating, nonadiabatic flow field equations 
were solved by Suttles (Ref. 2.19) using an approximate computa­
tional scheme in which a method of integral relations was applied.
The method was used for a one-strip approximation with an equilibrium- 
air gas model. A frequency dependent, self-absorbing radiation model^ 
was employed which accounted for atomic-line radiation as well as 
the important continuum radiation processes. This work was an 
extension of the work of Garrett, et (Ref. 2.21) who used the
integral relations approach to a nonradiating flow field. Mass in­
jection at the surface was not included. Comparison were made to 
the stagnation solutions of Olstad (Ref. 2.22) and Callis (Ref. 2.23). 
Suttles showed that the nonadiabatic solution resulted in signifi­
cantly reduced enthalpies and temperatures, increased densities, and 
decreased shock standoff distance. Suttles concluded that although 
the approximate method did not produce all details of the flow, it 
did yield a good description of the flow field through quantities 
such as shock standoff distance and flow properties at the body 
surface.
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A combined chemical equilibrium chemistry flow field and ablation 
study was performed by Smith ̂  al. (Ref. 2.16) for a blunt body 
reentering earth's atmosphere. Three interacting regions were dis­
tinguished: inviscid air layer, ablation boundary layer, and charring
carbon phenolic heat shield. The outer air layer was analyzed as 
an inviscid region using a one strip integral method. The inner 
ablation layer was analyzed using two techniques. For small ablation 
rates a boundary layer solution was used; whereas for large ablation 
rates (where the boundary layer solution was unstable) an integral 
method was used. No radiation coupling between air and ablation 
layers was considered. The radiation model used was that of Wilson 
and Hoshizaki (Ref. 2.10) which included various line and continuum 
mechanisms for atoms, ions and molecules excluding line mechanisms 
for C and H atoms. Heating rates for the stagnation region and 
around the body along a trajectory were presented. Coupling of the 
ablator to the flow field was accomplished in a similar manner to 
Chin (Ref. 2.9) in which the mass loss rate was determined by a sur­
face energy balance. An equilibrium enthalpy of ablation was used 
along with surface reradiation of energy (the surface was assumed to 
be at the equilibrium sublimation temperature). Results were com­
pared to Chin and Indicated a smaller blockage of radiation (22% 
compared to 46%) due to the ablation layer. A similar result was 
found when compared to Rigdon et al. (Ref. 2.15) who predicted 55% 
blockage by the ablation layer. The conclusion was that the differences 
occurred due to the differences in radiative transport models of the 
three investigations.
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In a recent study by Sutton (Ref. 2.18), the fully coupled 
radiating gas flow about an ablating planetary entry body was applied 
to Venusian entries. The method of solution coupled an inviscid flow 
solution and a boundary layer solution (laminar or turbulent) in 
which the divergence of the radiative flux was included in the energy 
equation for the solution of each gas layer. The treatment of radia­
tion included molecular band, continuum, and line transitions with 
a detailed frequency dependence of the absorption coefficient. The 
species equations were solved in elemental form with chemical equili­
brium being assumed. Results showed that the radiative flux toward 
the body was attenuated in the boundary layer at downstream regions 
of the body as well as at the stagnation point. The results were 
the same even when radiation absorption by ablation products was 
taken into account. The radiative heating rates along the downstream 
regions were shown to exceed stagnation point values under certain 
conditions. Blockage of radiation was found to be 10% to 20% for 
nominal entry conditions but radiation blockage as large as 30% 
resulted at higher velocities.
In an investigation by Garrett, et al. (Ref. 2.21), the viscous 
shock layer equations in the stagnation region were solved using an 
implicit finite difference sheme. The flow field was assumed to be 
in thermodynamic and chemical equilibrium. The radiation model 
used was the computer code RATRAP (Ref. 2.24) which accounted for 
both continuum and line radiation exchange. The species equation 
was solved by assuming ablation products diffusing into air species 
as a binary system. The assumption of the binary diffusion model 
was evaluated by comparing heating rate results for two cases. One
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case assumed the binary diffusion coefficient to be that of hydrogen- 
nltrogen diffusion and the other to be that of carbon-nltrogen dif­
fusion. The results showed that a maximum difference of 3 percent 
occurred In the radiative heat flux which Indicated that the assump­
tion of a binary diffusion model was valid for the conditions examined.
For massive blowing cases, damping of the enthalpy profile was 
required to keep the solution stable. A damping factor of 0.5 was 
found to be the most efficient when considering the trade-off of 
computer time and stability. Garrett ̂  al. Improved on the stabi­
lity of their solution by using a windward differencing technique 
Instead of central differencing. Oscillations In the enthalpy and 
species solutions were removed by use of windward differencing.
Comparison by Garret (Ref. 2.21) with other Investigations 
(Ref. 2.9, 2.15, 2.16, 2.19, 2.25) demonstrated lower wall radiative 
heating rates for carbon phenolic ablation. The results Indicated 
that the ablation products were highly effective In blocking the 
Incident radiation from the high temperature outer layer of the 
shock. For blowing rates of 0.1 and 0.2, typical reductions In 
radiative heat flux at the wall ranged from 34 to 39 percent of the 
values for no blowing.
Engel et al. (Ref. 2.26) concluded from the results of Refs.
2.27 and 2.28 that the energy and species equations could be simpli­
fied by setting the diffusion term equal to zero. This assumption 
yielded a step function for the elemental mass fractions where 
ablation elemental mass fractions were used from the wall to the 
stagnation point and air elemental compositions were used In the 
region from stagnation point to the shock. The species compositions
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were then calculated assuming thermo - chemical equilibrium.
The thin shock layer, stagnation line equations were solved includ­
ing line and continuum radiation from air and ablation species. The 
flow field was coupled to a phenolic nylon ablator by assuming the 
ablator surface to be at its sublimation temperature and the heat 
absorbed to be that by quasi-steady ablation - similar to the coup­
ling by Chin (Ref. 2.19) and Smith et (Ref. 2.16). An implicit 
finite difference scheme was used to solve the energy and momentum 
quasi-linearized equations.
Engel's results indicated that the continuum contribution to 
the surface radiative heat flux is essentially unchanged by increas­
ing the ablation rate above about 5% of the freestream blowing rate. 
Molecular absorption of radiant energy in the ablation layer was 
found to contribute significantly to the reduction of wall heating 
rates (52% for the case studied).
Contemporary with the study performed by Engel was an investi­
gation by Esch (Ref. 2.28) to determine, primarily, the effect of 
assuming binary diffusion. Esch's investigation differed from 
Engel in that he solved the species equations with the diffusion 
term included. The radiation model was identical to Engel's. Com­
parison of binary diffusion results with multicomponent diffusion 
results led to the conclusion that binary diffusion was sufficient 
to describe the shock layer process if an appropriate value of the 
diffusion coefficient was selected. He used the binary coefficient 
based on H-CgHg interaction. The effect of using air thermodynamic and 
transport properties, instead of including ablation products, was 
also investigated by Esch. Detailed transport properties were found
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to be unimportant but inclusion of thermodynamic properties of 
ablation products proved to alter the radiative wall heating rate 
significantly. These results are supported by the findings of Rigdon 
et al. (Ref. 2.15) and Garrett et al. (Ref. 2.21).
Inverse Methods ; In solutions which use inverse methods, the 
shock shape is given and the body shape is to be determined. The 
shock shape can then be adjusted until the desired body shape is 
found. The disadvantage of this technique is that, in general, one 
would like to specify body shape directly (the direct method). Un­
fortunately, shock shape is somewhat insensitive to body shape. 
Therefore, different body configurations could have the same shock 
shape and the inverse method does not always work effectively.
Some success has been achieved using inverse methods. Chou 
(Ref. 2.29) performed an inverse solution using locally nonsimilar 
solutions for a radiating shock layer about smooth axisymmetric 
bodies. In this method, nonsimilar terms in the governing equations 
were defined as dependent variables; model equations were derived 
for these variables. Solutions were presented for nonblowing bodies 
and compared with the Blasius type series solution of Chou and 
Blake (Ref. 2.30). Excellent agreement was found. Blowing solutions 
were also obtained (constant blowing around the body), but these 
cases did not consider radiative transport and no diffusion mechanism 
was taken into account. Therefore, the injected gas was assumed to 
be the same as that of the freestream. Results indicated that blow­
ing solutions were more difficult to obtain than nonblowing solutions 
since the blowing cases were not presented for points very far
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downstream of the stagnation region. Another limitation was that 
only continuum radiation was considered.
In a later report by Chou (Ref. 2.31), the restriction of no 
blowing for radiative heating cases was removed. In addition the 
simplifications of constant transport properties and continuum radia­
tion only were also removed. The same locally nonslmllar method was 
used. Ablation products were allowed to diffuse into the shock 
layer and the governing equations were modified to allow mass Injec­
tion rates (carbon Injection) to vary with distance around the body. 
The shock layer was assumed to be In thermo-chemical equilibrium 
and the FEMP, Free Energy Minimization, computer program (Ref. 2.4) 
was used to determine the equilibrium composition. Molecular band 
and atomic line, as well as continuum radiation, was considered. 
Comparisons were made with the adiabatic Inviscid flows of Olstad 
(Ref. 2.32) and Schneider (Ref. 2.33) and the viscous, nonradiating 
flow of Davis and Flugge-Lotz (Ref. 2.34).
Chou's results showed good agreement with the work reported in 
Refs. 2.32, 2.33, and 2.34. A sample calculation was made for a 
typical Jovian entry which Indicated a 40% reduction In total radia­
tive flux at the stagnation point due to carbon gas Injection when 
compared to the nonblowing case. The reduction increased to about 
70% of the stagnation line value at about four body nose radii 
downstream. The radiative flux reduction Indicates that most of 
the radiative energy Is absorbed by the Injected carbon gas and 
dumped Into the wake. An examination of the spectral distribution 
of the radiative flux revealed that most of the flux reduction oc- 
cured In molecular bands of C^ and Cg.
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À companion report to Ref. 2.31 was Ref. 2.35 which is a user's 
manual for the SL4 computer code. The report describes the input 
and output for the inverse shock layer solution of Chou. The code 
also provides a basis for obtaining predictions of the surface heat­
ing to a body entering any planetary atmosphere at hyperbolic velo­
cities.
In an inverse solution by Olstad (Ref. 2.32) an attempt was made 
to study the effects of radiation on the flow about smooth symmetric 
bodies downstream of the stagnation point. Previously Olstad had 
only presented stagnation region solutions (Refs. 2.22 and 2.36).
In the analysis, a simplified flowfield technique developed by Maslen 
(Ref. 2.37) was modified to account for radiation and large blowing. 
The radiative transport model included effects of atomic lines and 
continuum radiation. Blowing was studied for cases of cold air in­
jection, thus only air thermodynamic, transport, and radiative proper­
ties were required.
At some point not too large a distance downstream of the stag­
nation point, the flow direction in the shock layer is nearly 
parallel to the shock. Maslen (Ref. 2.37) took advantage of this 
situation to derive a simplified system of equations which adequately 
describe the flow and thermodynamic properties in the shock layer 
for an inviscid, nonreacting, nonradiating gas for a given shock 
shape. The most important step in the derivation was the trans­
formation to the von Mises plane and the subsequent uncoupling of 
the normal momentum equation from the other equations. Using a modi­
fied form of Maslen's method, Olstad studied the effect of cold air 
blowing on radiative heating. He found that in the stagnation
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region blowing was quite effective in reducing the radiative heating 
to the body surface. However, downstream of the stagnation region, 
where the radiative heat flux from the hot shock layer decreased, 
re-emission from the blown layer became increasingly important conr 
pared with absorption. Thus the effectiveness of the blown layer 
decreased and finally became negative, so that the presence of the 
blown layer actually increased the radiative heating to the body 
surface downstream of the body station where blowing ceased. Olstad's 
results must be evaluated in the light of the system under study, 
i.e., only air blowing was considered and ablation products with dif­
ferent radiative, transport, and thermodynamic properties could very 
well invalidate the conclusions reached (e.g. Chou, Ref. 2.31).
Falanga and Sullivan (Ref. 2.25) presented an inverse solution 
for an inviscid shock layer flow about a blunt body. The model 
included nongray radiative transfer and only considered equilibrium 
air flow. The technique had the restriction that the shock shape
had to be analytic and the solution was only applicable to the sub­
sonic flow region in the shock layer. No blowing from the body was 
considered. Results compared favorably with the direct method of 
Rigdon et al. (Ref. 2.15) and the analysis of Callis (Ref. 2.23) 
who used a time-asymptotic technique.
More recently Sutton and Falanga (Ref. 2.38) published results
for the entry of a blunt vehicle into a Venusian atmosphere of 90%
carbon dioxide and 10% nitrogen. In this analysis only stagnation 
region heating results were obtained, but ablation product injection 
and a boundary layer adjacent to the body were included. Again 
nongray radiation was accounted for and fully coupled solutions were
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presented (i.e. radiative coupling and ablator-flow field coupling).
A high density phenolic nylon ablator was considered In the Investi­
gation. Results Indicated that ablation products reduced radiative 
heating by as much as 35% for high velocity entries (11 km/sec) 
and that the boundary layer also significantly reduced the radiative 
heating (20-30%). For entry velocities below about 10 km/sec. It 
appeared that the Invlscld layer solution gave reasonable estimates 
of radiative heating.
Nonequl11brlum Chemistry Solutions
The preceding discussion has been centered on analyses that 
have sought primarily to describe the Important radiative heating 
phenomena that occur In high temperature shock layers. None of 
these analyses have considered the effect of nonequlllbrlum chemistry 
on the flow field solution. At best equilibrium chemistry was In­
cluded In some of the previously discussed Investigations. This 
section will attempt to describe some of the Important work that has 
been done In the area of nonequlllbrlum or finite rate chemistry 
analyses. In general these studies do not Include the effects of 
radiative heat transport.
Blottner (Refs. 2.39 - 2.43) has done extensive work In the 
Investigation of nonequlllbrlum flows, especially for boundary layer 
flows. In an early work by Blottner (Ref. 2.41), the Investigation 
of a viscous nonequlllbrlumrlonlzed air boundary layer was performed. 
Seven air species (Og, N^, 0, N, NO, NO^, e-) and 11 chemical reac­
tions were considered. The equations were transformed with the 
Mangier and Howarth-Dorodnltsyn transformation In order to obtain 
them In a form more appropriate for numerical solution. The
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resulting partial differential equations were then solved using an 
Implicit finite difference shceme. Results were given for slender 
vehicles entering at 22,000 feet per second at altitudes of 100,000 
feet and 150,000 feet. For distances 15 feet downstream from the 
tip and for conditions considered, none of the chemical reactions 
were near equilibrium. No mass Injection at the wall was Included 
In this analysis.
Blottner published an excellent survey paper on finite difference 
methods for the solution of the boundary layer equations (Ref. 2.39)
In 1970. The paper presented a technique for solving the boundary 
layer equations for a multicomponent flow with finite chemical 
reactions. The technique was developed In an effort to attain a 
method that would solve the governing equations when many chemical 
species exist In the flow. The solution technique Involved the 
quaslllnearlzatlon of the equations, uncoupling them, placing them 
in finite difference form, and solving the resulting trl-dlagonal 
matrices. Blottner found this technique superior In computational 
efficiency as can be seen from Figure 2.2 to the fully coupled 
solution. When the equations are fully coupled, the program storage 
requirements and the computation time Increase rapidly as more species 
are Included. Since a matrix Inversion must be performed In the 
fully coupled solution and computation time Is proportional to the 
cube of the matrix size (number of species), large chemical systems 
become prohibitive. On the other hand, the uncoupled method results 
In solution times which are approximately proportional to the number 
of species.













Figure 2.2. Computation Time for Various Numbers
of Chemical Species (Binary Diffusion) 
(Ref. 2.39).
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The finite differenced equations were written with a parameter 
"0" which can vary between 0.0 and 1.0, where 0 Is 0 for explicit 
methods, 1/2 for Crank-Nlcolson method and 1 for the Standard 
Implicit method. Blottner used 0 = 1/2 or the Crank-Nlcolson dif­
ference scheme because the accuracy Is of second order compared 
to first order accuracy for the standard Implicit. The explicit 
scheme was not used since unstable solutions Invariably occur when 
this method Is used on boundary layer problems. The boundary con­
ditions for the boundary layer equations were presented by Blottner 
and placed Into the finite difference formulation also. In this 
analysis, Blottner considered the effect of an ablator Injecting mass 
Into the boundary layer. The Initial conditions (stagnation line 
equations) for solution were developed In Ref. 2.42 by Blottner.
These ordinary differential equations were treated In the same manner 
as the partial differential equations which describe the boundary 
layer.
Results were obtained by Blottner for binary and multicomponent 
diffusion which showed differences which were almost Indistinguish­
able. The surface boundary conditions employed In the study were 
such that the wall was either noncatalytlc, or fully catalytic.
For the case of the non-catalytlc wall the mass Injection rate and 
and diffusion rate of air species to the surface was zero. A fully 
catalytic recombination surface for air Is defined as a wall where 
every dissociated and Ionized species that strikes the surface Is 
converted to a molecular species due to heterogeneous reactions. 
Comparison of catalytic to noncatalytlc solutions showed negligible 
differences In temperature and velocity profiles but about a 20%
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difference was found in the boundary layer thickness (noncatalytlc 
being higher).
For the solution with a noncatalytlc wall, oscillations 
were obtained with Crank-Nlcolson (G equal to 0.5) method. To avoid 
this problem, the standard Implicit method with 0  equal to 1.0 was 
employed. The results were compared with 0 equal to 0.5 and 1.0, 
and the results were In close agreement downstream. Near the tip 
(first few Inches) there was a difference between the predictions 
of the two methods for the mass fraction of the species, with the
Implicit method giving the more accurate results. This type of
stability problem has also been observed by Moore (Ref. 2.44) and
was corrected by using the standard Implicit scheme for the first
grid point away from the wall.
In a summary report (Ref. 2.43) Blottner et al. prepared a 
user's manual for the boundary layer - shock layer computer program 
that evolved from their work. In the report additional Improvements 
were made In the numerical schemes. Initial profiles can be obtained 
by the program and variable step sizes across the layer are possible. 
Results are presented for various boundary layer and shock layer solu­
tions and three example runs are given for Input and output of the 
program which demonstrate Its flexibility. One of the major Improve­
ments In this version of the program was the capability to handle 
arbitrary body shapes.
Davis (Refs. 2.45 and 2.46) presented solutions for the viscous 
flow In the shock layer about reentering vehicles at moderate to 
high Reynolds number. Shock and wall slip conditions were Included 
In the boundary conditions and were shown to be Important for low
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Reynolds number cases. The flow field was described by one 
consistent set of equations which are the thin shock layer equations 
as Blottner used (Ref. 2.43). The gas was assumed to be a perfect 
gas so that no chemical reactions occurred and the species continuity 
equations did not need to be solved.
Davis used a numerical scheme similar to Blottner (Ref. 2.39) 
and developed the variable step size finite differencing used in 
Ref. 2.43. Starting with the assumption that the thin shock layer 
equations applied and that the shock was concentric to the body, the 
solution proceeded from the stagnation point to points downstream.
The thin shock layer assumption is tantamount to omitting normal 
velocity terms in the normal momentum equations. These assumptions 
were then removed by making successive iterations around the body 
using a corrected shock shape and normal components of velocity in 
the normal momentum equation.
The addition of chemical reactions in the shock layer was later 
investigated by Davis (Ref. 2.47). In this analysis a chemically 
reacting binary mixture of oxygen atoms and molecules was considered. 
Flows past hyperboloids with one inch nose radius asymtotic far 
downstream to cones of 60°, 45°, and 20° were investigated at alti­
tudes of 100 to 250 thousand feet and an entry velocity of 20,000 feet 
per second. The calculations extended 25 nose radii downstream and 
considered both catalytic and noncatalytic wall boundary conditions. 
No mass injection at the wall boundary was considered.
Before the calculations were made downstream, Davis performed 
several stagnation-region solutions to determine what effect rates 
of chemical reaction given by various authors (Refs. 2.48-2.52) would
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have on the solution. Typical results showed that there was about 
a factor of four between the lowest and highest atom concentration 
profiles. For the remainder of the work, Davis used the rate data 
of Bortner (Ref. 2.49).
The wall catalytlclty had little effect of skin friction and 
wall pressure distribution, but had a sizable effect on heat trans­
fer. The wall catalytlclty was also shown to have little effect on 
velocity and temperature profiles In all cases. Davis found by 
comparing equilibrium concentrations to nonequlllbrlum calculations 
that at 100,000 feet the outer Invlscld flow was essentially in 
equilibrium at the stagnatlon-polnt, but was not a few nose radii 
downstream. Caution should be taken, therefore. In using stagnatlon- 
polnt solutions to determine when equilibrium conditions are reached.
In a study that followed Davis, Moss (Ref. 2.53) extended 
Davis's model (Ref. 2.47) to Include multicomponent effects. This 
Investigation studied the effects of chemistry models (frozen, equi­
librium, or nonequilibrium) on the flow field solution, the effect 
of multicomponent diffusion, wall catalyticity, and mass Injection. 
The numerical solution technique was identical to that of Davis 
(Ref. 2.47) and the body studied was a 45“ hyperboloid.
Moss's results Indicated that the chemistry models substantially 
Influenced flow parameters and surface transport. Heat transfer 
rates were higher for both frozen and equilibrium than for nonequl­
llbrlum (e.g. 54% higher for equilibrium In the stagnation region). 
Wall catalytlclty also had an effect of Increasing heat transfer 
rates for nonequlllbrlum cases. The effect of multicomponent dif­
fusion was shown to be negligibly different from the binary diffusion
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assumption which agrees with the results of Blottner (Ref. 2.39) 
and Esch (Ref. 2.28).
Moss considered mass injection of air, water, and ablation 
products into the shock layer. Only for the case of air injection 
was nonequilibrium chemistry attempted. Equilibrium solutions were 
obtained for water and ablation Injection. The effect of that mass 
injection had on heat transfer rates decreased as the injection rate 
increased. Also, the effect that mass injected in the stagnation 
region had on the flow field decreased very rapidly downstream.
Water was found to be the most effective in reducing heat transfer 
rates for the injectants considered.
Adams et (Ref. 2.54) presented results for chemical non­
equilibrium inviscid and laminar viscous flow over spherically 
blunted cone geometries. The calculations were made for flight 
velocities and altitudes where radiative transport was negligible.
The chemistry was restricted to air species and injected species of 
argon, helium, or carbon dioxide. Multicomponent diffusion was dis­
cussed; however, no results were presented. For the cases studied, 
the influence of a noncatalytic wall with mass injection significantly 
reduced the convective heat transfer.
Using an approximate inverse solution, Grose (Ref. 2.55) pre­
sented results for the inviscid nonequilibrium flow in the shock 
layer about a vehicle in hypersonic flight. Cases were run for 
Earth, Martian, and Venusian atmospheric entry. The method used a 
von Mises transformation to place the equations in the form of the 
stream function similar to Olstad (Ref. 2.32). A large number of 
reactions and/or species was easily handled. The gas model permitted
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consideration of vibrational relaxation, dissociation, recombination, 
ionization, electronic excitation, and vibration-dissociation 
coupling. The method had the advantage of being able to solve the 
subsonic and supersonic portions of the flow field whereas many 
flow field solutions require the use of two methods for the two 
regimes. The primary advantage of the method was that computing 
time was small (79 seconds to about 14 minutes). One disadvantage 
was that approximations were crude close to the stagnation point 
where peak heating generally occurs.
Summary
The studies reviewed represent the best currently available. 
Unfortunately the radiating solutions are for equilibrium chemistry 
flow fields at best. On the other hand the nonequilibrium solutions 
are presented for cases in which radiation is not a dominant heat 
transfer mechanism. None of the analyses reviewed incorporate both 
the effects of radiative transport and nonequilibrium chemistry.
With the exception of Chin (Ref. 2.9), Smith et al. (Ref. 2.16),
Esch (Ref. 2.28), and Engel (Ref. 2.27), the solutions neglect the 
coupling of the flow field to the body whereby a surface energy 
balance is maintained.
As can be seen, no single analysis includes all of the important 
effects of radiative heating, nonequilibrium chemistry, and ablator 
coupling. It was the main purpose of this research, therefore, to 
incorporate all these effects using a computational scheme which is 
reasonable, accurate and rapid. The model developed includes 
radiative transport with various line and continuum contributions, 
nonequilibrium chemistry, and is coupled to a phenolic nylon ablator.
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In Chapter 3, the equations that describe this system are developed 
and placed Into a form suitable for numerical solution.
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CHAPTER III
DEVELOPMENT OF THE THIN SHOCK LAYER EQUATIONS 
Introduction
In this chapter the governing equations for the radiating, 
chemically reacting, viscous flow around a blunt body are developed, 
transformed, and placed Into solution form. A more detailed devel­
opment of these equations. Including an order of magnitude analysis 
Is given by Engel et al. (Ref. 3.1). Engel's development Is a 
complete derivation of the thin shock layer equations from general 
transport equations which Includes Intermediate formulations of 
varying degrees of rigor. The assumptions Inherent at each stage
of development are clearly stated. This chapter omits some of the
tedious mathematical details of the derivation while retaining most 
of the logical step-by-step procedure used In obtaining the set of 
equations necessary to describe the flow field around an ablating 
blunt body.
The thin shock layer equations, which model the flow of the 
multicomponent gas In the shock heated region of the ablator, are
a set of parabolic partial Integro-dlfferentlal equations. By nature,
parabolic differential equations require one set of Initial condi­
tions and two sets of boundary conditions. In the shock layer, the 
Initial conditions are given by the stagnation line equations, and 
the two boundary conditions are given by the Ranklne-Hugonlot equa­
tions at the bow shock and the mass and energy balances at the
50
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ablator surface. The stagnation line equations are simply the thin 
shock layer equations reduced to ordinary Integro-dlfferentlal 
equations at the axis of symmetry on the body. The Ranklne-Hugonlot 
equations at the shock and the surface balances at the ablator 
surface Insure conservation of mass, energy, and momentum across 
these boundaries. Since the Initial and boundary conditions are a 
very Integral part of the shock layer solution, this chapter treats 
the derivation of these equations In some detail.
In order to attain a more feasible coordinate system for solu­
tion, the blunt body equations are transformed by the Dorodnltsyn 
transformation. This transformation Is an Independent variable trans­
formation which allows for a stretching of the normal body coordinate 
near the body utilizing the variation In density across the shock.
The solution In this form allows for easier numerical solution.
Finally, a general form for numerical solution of the set of 
parabolic partial differential equations Is developed and presented.
In Chapter V the equations In this form are finite differenced and 
arranged In the form for numerical solution.
The Physical Environment
It becomes necessary In the development of any mathematical 
model to make simplifying assumptions to the general conservation 
equations In order to obtain a set of equations that Is more feasible 
to solve. These simplifying assumptions are determined only by 
understanding the physical system to be modeled and by assessing 
the magnitude of the terms In the general conservation equations.
An assessment of this sort will provide, not only a basis for omitting 
from the equations terms of negllble consequence, but will also
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provide a means of estimating the magnitude of terms Impossible or 
too difficult to evaluate at this stage of technological develop­
ment. A knowledge of the importance of these various terms Indicates 
which uncertain parameters are most necessary to study.
In order to determine the proper mathematical model to describe 
the flow field around a blunt body moving at hypersonic velocities, 
the behavior of the gas the vehicle will encounter must be investi­
gated. In Figure 3.1 based on the work of Reference 3.2 the flight 
regimes are presented which are encountered by a body during atmo­
spheric entry. The regimes can be grouped into two gas dynamic domains- 
continuum and noncontinuum. Hayes and Probstein (Ref. 3.2} demonstrates 
the continuum can be divided into five regimes : (1) classical bound­
ary layer, (2) vorticity interaction, (3) fully viscous, (4) incipient 
merged layer, and (5) fully merged layer. The general conservation 
equations can be used to describe the gas flow over a body in these 
continuum regimes. A brief description of these five continuum 
regimes follows (Ref. 3.1):
1. Boundary layer regime: The classical boundary layer 
equations are a valid approximation of the viscous effects 
for high Reynolds numbers corresponding to lower altitudes. 
Viscous effects dominate near the wall in a region which 
is small compared to the shock layer thickness. Vorticity 
generated by the shock curvature is therefore negligible, 
having no effect on the boundary layer flow.
2. Vorticity interaction becomes important at lower Reynolds 
numbers where shock generated vorticity becomes significant 
in respect to viscous effects near the body. Here the
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Figure 3.1. Flight Regimes (Modified from Ref. 3.4).




















outer region of the shock layer, usually considered the 
inviscid layer, becomes coupled through momentum transport 
to the higher shear region near the body, usually thought 
of as the boundary layer. The high shear region near the 
body is also larger than experienced at higher Reynolds 
numbers.
3. Viscous layer regime: Viscous effects from the body inter­
action are spread through the shock layer. This occurs at 
lower Reynolds numbers and correspondingly higher altitudes 
than the vorticity interaction regime. Viscous dissipation 
at the shock is still small in comparison to dissipation
at the body. This condition is true as long as the ratio 
of the mean free path behind the shock over the shock layer 
thickness is much smaller than the square root of the den­
sity ratio across the shock wave (Ref. 3.2). This implies 
that the Rankine-Hugoniot shock wave equations are valid 
for determination of the shock layer boundary conditions.
4. Incipient merged layer regime: The incipient merged layer 
begins when dissipative effects at the shock are significant. 
The shock wave is thin relative to the shock layer thickness 
but the Rankine-Hugoniot relations must be modified to 
account for viscous effects at the shock boundary.
5. Fully merged layer regime: At higher altitudes and low 
Reynolds numbers, a distinct shock does not exist. The 
free stream mean free path over the major body radius is 
approximately one or less. The flow behaves continuously 
from the free stream to the body. Above this altitude
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range continuum concepts are no longer applicable, and 
the flow goes through a transition to free molecular flow.
The foregoing discussion of the five continuum flow regimes
follows the reasoning of Hayes and Probstein (Ref. 3.2) under the 
assumption that radiative energy transport and ablative mass injec­
tion were negligible. In the present development, these two effects 
are of primary importance. Figure 3.1 shows the flight regimes 
where radiative heating to a one-foot body becomes significant. For 
the most part, significant ablation rates are also encountered in 
these regimes when using present day charring ablators such as pheno­
lic carbon and phenolic nylon. Engel et al. (Ref. 3.1) concludes 
that these same mechanisms for momentum transport hold true when 
radiation and ablation are present, therefore the basic characteris­
tics of the shock layer are unchanged in these regimes.
The basic conservation equations are appropriate to describe 
the flow of a continuum reacting and radiating gas mixture over a 
blunt surface when thermal equilibrium exists. For the present 
work, a reduced set of equations will be determined which describes
the flow in the shock layer over a blunt body when the outer boundary
of the shock layer is a shock wave described by the Rankine-Hugoniot 
equations. Thus, the equations governing the flow in the shock 
layer will be applicable to the three higher Reynolds number regimes. 
It is in these three regimes where the heating rates to a vehicle's 
surface are the most significant.
The Conservation Equations
The conservation equations can now be written in general vector- 
tensor notation. The statement of these equations is given by
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Engel et al. (Ref. 3.1) in time independent vector form as 
follows :
Global Continuity:
V • pV - 0 [3.1]
Species Continuity :
?  • (p̂ V) + 9 ' [3.2]
Momentum:
p(V'V) V + V ' (7 - IP) - 0 [3.3]
Energy;
p(V-V) H + V• (qjj + q’ĵ) - 9» (7) • V - 0 [3.4]
where the radiation pressure tensor and external force field terms 
have been omitted from the energy and momentum equations.
In order to describe the flow over blunt bodies, moving at 
hypersonic velocities, it is found convenient to state the conserva­
tion equations in orthogonal body oriented coordinate systems. The
type of body under consideration, la three dimensional, axisymmetric 
or two-dimensional, determines the stretching functions which are 
used in transforming the equations from general vector-tensor nota­
tion into a usable coordinate system. The classes of bodies con­
sidered in this development are axisymmetric and two dimensional 
which have the same stretching functions therefore the same form of 
the equations. The statement of the body oriented shock layer 
equations is given below (after Engel, Ref. 3.1):
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Global Continuity;
(pur^) + ~  (icr̂ pv) - 0 [3.5]
Species Continuity:
^  ^  ( i ïA  v >  ' - - k
- ̂  (Kr* J^ y) + xr* Uj [3.6]
x-momentum:
pr^ u "^ + P<r\ —  - pKt\v + 1“
■  'è ^  (icAxy) - A i x y  + Tzz II “ 0 [3-7]
y-momentum:
P A  +  pK A  “  -  PK A ^  +  K r ^  ~
■ ̂  x̂y) - A x x  + KTZZ ||
Energy:
[3.8]
p A  |S + p « \  ■§ . - A  (Ag^) - c;/ qg,,)
• ^  <'\.x> - ~k <R.y) ‘ “ ’xx V  '
+ [<A + Kr^ V T y y ]  -  0  [3.9]
where k Is the local body curvature and r Is defined In Figure 3.2. 
Using Figure 3.2, the following relationships may be found
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àô
=  (1 +  k à r d x
X.
f .
# = k ( x )
6 = J  (1 4- kg)  fanedx -H 6
B = y  k (x) dx
Figure 3.2. Body-Oriented Coordinate System.
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r, + y sin 0
D
dr ® sin 0 dy + k  c o s  0 dx 
where




A = 0 , two dimensional
A = 1 , axisymmetric [3.13]
Defining the diffusional mass flux vectors, J^, and the heat 
flux vectors, q̂ , yields
[3.14]
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1 jfl ™1 P<
Radiative heat flux;
x(r^) 00 4n












■y(?o> .o _ o
dv dy [3.22]






Kr̂ + 2y iZSy [3.24]
icr̂
+ 2y [■
T  ®  Txy yx
A  (r\) + ̂  (Rr\)
u Sr^ ̂  _v_ 3r^
RrA 3y.
fl Sv 9u K ]
 ̂ [ ?S^+ s 7 ‘ ? "  J
[3.25]
[3.26]
The statement of these vector and tensor components completes the 
set of conservation equations expressed in body-oriented, orthogonal 
coordinates. These equations are subsequently simplified by an order
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of magnitude analysis, yielding a much more manageable set of 
equations called the thin shock layer equations.
The Thin Shock Layer Equations
The statement was made earlier that the basic conservation 
equations were to be used for the flow of a continuum reacting and 
radiating gas mixture over a blunted surface when thermodynamic 
equilibrium exists. It was also stated that a reduced set of equa­
tions could be used which would describe the flow when the outer 
boundary of the shock layer is a shock wave described by the Rankine- 
Hugoniot relations. This set of equations is called the thin shock 
layer equations and is arrived at by an order of magnitude analysis 
in which all terms of order one [1] are retained (Ref. 3.1). Further 
simplifications can be made by neglecting the shock layer thickness 
in comparison to the local body radius. This implies
K ^ 0, K + 1, and r^ -*• r^ [3.27]
Applying these limits and dropping terms using an order of magnitude 
analysis gives
Global Continuity ;
(V«) + (pv) - 0 [3.28]
Species Continuity;
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X-momentum:
9u . 9u (•#) [3.30]
y-momentum:
Energy:
9H , „ 9H 9 ,k9T. 9
^  W  ¥  ‘T F ’ ■ 3ÿ [  V i . :
. I, z z a  ^  fiii.üaïi
n2 i m̂ Ij Pj 9y
[3.31]
[3.32]
The shock layer equations 3.28 to 3.32 are now rewritten with 
some changes noted. The global continuity and the two momentum 
equations are unchanged. The global continuity Is removed from the 
species equation, and the energy equation Is written with enthalpy 
and temperature as the principle dependent variable. Furthermore, 
the resulting temperature form of the energy equation was obtained 
by subtracting the momentum equation, substituting the right hand 
side of the species equation from the left hand side and assuming 
binary diffusion. Thermal diffusion Is also neglected. The resulting 
set of dimensional aslxymmetrlc (A*l) shock layer equations Is
Global Continuity:
13.33]
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Species Continuity!
9Cj 9Cj 3 9C.pu _  + pv _  „ ̂  (p — ) + wl [3.34]
x-momentum:
v-momentum
i f  -  ^  P « :  [ 3. 31]
Energy (Enthalpy):
P" It + PT If ' itF (k if) - If ^ '■i -"i.y ■
+ [3-35]
Energy (Temperature):
i l  i l  3 p
p u  C p  3 x  + p v  C  3 y  “  ” I ^1 “ i
____
9y " 9 y " "^9y' " ^"12 9y 9y [3.36]
These equations are In dimensional form and body oriented 
coordinates. In the following section these equations are nondlmen- 
slonallzed and an Independent variable transformation Is performed.
Nondlmenslonallzed and Transformed Equations
The thin shock layer equations 3.30, 3.31, 3.33, 3.34,
3.35 and 3.36 can be nondlmenslonallzed by using the following
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dimenslonless variables which are appropriate to the problem under 
consideration.
X *  Y *  u* V *
* “ r*  y “ R*
00 00 
so 00
r. “ K - k*R* k ■ ^ "T - -gr
" ■ ^ 2  " i ' % .
8,0 „
2 ' 1 + K? ' "b .O '* SC -
- % r
The dimensional variables used in the preceding section for the thin 
shock layer equations are denoted by a superscript asterisk (*) in 
this discussion. The nondimensional variables have no superscript, 
and the nondimensional quantities for Reynolds number (Rê ) and 
Schmit (Sc) number have been incorporated. The resulting form of ■ 
the shock layer equations in nondimensional form is shown in 
Table 3.1.
These equations can now undergo an independent variable trans­
formation of the Dorodnitzn type. The Dorodnitzn transformation 
reduces the effect of a large variation in density in the body normal 
coordinate by incorporating the density in the transformed normal 
coordinate. The new independent variables now become
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Table 3.1
Nondimensional Thin Shock Layer Equations
Global Continuity:
±  (pur^) + ^  (pv) - 0 [3.37]
Species Continuity:
3C
By Re 3y 'Sg 3y
aci  3q
I T 1 7  ■ rT  I ?  1 7 ’ *  “i
x-momentum:
' - f  [3 39]
y-momentum:
1“  ■ f  P [ 3. 40]
Energy (Enthalpy):
+ (u2|H + u v g + v 2 | ï  + w | H
■ ‘^ 1 7 ’ -  3 1& (cp % hi 1ÜT’ ■ ^ ^ 2 :s7 1 7 1 7
+ id; z hi 17 (si 1T7) - 3 B a:; ■§■<““ 37’ [3.41]
Energy (Temperature):






where 5 Is the shock standoff distance, and 5 is the transformed 
shock standoff distance which is used to normalize the variable 
n from 0 to 1. The derivatives become
W -1 i
When the new independent variables are introduced and the trans­
formations are applied, the nondimensional shock layer equations 
become the following in the transformed plane:
Global Continuity:
(P"^b) + lï k  ° [3.47]
Species Continuity :
'3.481
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x-momentum:
T̂ 7 lA" (pu 4z) [3.49]
y-momentum:
= -̂ 6 u2 [3.50]on K
Energy (Enthalpy):
i v +  in3v £ £ i v  £ 2 m ^ v  _
8Ç ^  8x 3n 6 an 6 an+ vu
- 2 B + *i&=T iî ( P" * ) (3.51]
Energy (Temperature):
,„Cp||.puCp|l-|ï
+ 2u if + 2u 3F + i&lüT
This nondimensional, transformed set of equations is a set of 
parabolic partial differential equations which needs two sets of
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boundary conditions and one set of initial conditions. The formu­
lation of the boundary and initial conditions will now be discussed.
Boundary and Initial Conditions
The parabolic nature of the thin shock layer equations mathe­
matically requires initial conditions as well as boundary condi­
tions in order to obtain a solution. The entry vehicle axis of 
symmetry is the appropriate location of the starting line for 
zero angle of attack problems and provides the initial conditions 
for the shock equations. The determination of conditions along 
this line, called the stagnation line, is a major and important 
problem in itself. The stagnation line solution also requires the 
same two sets of boundary conditions as the shock layer solution. 
Consequently, development of the method to obtain these initial 
conditions (i.e. stagnation line solution) is delayed until after 
the boundary conditions are established. The boundary conditions 
are specified at the bow shock and at the ablator surface.
Boundary Conditions at the Bow Shock
If the shock geometry is known, the Sankine-Hugoniot equations 
can be used to obtain the shock boundary conditions. The develop­
ment of these equations in curvilinear coordinates follows directly 
from Ref. 3.5. The dimensional Rankine-Hugoniot equations written 
in body oriented coordinates (See Figures 3.2 and 3.3) are:
Vg “ U* sin (|i sin e- p U* cos (p cos e [3.53]
*
Ug “ U* sin (|> cos e+ p Uoo cos (|) sin e [3.54]
P* + pg (pU* cos = P* + p* (U* cos (|))̂ [3.55]






Fig. 3 .3 . Resolution of Velocity Components in a 
Body Oriented Coordinate System
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*
h* = ̂  - Y  + v*2) + h * [3.56]
The tangential velocity is negligible near the stagnation line 
thus reducing Equation 3.56 to
h* = Y  -P^) cos^ * + h* [3.57]
Nondlmenslonallzlng Equations 3.53 through 3.57 and dropping P* 
and h* which are of order (p%) yields the following shock boundary 
conditions;
Vg ■ sin (J) sin E - p cos i{) cos e  [3.58]
Ug * sin (j) cos E + p cos * sin e [3.59]
Pg = (1-p) cos^ (f> [3.60]
hg ■ (1-^) cos2 $ [3.61]
or
hg . 1 - (uf + v^) [3.62]
where the following nondlmenslonallzatlon convention has been used.
V *  u* . h* P* -  p *
The preceding Ranklne-Hugonlot relations were obtained by performing 
mass, energy, and momentum balances across a thin shock wave. These 




V  *  Vs




g (Pg, hg) (Assuming chemical equilibrium)
i; (Ty,,) = 0 [3.63]
The Rankine-Hugoniot equations provide expressions for Ug, Vg,
Pg, and hg. The equation of state and free stream elemental mass 
fraction provides the post shock species mass fractions assuming 
chemical equilibrium. The specific intensity coming through the 
shock towards the body is specified as zero. It is noted that, in 
total, four boundary conditions are required for the energy equation 
because of its integro-differential nature. Thus, two boundary con­
ditions, enthalpy and specific intensity, have been specified at the 
shock.
Boundary Conditions at the Ablator Surface
In order to specify the conditions at the ablator boundary, 
surface balances of mass, momentum, and energy are required. In 
connection with these balances, an evaluation is required of the 
surface removal mechanisms: sublimation, chemical reactions, and
erosion. The purpose of this section is to integrate the various 
surface phenomena through which flow field calculations and the 
ablator response calculations are coupled. In Appendix A, the 
quasi-steady state equations that describe the ablator response 
are presented along with results from numerical solutions. The 
arrangement of the surface species and energy balances into a form 
suitable for coupling of the flow field to the ablator response is
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given in Appendix B. This development in Appendix B is based on
the assumption that sublimation is the major surface removal mechanism.
The boundary conditions for this investigation can be derived 
in either of two ways. The first technique consists of simply formu­
lating a physical balance across the boundaries of the system. The 
second technique involves the use of the flow field equations them­
selves, which are integrated across the system boundaries and then 
contracted by taking the limit as the spacial increment approaches 
zero. Both of these methods should yield the same results. In 
this development both of these methods will be employed. The first 
method has the advantage that the physical significance of each term 
in the resulting equation is more readily evident. The integration 
technique will assure that all of the necessary terms have been 
included.
Species Boundary Conditions ; At the char surface the following 
general surface balance is known to exist:
convective flux 
of species i on 
the char side 
of the interface
diffusive flux of 
species i on the 
char side of the 
interface
all contributions 
to the net flux 
of species i due 
to the surface 
phenomena
convective flux of 
species i on flow 
field side of the 
interface
diffusive flux of 
species i on flow 




p * C - +  J f  +  S* .  p*v* C ,+  J *+  
Nondimensionalizing by ^ and Ü* gives
[3.65]
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pv + Ji + = pv [3.66]
The surface generation, Ŝ , can now be quantitatively defined 
and the remaining terms of the equation verified by examining the 
integral derivation of the species surface balance from the nondimen­
sional shock layer species continuity equation. Equation 3.38 is 
now rewritten as
p u + p v + ü)i [3.67]
where has been substituted back into the equation. Equation 3.67 
can be further simplified when we realize that a no slip stipulation 
at the surface implies that u = 0 which gives
[3-68]
The generation term in this equation can be expressed as the 
sum of contributing effects
“l ■ “Ihomo + + “Isubl
where is the net generation of species i by means of homo­
geneous chemical reactions, is the net generation by hetero­
geneous reactions, and Is the rate of formation of gaseous
species by sublimation.
Each of the previous terms represents a generation of mass of
species i by reaction per unit time per unit volume. For the abla-
*
tor this unit volume contains both gas and solid. Thus if is 
the rate of formation of species i by heterogeneous reaction per
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unit of solid surface, A ,̂ then ^i^g^ is given by the following 
equation
" L c  = [3.70]A Ay
* * *The ratio of A^/A Ay represents the concentration of surface area, 
i.e., the available surface area per unit volume of the reacting 
system.
In the subsequent steps of this analysis Equation 3.68 will 
be integrated across the char interface a distance of Ay which will 
define the thickness of a control volume of cross-sectional area 
A* which contains a total reactive surface area Â . Equation 3.70 
can be written in non-dimensional form by the following manipulations.
Ay 
8,0
This equation can also be conveniently expressed in terms of char 
porosity, (volume of voids per unit volume), which for an 
isotropic material is equal to (A* - A*)/A*. Thus,
“lh.t = «1 (3-72]
In a similar manner the sublimation term can be derived as.
0).Isubl A Ay, f± [3.73]
where is the mass rate of sublimation per unit area of solid 
surface.
Following the above procedure, the homogeneous reaction rate 
term can be written as
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^^homo (^^homo ^ '•Ps-o y» "I
[3.74]
where homo net rate of formation of species i in the gas
phase.
Having now defined, quantitatively, the total generation term 
in the species continuity equation, the integration technique will 
be used to define in terms of Equation 3.68 can be integrated
as follows:
y+ dJi
y- dy ^ jy- '̂̂ ĥomo ^^het
+ “isubl> dy
Substituting Equations 3.72 and 3.74 into the above gives :
Ir- pv d Cj_ = -  ̂ - ir - omo dy
[3.75]
y+ (Rj + /i)(l-gp)
y- dyAy [3.76]
Integrating the above equation noting that pv is a constant gives
pv Cj - pv q  = + Ji + Wiĵ Q̂ Q Ay + (Ri + /iXl-Ep) [3.77]
Taking the limit as Ay ^ 0 and rearranging gives: 
pv C“ + JJ + (R̂  + /i)(l-ep) = pv cj + jf [3.78]
Comparing the above equation with Equation 3.66 confirms our previous 
surface balance and defines S^, the dimenslonless surface generation 
term, as:
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Si = (R̂  + /l)(l-Gp) [3.79]
Although Equation 3.78 is completely rigorous for all species 
which may exist either in the flow field or the char, a more speci­
fic interpretation of this equation can be arrived at for various 
types of species which can be grouped into distinct categories.
For example : pyrolysis gases (excluding carbon), carbon gas, all
remaining gases, and finally the solid carbon. A more complete 
treatment of how these various categories are handled is given in 
Appendix B.
Energy Boundary Conditions: Starting with Equation 3.32 the
energy balance at the surface will be developed in a fashion ana­
logous to the preceding one for the species equations. Equation 
3.32 is the energy equation in a dimenslonless form. This equation 
becomes (omitting thermal diffusion)
Again noting that the tangential velocity, u, equals zero at the 
surface. Equation 3.80 reduces to
3q
“  'é ̂  [3.81]
Integrating the above equation across the char surface gives
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PvH'*’ - pvH” = [k ̂  % hi + qg]
- "d̂  - I \  + 9R^ [3-82]
The above equation can be placed in a more convenient form using 
the following equations. The equation for the total enthalpy Is 
«2
H “ h + -̂  [3.83]
and, using the definition of the static enthalpy It can be written In 
terms of the mass fraction, Ĉ , and enthalpy per unit mass of 1,
H - % h, C, + -̂  [3.84]^ 1 1  2
Using the above relationships and noting that kinetic energy terms 
are small compared to the enthalpy terms and can be deleted, the 
left hand side of Equation 3.82 can be written as
pv % h^ - pv % h^ [3.85]
The terms on the right hand side of Equation 3.82 will now be 
evaluated. Considering the first bracketed term on the right hand 
side of Equation 3.82, all three terms in this bracket are to be 
evaluated In the flow field and will be retained. The first term 
Is the conductive heat flux, the second Is the diffusive energy 
flux, and the third, q”. Is the energy radiated to the surface
from the flow field. In the second bracketed term the only terms
dT***of Importance are the conduction of energy Into the char (k^ )
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and the energy radiated by the surface (q^). The resulting equation 
after substituting In these relations becomes
dT - , dT +
p v  ^  h i  ( C i  -  C Ï )  +  k  ^  -  q g a  =  k  ^
“ I hi Ji - qR [3.86]
where Is the energy radiated by the flow field to the surface 
and qpR Is the energy radiated by the surface toward the flow field. 
The terms with the superscript (-) are evaluated with an ablator 
response analysis described In Appendices A and B. The terms with 
the superscript (+) are evaluated In the flow field analyses.
The above form of the surface energy balance shows the coupling 
between the compositions, mass fluxes and surface temperature.
Thus a simultaneous solution of the species surface balances and 
the energy surface balance Is required.
Momentum Boundary Conditions; If a no slip condition Is Im­
posed at the ablator surface, the tangential velocity, u. Is zero 
for all X at y = 0. This boundary condition has been used In the 
previous species and energy surface balance derivations. This 
condition can also be used In the determination of the surface 
pressure from the y-momentum equations. Equation 3.31, yielding
•^ = 0 [3.87]dy
Integrating Equation 3.87 gives the simple result
P'̂  - P- [3.88]
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which states that the pressures on both sides of the surface are 
equal when considering terms in the y-momentum equation that are 
first order accurate.
Global Continuity Boundary Condition; The global continuity 
equation is a statement of the conservation of mass and is a first 
order partial differential equation. The solution of this equation 
requires the specification of the normal velocity at the surface.
More normally the mass injection rate is specified (pv). Figure 3.4 
shows that the flow of gases (p̂ v )̂ to the surface along with the 
rate of solid addition (p̂ v )̂ is equal to the total mass injection 
rate, (pv)^^^^. This same conclusion can be arrived at by solving 
the global continuity equation. Equation 3,37, at the surface
(pv) «= 0 [3.89]
which upon integrating becomes
pv|” - pv|^ [3.90]
or
Pg Vg + Pc vr = pv wall [3.91]
The terms p^v^ and p^v^ are determined from the ablator response 
characteristics.
In summary, the derivation of the wall boundary conditions 
has been completed by applying surface mass, energy, and momentum 
balances. These balances describe the interaction of the ablator 
with the flow field. Appendix A develops the equations which 
describe the ablator response and Appendix B shows the coupling









































Figure 3.4. Illustration of Flowfield Coupling and Quasi-steady Ablator Response,
00o
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that exists between the species and energy surface balances. The 
behavior of the flow field is governed by the shock layer equations 
along with its boundary conditions and initial conditions. To com­
plete the flow field specification, the initial conditions will 
now be discussed.
Initial Conditions
In order to obtain initial values for the shock layer solution, 
a reduced set of thin shock layer equations must be solved at x = 0 
along y, the stagnation line (see Figure 3.2). The solution of this 
set of equations is important because any distributional shock 
layer solution, due to its parabolic nature, is only as valid as its 
initial values.
The solution of the stagnation line equations by direct methods 
has been approached in two ways. The work of Ho and Probstein 
(Ref. 3.6) typifies the stagnation region solutions which use 
expansions of the dependent variables in x to obtain the stagnation 
and near stagnation line equations. The work of Hoshizaki and 
Wilson (Ref. 3.7) typifies the stagnation line solutions which 
determine the stagnation line equations by formally taking the limit 
of the terms in the shock layer equations at x = 0 using symmetry 
conditions. The latter method is used in this analysis.
Engel (Ref. 3.8) develops the stagnation line equations by a 
detailed derivation from the thin shock layer equations. The global 
continuity, species continuity, and energy equations are reduced by 
taking limits and noting that at x * 0, u •* 0, the species and 
energy equations become ordinary differential equations. The
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x-momentum equation yields a trivial solution In Its unaltered 
form, therefore the x-momentum equation Is differentiated with 
respect to x and Its limiting form along the stagnation line Is 
determined.
The normal curvature effects are dropped and only first order 










I f '  “
Energy (Enthalpy):
p v  P  j h  ^  2  ( p v )  d v  ^  2 p i 
5 d n  ~ d n  r  d n
k dh
C p  d n
[3.95]
+ I hi ̂  f£U f£l
^®s^ dn (̂sc dn
Energy (Temperature):
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Using the nondimensional quantities given previously, the 
global continuity and momentum equations can be placed in dimension- 
less form as follows:
Global Continuity :
x-momentum:
3x2 = 0  [3.99]
y-momentum:





pv S  ̂   ̂  ̂̂  ^
+ - ^ I S l 3 i ^  [3.103]
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The second derivative of pressure term in the x-momentum
equation can be evaluated at the shock using the Rankine-Hugoniot 
9Pequations if —  is assumed zero. This pressure term is
-LZ. = - 2 nfl-p) [3.104]
For a concentric shock -|̂  = 1. The concentric shock assumption is 
usually rather good for hypersonic flow, however in this derivation 
will be treated as a parameter and thus will be left general. 
Substituting this term into the momentum equation yields
- " ‘I ; ) '
+ 2 p (1-p) = 0 [3.105]
To obtain a more classical form of the momentum equation, a velocity 
function is defined
= ^«"‘̂tion of y [3.106]
where
^^s,o 9(|) , — 9G 
3x “ 3x ^  3x [3.107]
from the Rankine-Hugoniot equations. Substituting into the momentum
equation yields
■ ‘”'1 1
The stagnation line equations can now be transformed using the
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Dorodnltzn transformation as was used for the thin shock layer 
equations. For this transformation. Equations 3.43 through 3.46 
are applied
Ç = X [3.43]
n = -2-z--- [3.44]
_9_ ^ 3 . i
3x 9Ç
3 _P _9_





where 9n/9x equals zero at the stagnation line. The resulting trans­
formed equations are
Global Continuity ;
2 Ic  ° ■ f
Species Continuity;
£V d£L „ _d_ ,pp dÇi -fl





A  ( p p A  )  _  PV R e ^ 6  ^  +
Re a 6 », - 3u , 2
[ 2p (1 - p)(-^) - p( f ) ] ■= 0 [3.112]rSUs.Ox 9Ç 9Ç
3Ç ^







pv JLib. +  2 2-Y- iîi . ̂  -L (p-L _ 2p _L 




3n ^sc 9n ■) - 2 IE [3.114]
Energy (Temperature)
62 dn
_ 2JE+ PH_ I CgijdÇidT
P Reg 6 Sc dn dn
[3.115]
Integrating Equation 3.111 yields
3u „ -pv = - 2 (— ĝ P) 6f [3.116]
Equation 3.116 can be used to eliminate pv from the x-momentum 
equation. This procedure results in a third order nonlinear 
ordinary differential equation.
(p y f" ) '  +  [2 Re^ «2 ( i ^ )  ] f f "  +
3Uso
3Ç [3.117]
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The boundary conditions for this equation are
t
f = 1 at n ” 1
I
f = 0 at n “ 0
In addition. Equation 3.116 has a boundary condition imposed on it 
to determine the transformed standoff distance, 5.
-(pv)s
S  , 3 . 1 1 , ]
The momentum equation can be reduced to a first and a second order 
equation by defining
t
Ç = t- [3.120]
6
and substituting into Equation 3.117
( p y ) ç "  +  [ 2  R e g  6 ^  +  ( p y )  * ]  ç '
■ t f
-  a» o 2 Reg 6 P (1-p)
- Reg 6  ̂ (— g|^)Ç “--(------
If)
The resulting boundary conditions for Equation 3.121 are;
Ç = 0 at n = 0
Ç = 1/6 at n = 1 [3.122]
Equations 3.120 and 3.121 can now be solved simultaneously to give 
Ç and f. Equation 3.119 can then be solved for the transformed 
standoff distance, S.
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The foregoing discussion of the stagnation line equations 
completes the formulation for the initial conditions needed in the 
solution of the thin shock layer equations. The boundary conditions 
for the energy and species stagnation line equations are the very 
same as those discussed for the shock layer equations, i.e. the 
Rankine-Hugoniot relations and the surface balances. The shock 
layer solution requires one more piece of information to be com­
pletely specified - the shock geometry. The following section 
describes the geometrical relation necessary in determining shock 
shape.
Shock Geometry
There are three methods which may be used to determine the 
shock shape and pressure distribution around the body. First, the 
technique used in Reference 3.9 and 3.10 and others can be used.
The shock shape is specified _a priori from which the wall pressure 
distribution is calculated as the solution proceeds around the 
body. An output shock shape is calculated from the geometrical 
relation (Ref. 3.11).
e = tan"^ [(d6/dg)/(l + ic6)] [3.123]
where 6 is calculated as a result of the x-momentum solution. This 
output angle is compared with the input angle and if the input and 
output meet a specified tolerance, the solution is said to be 
converged.
The second technique of predicting shock shape involves speci­
fying a wall pressure distribution a, priori. Preferably this dis­
tribution is known from experimental data for hypersonic Mach
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numbers. The change in pressure due to radiation coupling is 
justifiably neglected (Ref. 3.9), and a shock shape is also assumed. 
The shock layer equations are solved around the body and the cal­
culated and input pressure distributions are compared. The shock 
shape is then numerically adjusted according to the pressure dif­
ferences. This calculation is repeated until satisfactory pressure 
convergence is obtained.
The third technique Involves a simultaneous solution of the 
geometric relation 
rSI (1 + KÔ) tan e dÇ + [3.124]oo
with the shock layer equations. The pressure behind the shock and 
the pressure at the surface are calculated as part of the thin 
shock layer solution. Only one around the body iteration is re­
quired for this technique.
The first two techniques have been implemented in a modified 
version of the computer program described in Reference 3.9 and 3.10. 
Unfortunately both of these techniques have severe limitations.
The first method consumes a large amount of computer time because 
many around the body iterations are necessary to insure convergence. 
In addition, each estimate of shock shape must be made by hand.
The second method also consumes a great deal of computer time for 
the same reason - too many iterations. The second technique does 
have the advantage over the first that the input and output pres­
sures are smooth allowing an automatic update of the shock shape 
by the computer. However, this technique does not necessarily 
satisfy the geometrical differential equation. Equation 3.124.
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Engel (Ref. 3.8) concludes, therefore, that since the first two 
techniques are subject to undesirable limitation, the third tech­
nique should be implemented.
This section concludes the development of the mathematical 
equations which describe the shock layer surrounding a reentering 
blunt vehicle. The solution of these mathematical equations is 
taken up in Chapter V where a numerical procedure is developed 
which requires that the thin shock layer and stagnation line equa­
tions first be linearized. The linearization of these equations, 
therefore, is carried out in the next section.
Quasilinearization of Shock Equations
The differential equations can be made linear in the unknown 
variables by performing a Taylor series expansion and truncating 
after the first derivative term of the Taylor series. Coupling 
between the equations is eliminated in this analysis because com­
puter storage becomes excessive with many chemical species. Coupling 
between the equations is required for the quasilinearization techni­
que as defined by Bellman and Kulaba (Ref. 3.12), but the uncoupled 
procedure is shown to be computationally superior by Blottner 
(Ref. 3.13). Therefore, the present scheme uncouples the conserva­
tion equations.
The thin shock layer equations and the stagnation line equa­
tions, with the exception of global continuity and y-momentum, can 
be written in the following general form
+ a | “ + a  W + o + a | j » 0  [3.125]
1 9 n  2  3  4  3 5
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where a , a , a , and a are the linearized coefficients for
1 2  3  4
W * Ç ,  W = u, W = C^, W = H, and W « T. These coefficients are
as follows
3Ç momentum (stagnation line, W « Ç)
a » Vs,0 )f + (£E>1 PM '■ 5% PM
2  R e g  6 3  9  U s . o ^ r
-, c (1-7) ,3t) + Jf.
», - p2„ 2py [3.126]
95
a = 04
x-momentum (shock layer, W ■ u)
a ■ -^ [ (pm) -Re Ô pv - Re 6 u ] 
1 PM s s ox
l î i
Re S^u
a  --- §--- [3.127]
4 PM
Species Continuity, W *
a = %  [ 6* - Re 6 pv - Re 3 u-|^]1 p s S oX
“a ’ ^ 5 “ âli'f >




T  - ' i '
[3.128]
-R e 6 u . 8
where
B = py/Sc [3 .1 2 9 ]
Energy (Enthalpy); W « h
a -fE.rA(fE)_üâli!L_£vi, 




2ScRe. % iSi ijii+3n -57T
J _  H . J .RGgBn (scj 9n
£k
iS,
Re, h " I? + in
32u1
â T 'J -
2
a - l Ü E i
*♦ 2pk
Energy (Temperature): W ■ T
[3 .1 3 0 ]
pk
(p w ’ . £ v|£e  + ̂ J c-P fn
u Cp 3̂  3n 
2 3x
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p
a =-u Ct) 6^/2pk [3.131]4 r
Equations 3.125 through 3.131 can be used to numerically solve 
the shock layer problem. The species and energy equations can be 
applied at the stagnation line simply by noting that the tangential 
velocity, u, equals zero, thus making zero along with terms In 
the energy equation that contain the normal derivative of u.
Chapter V treats these equations further by placing them In finite 
difference form and describing the numerical solution procedure.
Summary
The thin shock layer equations have been derived from the 
general conservation equations In vector-tensor notation. The 
resulting partial Integro-dlfferentlal equations require two sets 
of boundary conditions and one set of Initial conditions due to 
their parabolic nature. The boundary conditions are given at the 
bow shock by the Ranklne-Hugonlot relations and at the ablator 
surface by the surface balances. The Initial conditions were 
derived from the thin shock layer equations by taking the limit as 
X approached zero which yields the stagnation line equations (along 
the line of symmetry). The shock layer equations were then
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nondlfflenslonallzed, transformed, and quaslllnearlzed for ease of 
numerical solution.
In order to solve the final set of equations, thermodynamic, 
transport, kinetic, and radiation properties must be known. The 
next chapter describes how these properties are obtained and gives 
the values used in the solution of the equations. In Chapter V 
the quasilinearized shock layer equations are finite differenced 
and the method of solution, stability, and results of numerical 
experimentation are demonstrated.
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CHAPTER IV
TRANSPORT, THERMODYNAMIC, RADIATION, AND 
KINETIC PROPERTIES
Introduction
In the previous chapter the conservation equations were developed 
into a form that will be finite differenced and placed Into numeri­
cal solution form In the following chapter. However, first the 
coefficients In these equations contain not only the dependent 
variables, but also transport and thermodynamic properties along 
with generation terms of mass and energy which must be evaluated.
The production or generation of mass Is described by the chemical 
kinetics of the multlconq>onent reacting system. The generation 
terms for energy Include that due to chemical reaction and that due 
to radiative heat flux.
It Is Important to have an accurate description of these terms 
in order to have a valid mathematical model. In general, the trans­
port and thermodynamic properties and the chemical and radiation 
generation terms are functions of temperature, pressure, and chemi­
cal composition. Theoretical values of the transport and thermo­
dynamic properties for pure components are curve fit and used In 
correlation formulas to predict mixture values. These curve fits 
allow a reasonably fast method of computation In contrast to the 
more rigorous theoretical computations which are extremely time 
consuming. This chapter Is devoted to presenting the form to be
97
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used In the numerical computation of the transport, thermodynamic, 
kinetic, and radiation properties of a multicomponent system. The 
numerical values for the curve fits and kinetic equations are 
given in tabular form for the ablatlng-flow field system under 
consideration.
Chemical Kinetics
The generation of mass In the species equation and the genera­
tion of heat In the temperature form of the energy equation are 
given by the reaction kinetics of the system. The reaction rate Is 
a function of density, temperature, and mixture composition.
“l “ *1 (P* [4.1]
The rate Is given by the Law of Mass Action as
Ck v’ ̂ j-i k:i j:i "J k-i
Çk kj [4.2]
where n Is the number of species present and M Is the total nuad>er
of chemical reactions. The coefficients k«. and k . are the forwardrj r]
and reverse rate constants respectively for the jth reaction and are 
taken as a function of temperature only. The forward rate constant 
has the form
kfj “ exp [ -Efj/lRT ] [4.3]
where Â  ̂Is referred to as the frequency factor and Is known 
as the activation energy. A^j, , and are constants for each 
reaction. The reverse rate constants can be determined from the 
equilibrium constant, for elementary reactions using the
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following relation
krj - kfj/Keqj [4.4]
The stoichiometric coefficients Vjj and are defined by the
following expression for the jth chemical reaction equation 
n n
i=l i=l
j » 1, ...» M [4.5]
where and are the chemical symbols of the reactants and 
products respectively.
Also appearing in the quaslllnearlzed species equation. Equa­
tion 3.128 is the reaction rate linearized with respect to species 
”i". Tlie quasilinearized form of the energy equation, Equation 
3.131, requires the reaction rate linearized with respect to tem­
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These partial derivatives can be analytically evaluated if the 
chemical kinetics of the system are known and used in the numerical 
solution of the species and energy equations for the shock layer.
The problem now rests in the specification of the chemical 
kinetics that describe the shock layer. There are innumerable 
possible chemical reactions that can take place among the air and 
ablation product species that are present in the shock layer 
adjacent to an ablating blunt body. However, to be able to solve 
the transport equations, a set of important chemical reactions must 
be selected that accurately describe the chemistry of the reactions 
of ablation products and air species. This information is stored 
in the form of a computer implemented data management file which 
presently contains several thousand reactions.
It was necessary to examine this extensive set of reactions to 
arrive at a listing of most probable reactions. These probable 
reactions were selected from the kinetic data management system.
This set represented a total of 44 reactions involving 28 species. 
Currently, it is not possible to consider a solution of the trans­
port equations with this many species and reactions. Therefore, this 
preliminary list was then re-examined for key reactions to repre­
sent the chemical system. The selection was based on the species 
anticipated to have the largest compositions and presumably, there­
fore, dominate the energy absorption of the system. These 16 key 
reactions among 19 species are given in Table 4.1 along with the 
recommended values of the rate constants. The forward rate con­
stant listed was the best experimental value or was computed theoret­
ically. The reverse rate constant was computed using Equation 4.4



























Shock Layer Reactions with Kinetic Coefficients 
kj = exp [A + B £n T - C x 1000/T]
K(a)eq exp [D - E X  1000/T]
Reaction A B C D E Source
1 . + M Î 2N + M * 48.35 -1.5 112.5 3.07 114.3 5.7
2 . 0 + MÎo'*' + e” + M 28.66 0.5 156.5 -5.33 165.9 5.8
3. N + M^N''' + e" + M 28.70 0.5 166.5 -3.69 175.7 5.8
4. + M Î 2H + M 42.73 -0 . 8 51.5 0.94 51.2 5.8
5. CN + M ^ C  + N + M 46.84 -1 . 0 65.9 2.06 93.8 5.9
6 . CgH + H S Cg + Hg 26.83 0.5 17.5 0.33 14.6 5.10
7. CO + M ^ C  + O + M 45.89 -1 . 0 129.0 3.58 127.0 5.9
8 . CO + N Î CN + 0 30.40 0.5 35.0 1.55 33.4 5.10
9. Cg + M S 2C + M 31.84 0.5 70.5 1.28 70.7 5.11
























Reaction A B C D E Source
1 0 . C + M5c'*‘ + e " + M 32.97 0.5 130.7 -5.11 136.3 5.11
1 1 . HCN + M Î C N + H  + M 31.84 0.5 60.0 3.97 72.4 (b)
1 2 . C^H + M Î C2 + H + M 31.84 0.5 70.0 1 . 0 0 64.0 (b)
13. + M Î C2H + H + M 31.84 0.5 58.5 2.28 54.8 (b)
14. C + M + C + M 
3 2 31.84 0.5 95.0 4.14 78.7 (b)
15. C^H + M Î C2H + C + M 31.84 0.5 41.5 5.08 80.9 (b)





(a) K , equilibrium constant, computed using the method of free energy minimizationeq
(b) Kinetic data estimated employing Ref. 5.12.
oNJ
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assuming the equilibrium constant could be expressed In the form,
Kgq = exp lA+B/T] for the temperature range from 3000“K to 15000*K.
The system shown In Table 4.1 Includes 16 chemical reactions with 
19 species.
In Table 4.2 the previously omitted ablation product and 
combustion reactions are given. Shown In Table 4.3 are the addi­
tional air and hydrogen combustion reactions. Some kinetic data 
Is available for these; but, as a matter of convenience. It has 
not been Included.
Transport Properties
Generally, Investigators In the area of shock layer solutions 
have resorted to the classical Chapman-Enskog kinetic theory rela­
tions for estimation of the required transport properties. The 
modification of these relationships to account for polyatomic, 
reacting mixtures results In very cumbersome equations. In some 
cases there are simpIlfIcatbns which can be applied without sub­
stantial loss In accuracy. At this point. It becomes desirable to 
optimize between accuracy and computation time. A wide variety of 
methods for estimating these properties has been developed In just 
this manner. In this section, a formulation Is provided from which 
an optimum method to accurately compute high temperature transport 
properties with reasonable computational convenience Is presented. 
These properties, along with conq>arlsons with other Investigators, 
are developed In more detail by Each e£ al. (Ref. 4.1). The fol­
lowing discussion Is based on Esch's work.
Viscosity; The relationship employed for the prediction of mixture 
viscosity Is the commonly used Buddenberg-WlIke correlation (Ref.4.2).
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Œ 4 , CHg, CH2 , CH Reactions S®2* ^2^ Reactions
1 . CH^ CH3 + H 1 . C2H2 + H J C2H + H2
2 . CH^ $ CH2 + H2 2 . C2H2 + 0 2 CH2 + CO
3. CH^ $ CH2 + H 3. C2H2 + OH C2H + H2O
4. CH2 + CH + H 4. C2H + H C2 + H2
5. CH2 + H J CH + H2 5. C2H + 0 J CH + CO
6. CH i C + H other Reactions
7. C + H2 J CH + H 1 . C4H : CgH + c
8. CH2 + 0 J CO + H2 2. C3H ^ C2H + c
CN Reactions 3. C2 + H * c + CH
1 . 2CN J C2 + N2
2. CN + 0 N + CO
Table 4.3. Additional Air and Hydrogen Combustion Reactions
Air Reactions
1. O2 + M J 20 + M
2. « 2  + M J n'*’ + e" + M
3. NO + M I N  + O + M
4. NO + 0 O2 + N
5. N2 + 0 J NO + N
6 . N + 0 t no"*" + e“
Hydrogen Combustion Reactions
1. H + O2 J OH + 0
2. 0 + H2 Î OH + H
3. OH + H2 Î H2O + H
4. 20H ^ H2O + 0
5. H + OH + M J H2O + M
6 . H + O + M f O H  + M
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The mixture viscosity is calculated from the pure component vis-
tcosities with the relation
n
y “ I 1=1 n
[4.8]
The coefficients are a function of the pure component viscosi­
ties and molecular weight ratios.1 1/2/8 . "J 1 . "i. ."tj J [4.9]
where the pure component viscosity in this analysis is calculated by 
the second order polynomial curve fit
14.10]
The above curve fit is obtained using the data from theoretical 
predictions (Refs. 4.3-4.7). This curve fit can then be used for 
computer inplementation. A summary for the empirical constants 
required for Equation 4.10 is given in Table 4.4.
Thermal Conductivity ; Mixture thermal conductivity is calculated 




where k is the frozen mixture thermal conductivity and is 
defined by Equation 4.9. As with the viscosity, the pure component 
thermal conductivities were obtained from the theoretical predic­
tions of Refs. 4.3-4.7. Examination of the data revealed that a
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Table 4.4
Empirical Constants for Viscosity Correlation
* a^ + b^T + c t2 - 
1 ft-sec (Ref. 4.1)
Species a X 105 b X 1 0 ? c X 1 0 ^ Temperature Range (“K>
1.693 0.1496 -0.2276 2 ,0 0 0 -1 0 , 0 0 0
^ 2
0.970 0.1613 -0.1916 2 ,0 0 0 -1 0 , 0 0 0
0 1.519 0.1875 -0.2228 2 ,0 0 0 -1 0 , 0 0 0
N 0.253 0.2206 -0.3737 2 ,0 0 0 -1 0 , 0 0 0
0+ 0 . 0 0.0500 -0 . 1 0 0 0 8,000-15,000
N+ 0 . 0 0.0500 -0 . 1 0 0 0 8,000-15,000
e” 0 . 0 0.0500 -0 . 1 0 0 0 8,000-15,000
C 1.997 0.1772 -0.3378 5,000-10,000
H 0.294 0.0889 -0.0811 4,000-10,000
« 2 -0.079 0.0791 -0.0886 4,000-10,000
CO 2.404 0.1363 -0.2184 4,000- 9,000
s 2.019 0.1179 -0.1655 1,000- 5,000
CN 2.404 0.1363 -0.2184 4,000- 9,000
2.404 0.1363 -0.2184 4,000- 9,000
S « 2 1.396 0.0842 -0.6939 1,000- 5,000
C3H 2.019 0.1179 -0.1655 1,000- 5,000
C4H 2.019 0.1179 -0.1655 1,000- 5,000
HCN 1.378 0.0965 -0.0948 1,000- 5,000
S 1.931 0.1393 -0.2575 4,000- 9,000
C+ 0 . 0 0.0500 -0 . 1 0 0 0 8,000-15,000
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linear fit would be satisfactory for accurate correlation.
= a^ + b^T [4.12]
A summary of the coefficients required for Equation 4.12 Is presented 
In Table 4.5.
Binary Diffusion Coefficients ; In view of the multiplicity of binary 
Interactions required, It was decided that the following Chapman- 
Enskog equation for the prediction of binary diffusion coefficients 
would be used (Ref. 4.8).




where = (o  ̂+ Oj)/2 , the quantities and being the collision 
diameters of the Interacting species. The quantity, Is
the Leonard-Jones colllson Integral for diffusion as determined by 
the following empirical equation
,(1.1) - - - * -1.56= 1.061 (T̂ j) [4.14]
These constants were obtained from a curve fit of the Leonard-Jones
*
potential as reported by Hlrschfelder In Ref. 4.8 for 10 ̂  T̂ ^ ^
1000 which Includes all species and temperatures considered In the
*current study. The quantity T^^ls computed as
T *  ^  [4.15]
^Ij/k
where and being the characteristic Interaction
energies of species 1 and j.
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Table 4.5
Empirical Constants for Thermal Conductivity Correlation 
= a + bT (BTU/ft-sec-“R) (Ref. 4.1)
>ecies a X 1 0 5 b X 1 0 ® Temperature Range (°K)
1.019 0.4901 2 ,0 0 0 -1 0 , 0 0 0
^ 2
0.654 0.6457 2 ,0 0 0 -1 0 , 0 0 0
0 1.250 0.7092 2 ,0 0 0 -1 0 , 0 0 0
N 1.281 0.8593 2 ,0 0 0 -1 0 , 0 0 0
0 + 26.0 0 . 0 8,000-15,000
N+ 26.0 0 . 0 8,000-15,000
e 26.0 0 . 0 8,000-15,000
C 2.506 0.7479 5 ,0 0 0-1 0 , 0 0 0
H 2.496 5.129 4,000-10,000
« 2
3.211 5.344 4,000-10,000
CO 0.859 0.6233 1,000- 5,000
S 0.630 0.5804 1,000- 5,000
CN 0.859 0.6233 2 ,0 0 0 -1 0 , 0 0 0
C^H 1.126 0.7439 1,000- 5,000
% 1.126 0.7439 1 ,0 0 0- 5 , 0 0 0
C3H 0.630 0.5804 1,000- 5,000
C4H 0.630 0.5804 1,000- 5,000
HCN 0.486 0.8714 1,000- 5,000
" 2
0.859 0.6233 1,000- 5,000
C+ 26.0 0 . 0 8,000-15,000
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Values for the collision parameters, and for Og, N^, C,
H, Hg, CO, CN, CgHg, HCN, and Ĉ , were obtained from Svehla (Ref.
4.6). Since no data was available for C ,̂ CgH, C^H, and C^H, it 
was necessary to develop correlations based upon similar species.
Esch (Ref. 4.1) developed the following correlation structures 
for the prediction of the collision parameters of the above light 
hydrocarbon species.
Collision Diameter:
= 2.69 + 0.0514 [4.16]
Interaction Energy (C  ̂molecules) :
Ci/k - -17.0 + 4.02 [4.17]
Interaction Energy (C^H^ molecules):
£i/k - -105. + 12.4 [4.18]
The collision parameters for 0, N, 0 , N , and e were estimated from 
the theoretically determined binary diffusion coefficients reported 
by Yun, Weissman, and Mason (Ref. 4.3) and by Yos (Ref. 4.7). The 
behavior of c'*' was then assumed to be similar to that of N̂ . A 
summary of the collision parameters employed in the present study is 
given in Table 4.6.
Thermodynamic Properties
The thermodynamic properties of heat capacity and enthalpy ap­
pear in the energy equation of the thin shock layer equations. Data 
for thermodynamic properties was obtained from References 4.9-4.13.
In Reference 4.13 the appropriate species for the shock layer are 
presented with polynomial fits for a range of temperature of 300°K
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Table 4.6.
Collision Parameters Enq>loyed In the Current Study
Species "i °i H/k
32.000 3.467 106.7
« 2 28.016 3.798 71.4
0 16.000 7.990 106.7
N 14.008 7.940 71.4
0^ 16.000 14.220 106.7
14.008 14.930 71.4
4e 5.486 X lo­ 14.930 71.4
C ll. 0 0 1 3.385 30.6




CN 26.019 3.856 75.0
CgH 25.030 3.880 205.0
S « 2 26.038 4.033 231.8
C^H 37.041 4.600 356.0
49.052 5.210 504.0
HCN 27.027 3.630 469.1
S 24.022 3.913 78.8
C+ 1 2 . 0 1 1 15.000 30.6
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to 15000“K. The heat capacity of species "i" is expressed in terms 
of temperature in the following form
^ i  2 3 6= a^ + agT + a^T^ + a^T^ + a^T* [6.19]
The coefficients a^ through a^ are given in Appendix C for the shock 
layer chemistry constituents. In addition to heat capacity data, 
enthalpy is required. The enthalpy of species "i" is obtained from 
the relation
^ i " l  Cpi + hi [4.20]
298 ^
O
where is the enthalpy of formation of species "i". The poly­
nomial form for enthalpy follows directly from the integration of 
Equation 6.20 by substituting in the heat capacity from Equation 6.19.
h, a,T a-T^ a.T^ a,T* a.
The mixture values of heat capacity and enthalpy have the simple 
relationship
n




h = I Y h [6.23]
i- 1
where C is the frozen total heat capacity and h is the total static 
P
enthalpy.
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Radiation Properties
Radiating shock layer analyses can be categorized by means of 
the radiation transport model employed, I.e. whether the gas Is 
treated as transparent, gray, or nongray. In a transparent gas, 
fluid elements are assumed to emit locally but not absorb radiative 
energy. Both gray and nongray gas fluid elements locally emit and 
absorb some of the Incident radiative Intensity that originates 
from the other fluid elements In the shock layer. However, the ef­
fect of this self-sbsorptlon differs markedly between a gray gas 
and a nongray gas. The gas absorption coefficient Is Independent 
of wavelength for the gray gas assumption, whereas the nongray gas 
model Includes the wavelength variation of the gas absorption coef­
ficient, either approximately or In detail. The nongray model 
Is the most realistic treatment for atmospheric reentry although It 
Is also by far the most time-consuming computationally. In addition, 
each of the three categories can be subdivided according to whether 
or not the gas dynamic flow field Is assumed to be coupled with the 
radiative energy transport. If no coupling Is assumed, the computa­
tion of local flow field variables neglects local emission or 
absorption of radiation, and the radiative energy flux Is subsequently 
calculated by Integration over the resulting (nonradiating) flow 
field density and temperature profiles. The more realistic case Is 
that of radiative gas dynamic coupling, where the fact that the 
flow field variables depend on radiative emission Is accounted far.
It Is not Intended to present a complete mathematical formu­
lation of the radiative gas dynamics In this section since a 
formulation of this type Is given In detail by Engel (Ref. 4.14).
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The following discussion will be more qualitative and will attempt 
to justify the radiation model used in this analysis by comparing 
results with other investigators. The present analysis is a nongray 
radiation model which is coupled to the flow field variables.
The radiative flux divergence (9qg/9y) appearing in Equation 
3.35 is defined as follows (Ref. 4.15):
4n
a ( y ,  v) [B (y ,  v) -  I  ( y ,  v ,  f i ) ] dfidv [4 .24 ]jOR9y
where q̂  ̂■ the radiative flux in the normal direction from the body, 
a(y,v) « volumetric absorption coefficient,
B(y,v) * Plankian radiation intensity,
I(y,v,fi) = radiation intensity,
dn = solid angle about the unit vector n,
V = frequency.
With given temperature and species profiles. Equation 4.24 can 
be evaluated theoretically. However, due to the discontinuous nature 
of the absorption coefficients, numerical integration is a formidable 
task. Typical absorption coefficient distributions are shown in 
Figure 4.1 to illustrate the extent of this problem (Ref. 4.16).
To overcome the numerical difficulties associated with the 
integration of such distributions, the frequency range is sub-divided 
into regions (bands) in which the discontinuous variations are 
averaged. Continuum radiation bands are used to represent wide 
regions of continuous radiation while line bands are used to model the 
effects of the various discontinuous (line) contributions. The use 
of more bands obviously leads to a more accurate representation of
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Figure 4.1. Spectral Absorption Coefficient of 
Air-Carbon Phenolic Ablation Products 
Mixture for P = 1 and T = 16,000®K 
(Ref. 4.19).
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the radiative process. However, In developing radiation models 
for computer Implementation, some compromise must be reached between 
computer time and the number of bands.
The radiation model used In the present work Is a revision 
(Engel, Ref. 4.14) of a coupled line and continuum model originally 
developed by Wilson (Ref. 4.15). This model provides a useful tool 
for evaluating the radiation flux and the radiative flux divergence 
across a slab of gas containing both air and ablation species.
The existing program (LRAD) contains twelve continuum frequency 
bands and nine line bands. A comparison with a more detailed 
model (RATRAP) In Reference 4.17, demonstrated that the existing 
analysis predicted total heat flux values to within 5%. The species 
considered In the model used In the current study are shown In 
Table 4.7.
The radiation model was Included In reduced form (air species 
only) In a program called VISRADI which was developed by Spradley 
and Engel (Ref. 4.18). Figure 4.2 presents a comparison of dlmen- 
slonless radiative heating rates as a function of free stream 
velocity by several Investigators. For this no mass Injection case 
the comparison Is quite reasonable. All Investigators reported on 
this figure have line and continuum radiation calculations for air 
at the stagnation line. Although this case does not contain the 
effects of ablation species. It Is a standard for comparison of 
computational techniques.
Summary
The terms In the thin shock layer equations have now been com­
pletely specified. This chapter has presented the values to be
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Table 4.7
Species Considered In LRAD Radiation Model

































O  Rlgdon, et al. (Réf. 4.16)
 Page, et (Réf. 4.19)
û  Wilson (Ref. 4.15)
—  Esch (Réf. 4.1)
Figure 4.2. Comparison of Dimesnionless Radiative 
Heating Rates.
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used for the transport properties, viscosity, thermal conductivity, 
and binary diffusion coefficients; the thermodynamic properties, 
heat capacity and enthalpy; and the production terms, chemical 
production and radiative energy production. With these properties 
known. It Is now possible to solve the cosq>lete simultaneous set of 
shock layer equations along with their Initial and boundary condi­
tions. In Chapter V these equations,as given In linearized form In 
Chapter III, are finite differenced, and they are placed In numeri­
cal solution form.
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CHAPTER V 
NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
SHOCK LAYER EQUATIONS
Introduction
In Chapter III the thin shock layer equations were developed 
into a general quasilinearized form suitable for numerical solu­
tion. The coefficients (a's) in these equations are functions of 
the local temperature, composition, and pressure. The transport, 
thermodynamic, kinetic, and radiative properties of the system 
required for complete description of these coefficients were dis­
cussed in the previous chapter. The general quasilinear equations 
are a set of parabolic partial differential equations which can be 
solved by an appropriate finite difference technique. The 
numerical finite differenced form is presented in this chapter 
along with a discussion of stability, convergence, and general 
computational experience. The numerical technique uncouples the 
finite differenced equations and results in a tridiagonal matrix 
which can be solved efficiently using the Thomas Algorithm.
Detailed results are presented in the following chapter using 
the numerical scheme described in this chapter for heating rates 
to an ablation protection system typical of reentry from planetary 
missions.
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Coupled Ablation Flow Field Analysis
A simplified flow diagram of the overall flow field-ablation 
analysis, as developed in this study, is given in Figure 5.1. The 
analysis is initiated at the stagnation line or line of symmetry 
on an axisymmetric body of arbitrary shape. The major input data 
consist of free-stream velocity (U«o), free-stream density (p«) 
which is indicative of altitude, body radius (R), and mass injection 
rate (RVW). Initial estimates of all other variables and profiles 
are automatically developed by the program unless the user over­
rides them. The parameter, mass injection rate (RVW), is varied 
until the heating rate from flow field to ablator surface agrees 
with the energy absorbed and reradiated by the ablator - in 
essence, satisfying a surface energy balance for a fully coupled 
solution. The results are punched out on cards for the stagnation 
line at the free-stream conditions specified.
The analysis proceeds around the body by using the results 
from the stagnation line as initial conditions. The ablator 
mass loss rate profile is specified as a function of distance 
around the body which also determines surface heating rate and sur­
face temperature from the surface energy balance. When the cor­
rect mass loss rate profile has been selected, this fact will be 
reflected by a matching heating rate profile from the flow field.
The program first determines boundary conditions at the bow 
shock and the ablator surface. Thermodynamic, transport, and 
radiation properties are then calculated using assumed temperature, 
pressure, and composition profiles. Subsequently the shock layer 
equations are solved yielding profiles of pressure from the
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Figure 5.1. Simplified Flow Diagram of Coupled Shock Layer Analysis.
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y-momentum equation, tangential velocity (or velocity function, 
f ) from the x-momentum equation, normal velocity from global con­
tinuity, composition from species continuity, and temperature (or 
enthalpy) from the energy equation. The shock layer equations 
have been uncoupled during the finite differencing procedure 
and coupling Is then achieved by Iteration until all profiles are 
converged simultaneously. The finite difference procedures used 
to solve the flow field equations are presented In the following 
sections.
Numerical Solutions of the Conservation Equations
The general quallllnearlzed form for the x-momentum, species 
continuity, and energy equations was given In Chapter III as
■ 0 * “. f  + • “ '3.1251
where a equals zero along the stagnation line and W Is the depen-
4
dent variable. Using a three point, variable step size, finite 
difference approximation at (s-2) points (Fig. 5.2) across the 
flow field, the numerical form of the equations becomes
A • W “ B [5.1]
where A Is a trldlagonal matrix of order (s-2). This form readily 
lends Itself to numerical solution by a trldlagonal matrix Inver­
sion algorithm (Ref. 5.1). The matrix has the form
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" ® 1 "l « 2 Di-A^Wi
A2 ®2 ^ 2 W3 » 2
«3 C3 »3
\ - 2 "s- 2 Cs- 2 V 2 »s- 2
V i V l Ws-1 _®8 -r^s-i\
[5.2]
The coefficients A ,C and D have the following values, n’ n n n
- ® * “l V




where 0 is a parameter which will yield the various finite dif­
ference schemes as given below:
0 Explicit 
0 1/2 Crank Nicolson
1 Implicit
and the F, G, and H coefficients are obtained from the three 
point finite difference formulae (Ref. 5.2).
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3^W „ „2..... 2
3n' = Fn "n+l Gnt^,+ Hn "n- 1  ^̂ .S]
The shock layer is divided with a variable grid size An and Ag 
in which the subscript n refers to the n or normal coordinate and 
the superscript m refers to the g or tangential coordinate. The 
tridiagonal matrix is solved for the dependent W variables at the 
(nH-1)^^ body station.
To complete the system of Eqs. (5.2), the boundary conditions 
are included as follows:
Vl 'Cl + “.-I'd • Vl - v d  '5 S'
where is the boundary condition at the ablator surface and
is the boundary condition of the shock. These boundary con­
ditions were discussed in some detail in Chapter III.
Global Continuity
The global continuity equation is a first order partial 
differential equation which has one form downstream of the stagna­
tion line and a limiting form at the stagnation line. The down­
stream form is
and the limiting form at the stagnation line is
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: i; - - ; («?) [5.9J
Both of these forms can be solved readily for pv by Integrating 
yielding
pv . (pv)^ i. j i x  (pur̂ ,) (pu)j dn [5.101
and
pv = (Pv)„ - 2 j 6 ^ ^ d n  15.11]
Numerically this integration is carried out quite satisfactorily by 
a simple trapezoidal scheme. The transformed standoff distance,
6 , is computed at the stagnation line and around the body using 
the respective global continuity equations in the following manner
( p v ) g  -  ( p v ) *





The integrals for Eqs. 5.12 and 5.13 are identical to those in
5.10 and 5.11 and are obtained by using the trapezoidal rule 
integration. This computed value of 6 is then compared to the 
assumed value and a new value is estimated. The calculation is 
repeated until convergence of 5 is achieved (<0.1%). The actual 
standoff distance is then computed from the flow field as
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6 = 6 f [5.14]
o
Again, the Integral is evaluated using the simple trapezoidal 
scheme.
The standoff distance around the body can be calculated by the 
following geometrical relationship (trapezoidal integration)
r' Ic tanedç [5.15]
The value of 6 from the flow field calculation and the geometrical 
relation can then be compared to indicate if numerical convergence 
has been obtained on shock standoff distance. In practice, an e 
profile is assumed and the geometrical relation is integrated using 
this assumed profile. The e profile is then updated until input 
shock shape (geometrical relation) and the output shock shape (flow 
field calculation) agree within about 2%.
Calculation of 9n/3x
The value, dn/3x, appears in the conservation equations and 
must therefore be evaluated. The term can be expanded as follows 
using the chain rule
where
9 n  p
9y“I  [5.17]
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since by definition
dn = ^ dy [5.18]
6
The term 9y/3x can be evaluated numerically as
ay - - ?"ax Ax
y™^^ is approximated using
[5.19]
y”̂ ^ = ^  [5.20]
6
where 5™ and 6™^^ are evaluated from the geometrical relation,
Eq. 5.15.
y-Momentum Equation
The final partial differential equation to be solved is the 
y-momentum equation for pressure along the normal coordinate. This 
equation is actually an ordinary differential equation when the 
thin shock layer approximation is made as in this study. The 
transformed y-momentum equation becomes
“ 6 u^ [5.21]an
Upon integrating
P(n) = P - [ 6 u^dn [5.22]
which can be solved by a simple trapezoidal method as was the 
global continuity.
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The conservation equations have thus been specified as to 
their numerical solution form. Now a discussion of how the boundary 
conditions are incorporated follows.
Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions must be specified at two points since 
the conservation equations are second order parabolic equations.
The conditions for this system are given at the shock and the 
ablator surface. First, the method of determining shock boundary 
conditions will be discussed followed by the boundary specification 
at the ablator surface.
Shock boundary conditions ; The conditions at the shock are 
determined by using the Raukine-Hugoniot equations (Eqns. 3.58-3.62). 
Chemical equilibrium is assumed at the shock and an initial guess 
of density ratio across the shock wave is made. From the density 
ratio, enthalpy can be calculated from the Rankine-Hugoniot rela­
tions. Temperature is determined from the enthalpy, and the density 
ratio can then be calculated using equilibrium air compositions 
(from the equilibrium air subroutine, GAS). This density ratio is 
then compared with the assumed density ratio. This value is then 
updated until convergence is obtained (<0.5%), When density ratio 
is known, the shock pressure, the normal velocity, and the tangential 
velocity can be determined from the Rankine-Hugoniot relations.
The temperature and species compositions are products of the chemi­
cal equilibrium calculation.
Ablator surface conditions ; The boundary conditions at the 
ablator surface are a little more complicatëd to evaluate than the
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shock boundary conditions. The material response is actually 
determined from the solution to a set of nonlinear ordinary dif­
ferential equations which describes the ablation of the plastic 
composite heat shield. In this research a Padé approximation 
numerical technique (CHAR) was used to describe the flow of decom­
position gases through the charred heat shield. The technique is 
described in Appendix A along with a discussion of results and 
their eventual incorporation in the overall analysis. Essentially, 
the analysis yields heat conducted at the surface of the ablator 
as a function of mass loss rate and surface temperature as shown 
in Figure 5.3.
The results are input into the flow field analysis as
**cond ° ^1 ^ T^ /pv + a^ pv [5.23]
Coefficients for â , ag, â , and a^ are given in Table 5.1 where 
T and pv are evaluated at the surface.
The overall analysis is initiated at the stagnation line with 
an assumed value of mass loss rate (pv). From this assumed value 
of mass loss rate, the surface temperature (T) can be calculated 
using the Hertz-Knudsen equation as described in Appendix B.
T - f (pv, P) [5.24]
The pressure is determined at the shock from the Rankine-Hugoniot 
equations. The wall pressure is equivalent to the shock pressure 
at the stagnation line since the thin shock layer assumption has 
been assumed valid.
Boundary conditions have been established for energy (T-T^),
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Figure 5.3. Ablator Heating Response vs. Mass Loss Rate. ww
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Table 5.1
Curve Fit Coefficients for Heat Conducted 
Through the Surface of a Phenolic Nylon Ablator
(q » a^T^ pv + agT^ *^v + a^T^ *^v + a^ pv)
q in * q in t
cal/sq cm-sec BTD/eq ft-sec
a, 0.9292 x 10“® 0.1674 x lO"^
ag -0.1292 X 10"3 -0.3330 x lO”^
ag 0.4268 x lO"^ 0.1099 x lO"*
a, 0.1516 X 10^ 0.273X x 10^
* T is temperature in ®K
pv is mass loss rate in gm/sq cm-sec 
t T is temperature in "K
pv is mass loss rate in Ibm/sq ft-sec
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x-momentum (f =0), and global continuity (pv»pv^). The wall values 
of species composition remain to be specified. This specification 
is made using constant values of wall composition. The values 
chosen were determined from the CHAR program at conditions con­
sidered typical of the ablator surface during planetary reentry 
(3600°K and 0.04 lbs/ sq. ft.-sec. mass loss rate) and are given in 
Table 5.2 .
The stagnation line solution can now be determined since the 
problem has been completely specified. The solution of the shock 
layer equations yields a value of heating rate (radiative + conduc­
tive + diffusive) from flow field to ablator surface. This value 
must be equivalent to the energy absorbed by the ablator surface 
by conduction, sublimation phase change and energy reradiated by 
the surface, q̂ .
V  " ’cond + 1.«bl + ’b* '5-25'
The first term, q ., is attained by evaluating Eq. 5.23 for theconci
conduction through the surface. The heat absorbed by sublimation 
phase change, is simply the heat of sublimation,
AHv^p (~4.4 X 10^ BTU/lb), multiplied by the mass loss rate of 
solid carbon, (pv)^
Qgubi = 4.4 X 10  ̂(pv)g [5.26]
and the energy reradiated by the char surface is found by applying
the Stephan-Boltzmann equation with an emmissivity, e, of 0.66
(Ref. 5.3).
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Table 5.2
Compositions at the Surface of a Phenolic Nylon Ablator*
(Surface Temperature » 3600*K,
Pressure = 1 atm, Mass Loss Rate » .04 Ibm sq ft-sec)
Component Mass Fraction Mole Fraction
1 0.04135 0.2745
2 H 0.0221 0.2934
3 C^H^ 0.0589 0.0301
4 C 0.3695 0.1363
5 Cg 0.0422 0.0233
6 Cg 0.0211 0.0233
7 C,H 0.1388 0.0737
-10
8 C3H 1 X 1 0 "
9 C.H 1 X 1 0” °̂4
10 CO 0.257 0.1219
11 0 0.292 X 10~®
12 Ng 0. 04951 0.0235
13 HCN 1 X 10"1°
-1014 CN 1 X 10
-1015 N 1 X 10 "
16 N+ 1 X 1 0“ °̂
17 0+ 1 X 1 0"^°
18 C+ 1 X 1 0"^°
19 Og 1 X 1 0"^°
20 e“ 1 X 1 0"^°
* Calculated using CHAR program described In Appendix A.
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= eoT* = 3.3 x lO”^^ [5.27]
where is the reradiated energy expressed in BTU/sq ft-sec and 
T is the surface temperature expressed in °K.
The surface heating rates from the flow field solution and 
Eq. 5.25 can then be compared. If they differ, then a new value 
of mass loss rate must be assumed and the procedure repeated. A 
typical solution progression is shown in Figure 5.4. Normally a 
reasonably (within 2%) coupled flow field-surface solution can be 
obtained in three attempts in this manner at the stagnation line.
The solution downstream of the stagnation region is coupled 
by assuming an initial mass loss rate profile and comparing heating 
rates as at the stagnation line. In Figure 5.5 a typical mass loss 
profile is shown and in Figure 5.6, the corresponding heating rates 
are given. The mass loss rate profile is updated until coupling is 
achieved at all points downstream of the stagnation region.
Stability of the Energy Equation
The energy equation was found to present the most severe 
stability problems of all the conservation equations. Two forms 
of the energy equation were presented in Chapter III - the tempera­
ture formulation and the enthalpy formulation. Unsurmountable 
problems with stability were encountered when attempting to use 
the temperature form whereas the enthalpy form gave excellent 
results when properly "tuned". A discussion of both methods follows.
Temperature form; The temperature form of the energy equation 
proved to be quite unsatisfactory for reasons of extreme instabi­
lity. Initially it was believed that the temperature formulation
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py^, blowing rate
Figure 5.4. Coupling of the Shock Layer to the 
Ablator by a Surface Energy Balance.
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Ç, tangential body coordinate.
Figure 5.5. Dlmensionless Blowing Rate Profile 
Around the Body.
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Figure 5.6. Dlmensionless Heating Rate Profile 
Around the Body - Coupled.
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would be more desirable than the enthalpy form since temperature is 
a direct result of the solution of the tridiagonal matrix. In 
the enthalpy formulation, the tridiagonal matrix solution yields 
enthalpy which must then be converted to temperature using an itera­
tion scheme with species compositions at each nodal point. The 
temperature formulation, however, rapidly goes unstable with 
disastrous oscillations which create havoc on thermodynamic, trans­
port, kinetic, and radiative properties. Within a few iterations 
the temperature goes negative at some nodal points and at other 
points, the shock temperature is greatly exceeded. The first few 
iterations with the energy equation in the temperature form are 
shown in Figure 5.7. All attempts to dampen these oscillations 
were unsuccessful.
The probable reason for this instability in the temperature 
formulation might be in the quasilinearized chemical production 
term
" 2 - hi IT) [5.28]
This quasilinearized term should technically include the radiative 
flux divergence contribution along with the chemical production 
term. Unfortunately, there is no convenient analytical expression 
for the partial of radiative flux with respect to temperature. In 
an attempt to include the quasilinearized radiative flux divergence 
into Ug, the flux divergence term was numerically differentiated.
The radiative flux divergence is highly nonlinear as depicted in 
Figure 5.8. In fact with a slight variation in temperature profile.
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U" = 53,000 ft/sec
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0 . 8 1 . 00 . 2 0.4 0 . 60.0
n, normal body coordinate
Figure 5.7. Instability of the Temperature 
Form of the Energy Equation.
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Figure 5.8. Illustration of the Effect of
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the radiative flux divergence changes dramatically inside the 
flow field. This extreme nonlinearity led to a very unstable 
numerical differentiation; and, therefore, a very unstable numerical 
solution of the energy equation.
With the quasilinearized part of the radiative flux term being 
excluded, is left with only the chemical production term. The 
problem with this arrangement is that the primary energy production 
in the flow field is not due to chemical reactions but to radiation. 
The resulting situation appeared to place undue emphasis on chemical 
production which provided for an unstable energy equation formulation. 
The energy equation in enthalpy form circumvents these problems as 
discussed below.
Enthalpy form; When the energy equation is solved in its 
enthalpy form (Eq. 3.130), the result is a quite stable solution.
In Figure 5.9 the consecutive enthalpy profiles obtained from using 
the enthalpy formulations are presented. In Figure 5.10 the tempera­
ture profiles which correspond to the enthalpy profiles are pre­
sented. The results very clearly show a smooth, stable behavior of 
the solution.
Comparing the enthalpy formulation of this work with the tem­
perature formulation (equilibrium chemistry model) of Esch (Ref.
5.4) demonstrates the superior stability of the enthalpy formulation 
(Fig. 5.11). Esch reported that when several iterations were per­
formed the solution sometimes became unstable enough that it could 
not recover. The profile was then manually adjusted and the solution 
continued. In the present enthalpy formulation, manual adjustment
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1 . 0
ü“ = 53,000 ft/sec 
0» = 2.5 X  10-7 slugs/ft 





  intermediate profile
. final profile
0 . 0
0 . 8 1 . 00.4 0 . 60 . 20 . 0
n, normal body coordinate
Figure 5.9. Stable Enthalpy Profiles Using 
Enthalpy Form of the Energy 
Equation.
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0 . 0
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n, normal body coordinate
Figure 5.10. Stable Temperature Profiles Using
Enthalpy Form of the Energy Equation.
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0.60O.tODISTANCE. ETA O.BO 1.000 0 0.20
Figure 5.11. Variation in Equilibrium Chemistry Temperature Profiles 
from Iteration to Iteration Using the Temperature Form 
of the Energy Equation. (Esch, Ref. 5.4)
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was not found necessary. Dauq>lng of successive iterations was, 
however, required as described In the next section.
Damping Coefficients
The conservation equations, especially the energy equation, 
can be made more stable by the use of damping coefficients. The 
solution Is thus permitted to vary only slowly from the Initial 
guessed profile. Damping was achieved by using 1th Iteration 
values and calculated values of the profiles In the following 
manner '
“ '̂^calc ^  [5.29]
where the damping coefficient, d. Is between 0 . 0  and 1 . 0  and can 
be different for each conservation equation. For fast response 
(rapid convergence), the damping coefficient should approach 1 .0 . 
This cannot always be done In practice since stability sometimes 
becomes a severe problem. In case of Instability, the lower value 
of damping coefficient must be utilized. The best value of damping 
coefficient can only be determined by numerical experimentation 
with the specific case and the specific conservation equation In 
question. The most sensitive equation by far In this study was 
the energy equation due to Its extreme nonlinear production terms 
of radiation and chemical reaction. For cases In which radiative 
heating was not severe, damping values of 0.5 on enthalpy yielded 
reasonably stable solutions, but when radiative heating became 
predominant, the damping coefficient had to be reduced to 0.25.
The species continuity equations are heavily dependent upon 
temperature since temperature appears In the Arrhenius form of the
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chemical production terms. Due to the sensitivity that the species 
exhibited on temperature, convergence was often difficult to at­
tain (although stability was no problem) unless the temperature 
was datiq>ed with the very low coefficient of 0.1. The best results 
were obtained when a damping coefficient of 0.25 was used to bring 
the solution close to convergence. The damping coefficient was 
then reduced to 0 . 1  to eliminate small oscillations in the tempera­
ture profile which caused corresponding but slightly more pronounced 
oscillations in the species profiles. Solutions could then be 
obtained in which all profiles were converged to within 0.5%.
The "best" damping coefficients for the x-momentum and species 
continuity equations were found to be 1.0. The damping coefficient 
used for the enthalpy profile was 0.5 (this value directly affects 
the temperature profile since the temperature is calculated from 
enthalpy). Besides damping coefficients on these profiles, a 
damping coefficient was applied to the calculation of the trans­
formed shock standoff distance, 6 (from global continuity), as 
follows
« d + (1-d) 6  ̂ [5.30]
The value of the damping coefficient used for 6 for 0.5. Ihe use 
of this damping coefficient on transformed standoff distance 
increased stability and made convergence more rapid.
Shock Standoff Distance
The calculation of shock standoff is not as simple as it would 
appear at first glance. The calculation of standoff distance from
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the geometrical relation of Equation 5.15 requires the specifica­
tion of the angle, e, which is the difference between the body 
angle and the shock angle (refer to Fig. 3.2). This angle is 
also used in the calculation of the boundary conditions at the 
shock with the Rankine-Hugoniot relations. These shock boundary 
conditions in turn alter the flow field solution significantly 
thus altering the value of shock standoff distance calculated 
from Equation 5.14.
In Figure 5.12 two c angle profiles are shown as a function 
of distance around the body. The corresponding shock standoff 
distances as computed from Equations 5.14 and 5.15 are shown in 
Figure 5.13. The different e angle profiles create only a minor 
change in the solution of the geometrical relation (Eq. 5.15) 
but the same difference in profiles causes a drastic change in 
standoff distance as computed from the flow field solution, Equa­
tion 5.14. This sensitivity of the flow field shock standoff 
distance calculation to input e profile causes difficult conver­
gence problems. Because of the difficulty associated with achiev­
ing a converged shock standoff profile, the convergence criteria 
was not as stringent as for the rest of the flow field parameters. 
A difference of about 2 to 3% was considered acceptable.
In order to determine the sensitivity of the overall solution 
on the correct shock standoff distance, the heating rate profiles 
were compared for the two profiles. Results in Table 5.3 using 
the two profiles in Figure 5.12 yielded heating rate profiles that 
differed by only 0.5% at a body station of Ç ■ 0.7. This result
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2 . 0
üoo = 50,000 ft/sec
poo E 8.85 X 10“® slugs/ft
1 . 6











  Initial estimatew
0.0
0 .2 0.40.0 0.6 0.8 1.0
E, tangential body coordinate
Figure 5.12. Convergence of shock angle, e. Around 
the Body.
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Input shock shape (estimate) 
output shock shape 
converged input shock shape 
converged output shock shape
-yoJSn 0.03
0.0
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.00.20.0
S, tangential body coordinate
Figure 5.13. Convergence of shock shape profile 
around the body.
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Table 5.3
Insensitivity of Heating Rate to Convergence 
of Shock Standoff Distance, ^
Uoo = 50,000 ft/sec
Poo = 8.85 X 1 0 - 8  slugs/cu ft
Heating Rate 
(BTU/sq ft - sec)
Ç 6 converged 6 not converged
0 . 0 182.2 182.2
0 . 2 163.1 163.1
0.4 114.5 114.3
0 . 6 58.1 58.0
0 . 8 24.2 24.0
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Indicates that the solution is essentially insensitive to shock 
standoff distance.
The specification of the shock stand-off distance does appear 
to affect the speed of convergence. When the incorrect angle pro­
file was used, the solution took 150 minutes of computer time 
(IBM 360/65) to reach a body station of Ç » 0.6; and when the cor­
rect angle profile was used, the solution time took only CO minutes 
of computer time to reach a body station of S = 0.9.
The results from this study indicated that a highly accurate 
profile of shock angle was not completely necessary for an accurate 
solution of the heat load on the ablation heat shield. Comparable
results were obtained by Moss (Ref. 5.5). However, the closer one
can approximate the correct profile, the seemingly more efficient 
is the utilization of computer time. Using this result as a basis, 
therefore, relatively little emphasis was placed on convergence of 
shock standoff distance.
Initial Profiles
The specification of initial profiles was made along the stagna­
tion line using the following
pv = n^[(pv)g - (pv)^] + (pv)̂  15.31]
f = n [5.32]
Ci =
Ci„ pv < 0
pv > 0 [5.33]
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T - T„ T* - T*
--------- ;----- r [5.34]
Ta- Tw Tg -
where T* Is an Internally guessed profile for nondlmensional 
temperature as shown in Figure 5.14. This profile can be Input 
by the user If a better Idea of Its shape Is known. In all cases 
studied, It was found that the solution converged satisfactorily 
using the temperature profile In Figure 5.14.
It was found from experience that the species profile esti­
mates In Equation 5.33 yielded negative values which when used to 
calculate temperature from enthalpy, yielded an unstable tempera­
ture profile. This problem was solved by Iterating a number of 
times with the species continuity equation alone (no energy or 
momentum) and using absolute values of species composition. The 
species profiles eventually llned-out and the solution could pro­
ceed normally. A satisfactory number of Iterations was found to 
be 50.
The Initial guesses of profiles downstream of the stagnation 
line are determined as follows
V  -  V  _ V - V
t
(5.35]
f ( V P  ■ ( ( V  ‘=-“ 1
<=i ( W  ■ <=1 ( V  ( 5 - 3 "
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T - T w T - T w 15.38]
The. solution Iterates at each body station until convergence Is 
attained and then proceeds to the m+1^^ body station with Initial 
guesses as given In Equations 5.35 - 5.38.
Interatlon Sequence
The Iteration scheme used In this study Is shown In Figure 
5.15. With Initial estimates of the flow field variables the radia­
tive flux divergence was computed In LEAD. The normal and tangen­
tial velocity profiles along with the transformed shock standoff 
distance were then computed by converging simultaneously on the 
global continuity, x-momentum, and y-momentum equations. Conver­
gence was assumed when the tangential velocity profile change by 
less than 0.5% and the transformed shock standoff distance changed 
by less than 0 .1%.
The species continuity equations (SPECIE) were then solved 
with five consecutive Iterations. These multiple Iterations were 
found necessary to stabilize the solution since It appears that 
the species equations have a much slower response than the energy 
equation. If the species solution Is not allowed to keep pace 
with the energy solution, stability problems are encountered when 
the temperature profile Is computed from enthalpy and species pro­
files. The problem soon compounds Itself and the solution wanders
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n, normal body coordinate
Figure 5.14. Dlmensionless Temperature Profile 
for Initial Estimate at Stagnation 
Line.

















Fig. 5.15. Iteration Sequence of Shock 
Layer Analysis
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Into oblivion. Five Iterations on species continuity for every 
Iteration on energy proved quite satisfactory.
The energy equation (ENERGY) was then solved In enthalpy foirm. 
The enthalpy profile thus obtained was used In conjunction with 
the species profiles to determine a temperature profile. This 
cycle of x-momentum, y-momentum, global, species, and energy was 
repeated five times using the same radiative flux divergence pro­
file In the energy equation. The flux divergence profile was then 
updated and the sequence repeated until convergence of the overall 
analysis was achieved.
Convergence
Convergence must be satisfied on two levels —  first, the 
solution must agree from one Iteration to the next, and second, 
the number of nodal points used must be sufficient to give the 
true solution. Both of these convergence criteria are discussed 
below.
Iteration convergence; Initially, an attempt was made to 
require all the profiles to be within 0.5% of each other on con­
secutive Iterations before converged was assumed. Computer time 
using this convergence criteria, however, became astronomical. An 
alternate convergence criteria was then used which stipulated that 
heat flux from flow field to ablator agreed within 0.5% on con­
secutive Iterations. The heating rate, after all. Is the factor 
that determines the rate at which the ablator loses mass - the 
direct purpose of this research. Reasonable computation time was 
experienced using this convergence criteria.
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Nodal convergence: The shock layer equations are a set of
parabolic partial differential equations in two dimensions. The 
finite difference grid, therefore, has two spacings - one the 
normal coordinate and the other the tangential coordiante. Con­
vergence must be demonstrated for both coordinates. The finite 
difference grid system was shown schematically in Figure 5.2 where 
n is the normal coordinate nodal point and m is the tangential 
coordinate nodal point.
Convergence was verified in the tangential direction by 
halving the stepsize from AÇ = 0 . 2  to AS - 0 . 1  and the heating 
rate profile was examined (since this is the most important variable 
in the analysis, and it determines mass loss rate for the ablator). 
This profile was used for the convergence criteria, and the heating 
rate profiles differed by less than 1% for the two stepsizes in­
vestigated at a body station of S - 0 . 8  as indicated by the com­
parison of results in Table 5.4. This result implied that con­
vergence had been attained so a step size of AS " 0.05 was used in 
all subsequent analyses.
Esch (Ref. 5.4) showed convergence along the stagnation line 
by approximately halving the step size (126 points versus 59 
points). He demonstrated that the profiles of dependent variables 
remained essentially the same. The flow field analysis by Esch 
was very similar to the present flow field analysis in that it 
was the solution of the reacting, radiating, viscous flow equations. 
The present analysis also used the same numerical technique as used 
by Esch. The major differences are that Esch's analysis was only 
for the stagnation line, it used equilibrium chemistry, and it
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Table 5.4
Nodal Convergence in Tangential Direction
Uoo ■ 50,000 ft/sec Heating Rate Results
poo” 8.85 X 10  ̂slugs/cu ft BTU/sq ft.—sec
Ç AS - 0 . 1  AS - 0 . 2
0 . 0 182.2 182.2
0 . 2 163.1 163.0
0.4 114.5 113.8
0 . 6 58.1 57.8
0 . 8 24.2 24.0
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solved the energy equation in temperature form. The present ana­
lysis applied to the entire flow field in which nonequilibrium 
chemistry was employed, and the energy equation was solved in 
its enthalpy form. These differences did not significantly alter 
the validity of the numerical solution, but they did significantly 
affect computational time and core requirements. Convergence was 
therefore established by calling upon the Lax equivalence theorem 
(Ref. 5.6). This theorem states: "Given a properly posed initial
boundary value problem and a finite difference approximation to 
it that satisfies the consistency condition, then stability is the 
necessary and sufficient condition for convergence." The finite 
difference equation is said to be consistent (compatible) with the 
differential equation if the local truncation errors tend to zero 
as h, k -► 0. The explicit and Crank Nicolson formulae are compati­
ble (Ref. 5.6). Since the Crank Nicolson method was used in this 
analysis, and stability had been achieved, it can be argued that 
convergence has been attained based on the Lax equivalence theorem.
Summary
The numerical formulation of shock layer equations has been 
specified in this chapter. Using the a coefficients developed in 
Chapter III and the flow field properties (thermodynamic, transport, 
kinetic, and radiative) developed in Chapter IV, results can be 
achieved for a wide variety of cases.
In this chapter numerical incorporation of the boundary con­
ditions was discussed along with stability, convergence, and 
numerical experience with the numerical techniques. It was
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concluded that the energy equation could be most easily solved 
in its enthalpy formulation with proper use of damping coefficients. 
The temperature formulation of the energy equation leads to a highly 
unstable solution which appears impossible to control. Convergence 
to a true solution was shown by calling upon the Lax Equivalence 
Theorem. The shock standoff distance demonstrated severe sensiti­
vity to shock angle, e, but this was shown to have an insignificant 
effect on the overall analysis.
The next chapter will use the numerical procedures presented 
in this chapter and investigate heating rates and mass loss rates 
for the flow field around an ablating blunt body (phenolic-nylon 
ablator).
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CHAPTER VI 
RESULTS OF THE SHOCK LAYER ANALYSIS
Introduction
The ground work has been laid in the foregoing chapters for the 
results presented in this chapter. All the assumptions pertinent 
to obtaining the results presented here were discussed in Chapter 
III where the conservation equations which describe the flow-field 
were developed. The species and momentum conservation equations 
have the form of a set of parabolic partial differential equations 
and the energy equation takes the form of an integro - partial dif­
ferential equation. In Chapter IV, the thermodynamic, transport, 
and radiative properties of the flow field were discussed along with 
the chemical reactions taking place in the flow field. This work 
was based on the development of a useful analytical tool to be 
applied in the determination of the heating load on a manned 
reentry space vehicle. This reentry vehicle is to be equipped with 
a heat shield made of a phenolic nylon composite capable of sus­
taining velocities of earth entry on return from planetary missions 
such as Mars. Typically, a reentering spacecraft will make contact 
with the earth’s thin upper atomosphere at about 55,000 feet per 
second. When the craft encounters the denser air at low altitudes, 
it will be slowed by the frictional drag of the atmosphere thus 
reducing its kinetic energy.
165
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The results presented In this chapter will be for six key points 
along the reentry trajectory. The reentry body was taken to have 
a spherical shape with a nine (9.0) foot radius which is typical 
of the Apollo spacecraft. Heating rates were determined at the 
stagnation line for these six cases and downstream heating was 
determined for four of these six cases - all of which were coupled 
to the ablator by a surface energy balance. These six cases 
required more than 100 hours of IBM 360/65 CPU time. A study of 
chemical reaction rates in the flow field was also performed which 
demonstrated a marked effect on the heating load on the ablator.
After the stagnation line heating rate results are presented 
in this chapter, a comparison of the stagnation line is made with 
several other investigators. Around the body results are then 
presented followed by a discussion of chemical reactions in the 
shock layer. The chapter closes with a discussion of computer 
limitations and other difficulties encountered in the analysis.
Stagnation Region Heating
The stagnation line solution is important, not only because 
this is normally the region of peak heating, but also because this 
solution is required as initial conditions for the solution of the 
flow field arcund-the-body. Conditions for the six coupled stagna­
tion line cases run for this investigation are given in Table 6.1. 
Heating rate results are shown in Figure 6.1 and Table 6.2 for 
these cases. The trajectory along which these conditions exist is 
shown in Figure 6.2. All six cases were coupled to the ablator by 
a surface energy balance as described in Chapter III.
























Freestream and Ablator Conditions for Cases Studied 







Mass Loss Rate * 
(Ibm/sq ft-sec)
1 247,000 55,000 7.5 X lO"® 3390 0.005
2 218,000 53,000 2.5 X  lOT? 3576 0.026
3 199,500 52,000 5.0 X 10"^ 3741 0 . 1 0 2
4 193,000 50,000 6.5 X  lOT? 3781 0.135
5 193,000 45,000 6.5 X  lO"' 3685 0.059
6 193,000 40,000 6.5 X  10"' 3605 0.026
























40 45 50 55 6035
Uoo, Entry Velocity (Kfps)
Figure 6.1. Stagnation Heating Rate at a Phenolic 
Nylon Ablator Surface Along a Reentry 
Trajectory.



























*̂ R̂R 4 4
1 436 48 2 2 506 153 255 93 501
2 540 214 115 8 6 8 671 156 49 876
3 646 716 451 1813 1793 —36 25 1782
4 674 926 600 2 2 0 0 2232 -72 33 2193
5 609 450 262 1320 1266 39 45 1350
6 558 225 116 899 649 199 75 923
1 . Is energy reradlated from char surface
2 . Is energy transport by conduction
3. q^ Is energy absorbed by sublimation phase change
4. q^ Is total energy
5. q_ la radiative energy transmitted from the shock layer to the surface
















Û , Free Stream Velocity (kfps)
Figure 6.2, Reentry Trajectory for Present Investigation.
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Note In Figure 6.1 that, as the vehicle first encounters the
earth's atmosphere at a high rate of speed (55,000 feet per second),
the heating load on the protective heat shield is low. As reentry
proceeds, the capsule slows down but the load on the heat shield
attains a maximum at around 50,000 to 51,000 feet per second. The
heating rate then decreases as the capsule is slowed further. The
reason for this phenomenon is that the upper atmosphere first
encountered at around 247,000 feet is an extremely low density 
—8layer (7.5 x 10 slugs/c.ft.). The amount of frictional heat 
developed in this region is therefore only minor and the capsule is 
slowed only slightly. However, as the vehicle encounters the 
denser earth atmosphere at lower altitudes, the frictional heating 
becomes more intense. On this trajectory the capsule is slowed 
from 53,000 feet per second to 50,000 feet per second while travers­
ing densities of 2.5 x 10  ̂to 6.5 x 10  ̂slugs per cubic foot.
-7
At an altitude of 193,000 feet where the density is 6.5 x 10 
slugs per cubic foot, the capsule is then slowed rapidly to a 
point where the heating load becomes much less severe. Results 
show that the stagnation heating rate is only 900 BTU/sq. ft.-sec. 
at a velocity of 40,000 feet per second and an atmospheric density 
of 6.5 X  10  ̂slugs per cubic foot —  41% of the heating rate at
50,000 feet per second. The heating rate will fall off even more 
as the capsule slows further at this same density (see trajectory 
curve of Figure 6.2).
In Figure 6.1 the primary heat absorption mechanisms of con­
duction and sublimation of carbon along with reradiated energy are 
shown for the energy reaching the ablator surface. The magnitude
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of all the heat absorption mechanisms Increases as total heat 
absorption increases but the fraction of energy accomodated by 
each mechanism changes through the trajectory.
At the low heat load conditions experienced at 55,000 ft/sec., 
for example, sublimation only accounts for 4% of the heat absorbed, 
(Figure 6.3), conduction accounts for about 11% and reradiation is 
the dominant heat transfer mechanism in reradiating 85% of the 
heat reaching the ablator surface. Conversely, as the heat load 
increases, the fraction of energy reradiated decreases and the 
mechanisms of conduction and sublimation account for a much more 
substantial portion of the heat absorption. For instance, at the 
maximum heating rate conditions experienced during the trajectory 
(about 50,000 ft/sec. and 193,000 feet), the energy reradiated is 
only 30% of the total energy reaching the capsule surface. Con­
duction and sublimation account for 42% and 28% respectively at 
these peak heating conditions. This fact means that the heat 
shield is losing mass at a much faster rate. The mass loss rate 
is shown in Figure 6.4. It is seen to be characteristically 
similar to the heat load profile.
These stagnation line results are the first attempt made 
which incorporate both nonequilibrium chemistry and detailed line 
and continuum radiative transport in the calculation at severe heat 
loads. Until now all analyses performed have been for equilibrium 
or non-radiating flow. The results depict the solution along a 
typical reentry trajectory for manned interplanetary missions.
Points were chosen on the trajectory which represent typical heat 
loads on an ablative heat shield at the stagnation point. Previously
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U^, Entry Velocity (Kfps)
Figure 6.3. Effectiveness of Heat Absorption 
Mechanisms for a Phenolic Nylon 
Ablator Along the Reentry Trajectory.














U“, freestream velocity (Kfps)
Figure 6.4. Mass Loss Rate at the Stagnation 
Line of a Phenolic Nylon Ablator 
Along the Reentry Trajectory.
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analyses were performed along similar trajectories using the simpler 
equilibrium chemistry approximations. Nonequilibrium analyses were 
generally not attempted in this regime since the results are not 
accurate when radiation heating is not included. This analysis is 
also the first to couple a nonequilibrium shock layer to a nonequili­
brium charring ablator.
The following section shows a comparison of the heating results 
from the present investigation with equilibrium results from previous 
investigators. A comparison is also made with a low heating load 
case of Perez (Ref. 6.1) which included nonequilibrium chemistry 
and radiative heating.
Comparison with Other Stagnation Line Investigators
In Table 6.3 is a list of results for the present investigation 
along with a comparison with previous investigators for conditions 
of low radiative heating to the ablator. These results are shown 
for the stagnation line with a phenolic-nylon ablator.
The present investigation used finite rate chemistry whereas, 
with the exception of one case run by Perez (Ref. 6.1), the rest 
of the analyses assumed equilibrium chemistry. The reason for this 
comparison with equilibrium chemistry is that there are no other 
finite rate analyses including radiative heat transfer. The only 
conditions for which a direct comparison can be made with Esch 
(Ref. 6.2), Engel (Ref. 6.3), and Perez (Ref. 6.1) is a freestream 
velocity of 50,000 feet per second, a freestream density of 
8.85 X 10 ® slugs per cubic foot, and a blowing rate of 5% of 
freestream with a phenolic nylon ablator.
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Table 6.3
Comparison of Moderate Heating Rate Results at the Stagnation Line
(Phenolic Nylon Ablator)




Present investigation Nonequilibrium 1 2 1
Perez (Ref. 6.1) Nonequilibrium 1 2 1
Perez (Ref. 6.1) Equilibrium 340
Esch (Ref. 6.2) Equilibrium 349
Engel (Ref. 6.3) Equilibrium 305
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To verify the validity of the present analysis a comparison was 
made with the nonequilibrium results of Perez (Ref. 6.1). Both 
analyses predict 121 BTU/sq ft-sec for the case shown in Table 6.3 
which is excellent agreement. The analysis of Perez can be validated 
by comparing his equilibrium results at these same conditions to 
the work of Esch (Ref. 6.2) and Engel (Ref. 6.3). His radiative 
heating results (q̂  ̂= 340 BTU/sq ft-sec) compare very faborably with 
the analyses of Esch (q^ = 349 BTU/sq ft-sec), and Engel (q^ * 304 
BTU/sq ft-sec). Perez used identical equilibrium and nonequilibrium 
numerical solutions of the conservation equation to those of Esch 
and Engel except for the solution of the species equations. Actually, 
a conq)arison with Esch is more meaningful since in both these analyses 
the species equations were actually solved whereas Engel used a step 
function model of elemental compsoition across the diffusion zone 
(discussed in Chapter II).
Perez's equilibrium results differ with Esch by less than 3% 
for a very favorable agreement. However Perez's equilibrium results 
are about 190% higher than the nonequilibrium results. This was the 
first time nonequilibrium chemistry and radiative heating effects 
were included simultaneously in a shock layer solution. The results 
show that nonequilibrium chemistry effects can significantly effect 
the heating rate to a phenolic nylon ablator during reentry.
Direct comparisons between investigators are difficult if not 
impossible at high heat loads for several reasons. Analyses have 
been performed for widely different radiation and chemistry models, 
and different ablator composites. The result is that lack of agree­
ment is not only probable but expected.
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For higher heating loads at denser atmospheric conditions, the 
results from Case 3 of the present investigation were used for compari­
son with equilibrium analyses of other investigators as shown in
Table 6.4. The blowing rate of pv » 0.1 shown in Table 6.4 was aw
case run in the process of attempting to couple Case 3 to the abla­
tor. It should be noted that the results reported in Table 6.4 are 
for solutions which are not coupled to the ablator by a surface 
energy balance with the exception of Chin (Ref. 6.4). At 52,000 
feet per second, this case has a higher freestream velocity than the 
other cases shown at 50,000 feet per second but because of the 
lower freestream density (5.0 x 10  ̂slugs per cubic foot), the 
kinetic energy is within 7% of the cases run at 5.3 x lO”  ̂slugs 
per cubic foot which means that the energy absorbed in both cases
should be the same order of magnitude. This is the case, and Chin
2 2 obtained 1445 BTU/ft sec as compared to 1820 BTU/ft sec in
this work.
The nonequilibrium results at these high heating rates could 
be postulated to compare quite faborably with equilibrium analyses 
since it is theorized that equilibrium is approached at these severe 
(high temperature) conditions. The radiative heating results of 
Garrett (Ref. 6.5) at a blowing rate of 0.1, q^ = 2455 BTU/sq ft-sec, 
are about 35% higher than the heating results of the present investi­
gation at the same blowing rate, q̂  ̂■ 1820 BTU/sq ft-sec. Although 
the nonequilibrium heating rate is appreciably lower than equili­
brium for this case, the difference is much less than the previous 
low heating rate case (35% vs 190% difference). This fact lends



















Comparison of Severe Heating Rate Results at the Sttagnation Line
Uoo
(kfps) -7(slugs/ft3) X 1 0 PV„ ^R(BTU/ft^-sec) Ablator References
52 5.0 0 . 1 1820 PN* Present investigation
50 5.3 0 . 1 2455 CP Garrett et al. (Ref. 6.5)
50 5.3 0 . 2 2253 CP Garrett et al. (Ref. 6.5)
50 5.3 0 . 2 2350 CP Rigdon et al. (Ref. 6 .6 )
50 5.3 0 . 2 2856 CP Smith et al. (Ref. 6.7)
50 4.5 0 . 2 1816 PN Esch (Ref. 6.2)
50 4.5 0 . 2 1661 PN Engel (Ref. 6.3)
50 3.45 0.076 1445 CP Chin (Ref. 6.4)
50 3.45 0.076 1925 CP Smith et _al. (Ref. 6.7)
50 3.45 0.076 1423 CP Garrett et al. (Ref. 6.5)





credibility to the assumption that equilibrium chemistry can be 
used as an accurate approximation at the higher heating rates.
The equilibrium analyses of Garrett (Ref. 6.5) predicts a 
radiative heating rate of 2253 BTU/sq ft-sec at a reentry velocity
_7of 50,000 feet per second, an atmospheric density of 5.3 x 10 
slugs per cubic foot, and a wall blowing rate of 0.2. Rigdon, 
et al. (Ref. 6 .6 ) attained similar results In predicting a radia­
tive heating rate of 2350 BTU/sq ft-sec at these same conditions.
The difference In these two analyses Is only about 4%. In contrast 
to these results, Smith, et al. (Ref. 6.7) studied these Identical 
conditions and determined a radiative heating rate of 2856 BTU/sq 
ft-sec which Is 22% greater than either Garrett or Rigdon, et al.
The major reason for this discrepancy appears to be the radiation 
model used by these Investigators. Smith, et al. have neglected 
to Include atomic line absorption for the highly absorbing carbon 
species. This fact accounts for the over-predlctlon of heating 
rate by Smith, et al.
A comparison of the present nonequlllbrlum results with Garrett 
and Rigdon, et al. shows that the nonequlllbrlum prediction Is 
about 24% lower than these equilibrium results. A greater dif­
ference Is seen between the nonequlllbrlum case and Smith, et al. 
but the reason for this Is that carbon atomic lines were Included 
In the nonequlllbrlum radiation analyses whereas Smith, et al. 
omitted this absorption mechanism In his analysis.
A comparison of the present results with the equilibrium ana­
lyses of Esch (Ref. 6.2) and Engel (Ref. 6.3) are also shown In 
Table 6.4. Flight conditions for the equilibrium runs were 50,000
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feet per second, 4.5 x 10  ̂slugs per cubic foot, and 0.2 bloving 
rate. Again these flight conditions differ from the nonequilibrium 
case but are close enough for comparison purposes. The radiative 
heating rate predicted by Engel was 1661 BTU/sq ft-sec which is 8.7% 
lower than the 1820 BTU/sq ft-sec from the present analysis. Esch 
determined the radiative heating rate to be 1816 BTU/sq ft-sec 
yielding only a 0.2% difference. The comparison with Esch is more 
realistic since he actually solved the equilibrium species continuity 
equations whereas Engel assumed a step function of elemental com­
positions across the stagnation point. The fact that blowing rates 
are different (0 . 2  for equilibrium and 0 . 1  for present nonequilibrium) 
does not affect the results very significantly (probably less than 
10%) since Engel demonstrated in a parametric study that the effect 
of increased blowing rate above 0 . 1  is not very great on radiative 
heating. The agreement between the present analysis and Esch is 
then seen to be excellent despite the differences in conditions.
The results presented at 50,000 feet per second, 3.45 x 10  ̂
slugs per cubic foot, and 0.076 blowing rate were included for 
completeness. These conditions are much less stringent than the
52,000 feet per second, 5.0 x 10  ̂slugs per cubic foot, and 0.1 
blowing rate for the nonequdOLbrium case. The radiative heating 
rates of Chin (Ref. 6.4), 1445 BTU/sq ft-sec, and Garrett, et al.,
1423 BTU/sq ft-sec, are very close to each other in contrast to 
the 1925 BTU/sq ft-sec predicted by Smith, et al. The kinetic 
energy for the equilibrium cases is seen to be 36% lower than the 
nonequilibrium case (1820 BTU/sq ft-sec) but the heating rates are 
only about 25% lower for Chin and Garrett, et al.> and 5.8% higher
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for Smith, et Again the reason for the large discrepancy between
Smith, et and other investigators is believed to be due to 
differences in radiation data.
In summarizing, radiative heating predictions from the present 
nonequilibrium investigation are identical to those of Perez 
(Ref. 6.1) who did a nonequilibrium study at 50,000 feet per second 
and 8.85 x 10  ̂slugs per cubic foot. Perez's numerical solution 
was verified by comparing his equilibrium results at these same 
conditions to the equilibrium results of Esch (Ref. 6.2) and Engel 
(Ref. 6.3) yielding less than 11% difference with Engel and less 
than 3% difference with Esch.
At higher heat load conditions, comparisons were made with 
equilibrium solutions at slightly different conditions. In general 
the results from the present investigation agree quite well con­
sidering the fact that equilibrium and nonequilibrium chemistry were 
used and flight conditions were not identical. Heating rate pre­
dictions for nonequilibrium chemistry in the present investigation 
is consistently lower than equilibrium predictions by other investi­
gations. This phenomenon is due to the differences in species 
profiles across the shock layer as will be shown later in a dis­
cussion on kinetics.
Around the Body Results
Six coupled solutions were obtained at the stagnation line 
using nonequilibrium chemistry and were presented in Figure 6.1 
and Tables 6.1 and 6.2. Of these six cases, four cases were con­
tinued downstream using the stagnation line results as initial
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conditions. The shock layer, was coupled to the ablator surface 
at all points around-the-body using the blowing rate profile.
Heating rate profiles could then be coiqpared with ablator response 
heating rates to insure a coupled solution. Only four of the six 
stagnation line cases were run because of the immense computer time 
required. For instance. Case 4 took four hours of CPU time to 
reach a downstream point of g « 0.30. A more complete discussion 
of con^uter time is provided at the end of the chapter.
In Figure 6.5 a plot of nondimensional blowing rate versus 
around the body distance is presented. The blowing rate is non- 
dimensionalized with the stagnation line blowing rate, (pv) g - 0 . 
Dimensionless heating rates are presented in Figures 6 . 6  through
6.9 for cases 1 through 4 using the blowing rate profile in 
Figure 6.5. The heating rate is nondimensionalized with the stagna­
tion heating rate, for convenience. The ablator-flow field
coupling was found to be excellent, differing by less than 3% 
along the wall using the one generalized blowing rate profile with 
the exception of Case 1 where the flow field and ablator solutions 
diverge downstream of the stagnation line where a difference of 
16.3% was observed. The blowing rate profile could have been 
altered until the ablator-flow field solutions matched for Case 1 
but this would have required more computer time (approximately four 
to six hours of IBM/360/65 CPU time). The expense of the computer 
time was deemed too great in view of the fact that Case 1 is not 
a high heating rate case since the stagnation line heating rate 
is only 22% of the maximum heating rate investigated (Case 4).
In addition, the difference in heating rate at the downstream
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point of g = 0.45 between ablator and shock layer solutions is only 
16.3% which is not that great a deviation.
The shock layer results for the various cases run were obtained 
farther downstream for some than others. The reason for this is 
that some cases are more difficult computationally than others and 
therefore computer time becomes a major factor. The high heating 
rate cases of Case 3 and Case 4 were the most time consuming. For 
Case 3, a downstream value of g = 0.35 was reached, where for Case 4, 
a downstream value of only 0.30 was reached. Over four hours of 
computer time was used for each of these cases to reach these 
downstreams points. The heating rate severity appears to be a 
measure of the computational difficulty.
An interesting result of the around the body analysis is that 
one blowing rate profile can be used to describe all of the points 
on the reentry trajectory reasonably satisfactorily. What this 
means is that given the mass injection rate at the stagnation line, 
an estimate of the downstream mass loss rate can be made using 
Figure 6.5. The total mass injection rate, m, can be estimated using 
the following relationship
rK
m = (pv)g^ 2i; J <t>̂ Ç dÇ
which is the mass flux from the ablator integrated over the ablator
surface area. The mass flux at the stagnation line (pv)g^, can be 
determined from Figure 6.4 and the nondimensionalized mass flux 
around the body, (j>̂, is the function in Figure 6.5. The value of
the integral is a constant. By knowing the time elapsed at each
point along the trajectory, the total mass loss for reentry, m, can













Ç, tangential body coordinate
Figure 6.5. Dimensionless Blowing Rate Profile 
Around the Body.
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Figure 6 .6 . Dimensionless Heating Rate Profile 
For Case 1 - Coupled
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Figure 6.7. Dimensionless Heating Rate Profile 
for Case 2 - Coupled.
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Ç, tangential body coordinate
Figure 6 .8 . Dimensionless Heating Rate Profile for 
Case 3 - Coupled
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Ç, tangential body coordinate
Figure 6.9. Dimensionless Heating Rate Profile for 
Case 4 - Coupled.







m = 2ir i:-1  *. ( a S )„(pv)s, dt
The result of the solution of the integral equation is the 
total mass loss from the ablative heat shield frcan the stagnation point 
to a radius 5 between initial contact with earth's upper atmosphere 
and some elapsed time "t". All that is required now is a time plot 
for the trajectory and the solution could be conq>leted.
In Figure 6.10 the wall surface temperature profiles are shown 
for the four around the body cases. These surface temperatures 
were calculated using the Hertz-Knudsen analysis described in 
Appendix B. The wall temperature is seen to decrease gradually 
as the solution progresses downstream. This decrease in temperature 
is due to the two factors of decreased surface pressure and decreased 
heating rate.
Temperature profiles for stagnation line and downstream points 
Ç = 0.30 and g = 0.45 are presented in Figure 6.11 for Case 3. The 
profiles are very similar although the temperature gradient at the 
wall increases slightly as the solution proceeds downstream. The 
same kind of results were obtained for the other cases.
A comparison of around the body heating results is given in 
Figure 6.12 between Case 4 of the present analysis and those of 
Chou and Blake (Ref. 6 .8 ) and Smith et al. (Ref. 6.7). The compari­
son is made at different conditions shown in the figure but the 
heating rate has been nondimensionalized with the stagnation line





















Ç, tangential body coordinate
Figure 6.10. Ablator surface temperature profiles 
for cases studied.
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n, normal body coordinate
Figure 6.11. Dimensionless Temperature Profiles 
for the Stagnation Line and 
Downstream.
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Ç, tangential coordinate
Figure 6.12. Comparison of Dimensionless Heating 
Rates Around the Body
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heating rate. The results of Chou and Blake and the present 
analysis are identical as the solution proceeds downstream (with the 
results of Chou and Blake extending farther downstream). In contrast 
to these results, Smith et al. predicts a much more rapid decrease 
in heating rate away from the stagnation line. The heating rate 
has already been reduced to 70% of the stagnation line value at 
Ç = 0.1 whereas the present analysis along with Chou and Blake do
not decrease to 70% until a body station of Ç ■ 0.35 is reached.
Differences occur in radiation properties included for the three 
analyses, along with differences in numerical solutions, and chemistry 
(nonequilibrium for the present analysis vs. equilibrium for the
others). It is not clear which of these effects or what combination
of these effects causes the similarities and differences in results 
presented. It is somewhat surprising that Chou and Blake and the 
present analysis agree so well actually since the analysis of Chou 
and Blake did not include wall blowing.
These around the body results are the first to be presented for 
a reentering space vehicle whith the inclusion of finite rate 
chemistry and line and continuum radiation. Although some previous 
investigators have coupled their flow fields to the ablator, this 
is the first attempt to couple a nonequilibrium flow field to a 
nonequilibrium ablator. Previous investigators have used equili­
brium sublimation models to yield temperature and species concen­
tration at the surface. The present investigation employed the 
nonequilibrium Hertz-Knudsen sublimation model described in Appendix 
B and the nonequilibrium char analysis described in Appendix A to 
determine surface boundary conditions and further couple them with
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the flow field by an energy balance. The results presented have 
been for the stagnation point and around the body for points along 
a typical reentry trajectory from planetary missions. These 
results make feasible a realistic estimate of the total mass loss 
during reentry and therefore provide the necessary information for 
calculation of the ablator heat shield thickness.
Radiation - Chemical Reactions Interaction
The results presented in the previous sections for stagnation 
line and around-the-body solutions were based on a set of chemical 
reactions and chemical species for the flow field given in Table 4.1. 
The choice of species and chemical reactions to include was based 
upon equilibrium and nonequilibrium considerations along with com­
puter limitations. The choice of these reactions and species was 
discussed briefly in Chapter IV but the choice of kinetic data is 
an altogether different problem.
Although the reactions for the flow field had been chosen, the 
task of deciding what kinetic data to use remained. For some 
reactions data was reported by several investigators - sometimes 
in disagreement with one another. Other reactions had data from 
only one source, and for still others there was no data. When one 
source of data was found, this was used; but when many were found, 
the one that appeared to be most reputable was used. The most 
difficult case was when no data was found. In this instance the 
data had to be estimated from theory.
For estimated data, two constants had to be evaluated in the 
rate constant shown below - the frequency factor, k̂ , and the
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activation energy, E.
k = exp [-E/RT]
Initially no rate data was found for the reactions listed in Table 
6.5. These are nine out of a total of 16 reactions and these nine 
are ablation species reactions. For these nine reactions the fre­
quency factor was calculated using collision theory (Ref. 6.10) 
and the activation energy was estimated using the method of Semenov 
(Ref. 6.9). The activation energy estimation appeared quite 
satisfactory since the estimated values agreed with data when it 
was available.
The collision theory frequency factor, however, was often orders 
of magnitude different from published data. In Table 6.5 three sets 
of frequency factors are labled best, fast perturbation, and slow 
pertubation. Chronologically, the first values used were the fast 
perturbation frequncy factors which were calculated when collision 
theory was applied in error. When the frequency factor calculation 
was corrected, the slow perturbation values were achieved. Data 
was subsequently found in the literature for the first three reactions 
in Table 6.5 (Refe 6.10, 6.11) which was not in agreement with the 
estimated frequncy factors (~10^^ vs 10^®). Based on the data for 
these three reactions the decision was made to alter all of the 
nine collision theory frequency factors from 10̂  ̂to 10^^. The 
values thus obtained were decided to be the best frequency factor 
estimates available and were used for all coupled stangation line 
and around the body results.


























Frequency Factors for Three Finite Rate Cases 
for Selected Reactions of Ablation Species in the Shock Layer
Reaction Frequency Factor, log koBest Kinetics Slow Perturbation Fast Pertubation
CO + N ̂  CN + 0 13.2 1 0 . 0 18.9
Cg + M S 2C + M 13.8 1 0 . 1 19.0
C + M ■►C + e  + M 14.3 1 0 . 1 19.0
HCN + M Î C N  + H + M 13.8 1 0 . 0 18.9
CgH + M S Cg + H + M 13.8 1 0 . 0 18.9
C^Hg + M I CgH + H + M 13.8 1 0 . 0 18.9
Cg + M + Cg + C + M 13.8 1 0 . 0 18.9
CgH + M Ï CgH + C + M 13.8 1 0 . 0 18.9
C.H + M Î C-H + C + M 4 3 13.8 1 0 . 0 18.9
VO
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As a consequence of these changes a collection of results were
in hand with different values of the frequency factor for nine of
the 16 reactions. This information was used to give an estimate
of the effects of uncertainty of kinetic data on radiative heating.
Three sets of data were available at moderate heating conditions
- 8of 50,000 feet per second, 8.85 x 10 slugs per cubic foot, a 
wall blowing rate of 5% of freestream, and a wall surface tempera­
ture of 3450°K at the stagnation line. The ablator was a phenolic- 
nylon composite. These conditions and ablator were the same as 
those studied by Esch (Ref. 6.2) who used an equilibrium chemistry 
model. The study was extended to include a comparison of the best 
kinetics with equilibrium at more severe heating conditions.
It would have been more desirable to conduct a parameter 
study on all frequency factors and activation energies. However, 
since one case requires approximately 60 minutes of computer time 
it was felt that the available results would serve this purpose.
In all, these runs required three hours of computer time.
Moderate heating conditions in ablation layer; For the case 
of moderate heating to a phenolic nylon ablator, the freestream 
conditions of 50,000 feet per second and 8.85 x 10  ̂slugs per 
cubic foot were used. Wall blowing rate was 5% of freestream 
blowing and wall surface temperature was 3450“K. All three non­
equilibrium chemistry cases were investigated and compared to 
chemical equilibrium of Esch (Ref. 6.2).
The basis of comparison is the radiative heating rate arriving 
at the ablator surface since this is the most important parameter 
in design of thermal protection systems. It will be shown that as a
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result of variations In species concentration profiles In the shock 
layer for the different frequency factors of nine reactions the 
radiative heating can be appreciably altered. In the ablation layer 
the Important species appears to be the highly absorbing carbon atom.
In Figure 6.13 the radiative flux divergence profiles are shown 
for the three reaction rate sets Investigated and the equilibrium 
results of Esch (Ref. 6.2). The radiative wall heating rates for 
the cases are also shown In Figure 6.13 - best (121 BTU/sq ft-sec), 
slow (160), fast (90), and equilibrium (349). In Figures 6.14, 6.15, 
and 6.16 are the species profiles for the finite rate cases and 
equilibrium species porflles are presented In Figure 6.17.
The Interaction between species and radiative heating In the 
ablation layer Is quite pronounced. Note that there Is a trend In 
radiative flux divergence profiles near the stagnation point (n“0 . 1  
to n= 0.4) for the four cases presented. The equilibrium model 
(the Infinitely fast reaction rate) demonstrates a large dip In this 
region, the fast kinetics perturbation dips slightly less, the best 
kinetics shows no dip at all, and the slow kinetics perturbation 
actually reaches a local maximum In the stagnation region. The 
results Indicate that, at Increasingly faster reaction rates, the 
radiative flux divergence drops off due to some absorption mechanism 
In the stagnation region. For an explanation of this phenomenon. 
Inspection of the species profiles In Figures 6.14 through 6.17 Is 
helpful. Notice In particular the carbon atom profiles for the four 
cases. Both equilibrium and the fast kinetics pertubation show 
high peak mass fractions of carbon atom ("0.5 to "0.6). The best 
kinetics case shows a moderate peak for carbon atom (mass fraction
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Figure 6.13. Comparison of Flux Divergence Profiles 
for Various Chemistry Models 
at the Stagnation Line.
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If» ■ 50,000 ft/sec .
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Figure 6.14. Species Profiles for "Fast Perturbation" 
Kinetics Case at the Stagnation Line.
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Figure 6.15. Species Profiles for "Slow Pertur­
bation" Kinetics Case at the 
Stagnation Line.
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Figure 6.16. Species Profiles for "Best" Kinetics 
Case at the Stagnation Line.




















n, normal body coordinate
Figure 6.17. Species Profiles for Equilibrium Chemistry at the 
Stagnation Line (Esch, Ref. 6.2)
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of 0.15), and In the slow perturbation kinetics case there was not 
a significant concentration of carbon atom anywhere within the shock 
layer. The key to explain the nature of the radiative flux diver­
gence profiles near the stagnation point is these carbon atom 
profiles. Carbon is a highly absorbing species in this temperature 
range, therefore, high concentrations result in significant reduc­
tions in radiative heating as evidenced by the results presented in 
Figure 6.13. For the three kinetics models, the heating rate 
increases (90 BTU/sq ft-sec for fast, 121 for best, 160 for slow) 
as the reaction rate is decreased. The exception to the rule is 
the infinitely fast rate of equilibrium which has the highest heating 
rate, 349 BTU/sq ft-sec. This discrepancy will be discussed in the 
following section.
The importance of carbon atom radiative absorption can be 
corroborated with the results of Engel (Ref. 6.3). In Figure 6.18 
are the temperature profiles and radiative heating rates obtained 
by Engel for three cases at the same conditions. The first case 
included all species in the radiative flux divergence calculation 
(1661 BTU/sq ft-sec), the second case excluded carbon atom (2530 
BTU/sq ft-sec), and the third case omitted molecules (2605 BTU/sq 
ft-sec). The effect of which species are included in the radiation 
calculation are seen to have a dramatic effect on radiative heating 
at the ablator surface. Of special significance is the increased 
heating effect when carbon atom is omitted allowing a 52% increase.
The same type of effect is realized with respect to slow and fast 
perturbation kinetics of the present investigation. By slowing down 
the reaction rate to a point where no atomic carbon is produced










All Species Included 
(q^= 1888 watts/cm2 ,
6 » .0631)
Without "C" 
(qĝ  -  2876,
6 - .0591)
•o
. 2 .4 . 6 . 80 1.0
y/ 6  (Shock Layer Coordinate) 
Figure 6.18. Effects of Carbon Atom and Molecular 
Radiative Coupling on the Temperature 
Profile and Radiative Heating 
(Ref. 6.3).
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(slow perturbation kinetics, 160 BTU/sq ft-sec), a 78% higher 
heating rate is observed than the fast perturbation kinetics, 90 
BTU/sq ft-sec. The best kinetics case, with an intermediate 
buildup of atomic carbon, results in an intermediate heating rate,
121 BTU/sq ft-sec.
In summary, the three kinetics cases of the present investiga­
tion and the equilibrium analysis of Esch follow a pattern in their 
ablation layer species profiles with atomic carbon increasing as 
reaction rate increases. The radiative flux divergence profiles 
of these cases reflect this trend near the stagnation point by 
demonstrating a significant reduction for cases where the highly 
absorbing carbon atom is present in high concentrations. The radia­
tive heating rates of the three kinetics cases of the present 
investigation also reflect this trend by increasing as atomic carbon 
decreases corresponding to a decrease in reaction rate. The excep­
tion .to this trend in heating rate is the equilibrium results which 
show the highest radiative heating rate although the atomic carbon 
concentration is high for this infinitely fast reaction rate. The 
reasons for the apparent contradiction are discussed in the following 
section.
Moderate heating conditions in air layer: In Figure 6.17 the
species profiles from Esch's (Ref. 6.2) equilibrium analysis were 
presented. As disucssed above, these results compare well with the 
results of the fast finite rate analysis in the ablation layer. Note, 
however, that the species mass fraction profiles in the air layer 
for chemical equilibrium are very much different than any of the 
finite rate analyses (Compare Figure 6.16 with Figures 6.13, 6.14
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and 6.15). There appears to be little reaction occurring in the
air layer for the nonequilibrium analysis (Figures 6.14, 6.15,
and 6.16) if one inspects the flat nature of the N, N^, 0 and 0*
profiles. The and 0^ ion concentration levels remain high
until they reach the diffusion zone near the stagnation point
indicating no reactions are proceeding in the air layer. The
equilibrium analysis of Esch produced species profiles as shown
■4“ "4“in Figure 6.17. The mass fractions of ionic species N and 0 
decrease from shock to stagnation point much faster for equilibrium 
than for nonequilibrium. The equilibrium mass fractions of atomic 
species N and 0 compensate by increasing readily. In other words; 
at equilibrium reactions take place which alter the species pro­
files in the air layer. If the shock layer were truly near chemical 
equilibrium, the finite rate reactions would reflect this by 
occurring fast enough to experience similar profiles to the equili­
brium profiles. They do not; therefore, one can conclude from 
these results that equilibrium is not a valid assumption even for 
this hot outer air layer —  at least at these conditions (50,000 
feet per second and 8.85 x 10  ̂slugs per cubic foot) and a non­
equilibrium shock calculation should be performed.
The postulate that the shock wave is not at equilibrium,as 
assumed, is substantiated by the work of Carlson (Ref. 6.12).
Carlson did a nonequilibrium calculation across the shock wave using 
an air chemistry model. He states that a high degree of chemical 
and thermal nonequilibrium can exist for low pressure conditions as 
in this study. The conclusion is made that these effects cannot be 
neglected if accurate solutions are desired. Zeldovich £t al.
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(Ref. 6.13) explains that it is not until 20,000°K that rapid atomic 
dissociation is achieved, and the rate of single ionization is 
still considered a slow mechanism at this time. Slow refers to a 
process which requires a large number of gas kinetic collisions.
When the pressure is reduced, the number of collisions is reduced. 
The result is that the shock wave is only in partial equilibrium 
and probably has only achieved atomic dissociation at best.
The radiative heating implications are evident when an inspec­
tion is made of these species mass fractions in light of the 
radiative properties. The air layer is a predominantly emitting 
zone. The species that exist in the air layer are N, n "̂ , 0, o"*", 
and e of which radiative properties exist for N, 0, and e . In 
the equilibrium case (q^ * 349 BTU/sq ft-sec) the emitting species 
of N and 0 atoms are present in higher concentrations than in the 
nonequilibrium cases (q = 160 BTU/sq ft-sec). The concentrations 
of the nonemitting and 0^ ions and the emitting electron are 
present in high concentrations for the nonequilibrium cases. This 
shift from nitrogen and oxygen atom radiative properties to electron 
radiative properties for equilibrium and nonequilibrium respectively 
appears to have a significant effect on the radiative heating. 
Equilibrium predicts 190% higher radiative heating than nonequili­
brium best kinetics. The result is a lower net radiative heating 
(emission) when the air layer is highly ionized.
In Figure 6.13 the radiative heating differences of the various 
chemistry models were dramatically demonstrated. The three non­
equilibrium models show similarity in the vicinity of the air layer 
for both species profiles and radiative flux divergence. The
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equilibrium model, on the other hand, depicts a much greater 
positive flux divergence In the air layer thus demonstrating Its 
widely different species composition In this air layer (atomic 
rather than Ionic).
The apparent paradox that equilibrium has the highest heating 
rate (349 BTU/sq ft-sec) and fast kinetics has the lowest heating 
rate (90 BTU/sq ft-sec) can now be explained. The reason for this 
Is that "fast" applies only to some select reactions. These 
reactions all pertain to species In the ablation layer. Therefore, 
the air layer Is practically unaffected by changes made for the 
three kinetics cases. This Is the reason the radiative flux diver­
gence and species proflels are almost Identical In the air layer 
for the kinetics cases of the present Investigation. The equilibrium 
analysis. In contrast, Is seen to be dominated by the radiation from 
the air layer (Figure 6.13).
Severe heating rate conditions; In Figure 6.19 Is a plot of 
species profiles at the stagnation line for the coupled solution of 
a severe heating rate case (Case 3) run using the frequency factors 
from the best kinetics case In Table 6.5. In this case a freestream 
velocity of 52,000 feet per second and a freestream density of
5.0 X  10  ̂slugs per cubic foot were used. The radiative heating 
rate at the ablator surface for the coupled solution was 1782 BTU/ 
sq ft-sec with a blowing rate of 12% of freestream. A comparison 
was made with an equilibrium case of Esch (Ref. 6.2) run at 50,000
_7feet per second, 4.5 x 10 slugs per cubic foot, and a blowing
rate of 20% of freestream. The radiative heating rate for this 
case was 1816 BTU/sq ft-sec. These conditions are not exactly the
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Figure 6.19. Species Profiles for Nonequilibrium 
Chemistry at a Severe Heating Load at 
the Stagnation Line.
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same as the finite rate conditions, but they are close enough for 
comparative purposes.
A plot of species mass fraction profiles for Esch's equilibrium 
case is shown in Figure 6.20. The stagnation point of the non­
equilibrium analysis (Case 3) in Figure 6.18 is about n “ 0.4 
whereas Esch's equilibrium analysis has a stagnation point displaced 
further toward the shock (n « 0.6). The reason for the difference 
in stagnation points is that Case 3 has a blowing rate of 12% and 
Esch assumed a blowing rate of 20%. Other than this difference the 
species profiles are remarkably similar —  even in the air layer 
where the moderate heating rate analysis showed a great deal of 
difference (Figures 6.16 and 6.17). For both the severe heating 
rate cases, atomic nitrogen and oxygen build up in concentration 
from shock to stagnation point and ionic species N and 0 decrease 
in this region. At the stagnation point itself, the concentration 
of all air species decreases due to diffusion. In the ablation 
layer the major species again have very similar profiles. Flat 
profiles are observed for CO, C^H, and N̂ . Carbon atom attains a 
peak of about 0 . 6  mass fraction at the stagnation point and drops 
off rapidly on either side.
For years investigators have postulated that at high heating 
load conditions, the shock layer approaches chemical equilibrium 
and could therefore be modeled as such. The results presented here 
for the severe heating case only support this contention. The 
conditions in the hot outer air layer (14,500“K) are such that 
reactions occur fast enough to compare with equilibrium. The 
reason for this result is a combination of both high temperature





















Figure 6.20. Species Profiles for Equilibrium Chemistry at a 
Severe Heating Load at the Stagnation Line. 
(Esch, Ref. 6.2)
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and post shock pressure (0.5 atm). For the moderate heating 
cases discussed earlier, the post shock pressure was only 0 . 1  atm 
and the shock temperature was 13,000*K. Since the phenomenological 
reaction rate expression has a collision theory temperature depen­
dence and is proportional to the product of the partial pressures, 
the thermodynamic variables of temperature and pressure are very 
important to the finite rate chemistry. The combined effect of 
high temperature and high pressure provides sufficiently fast 
chemical reaction rates that the shock layer approaches equilibrium 
at severe heat loads.
The radiative flux divergence profiles of these two cases are 
presented in Figure 6.21. The profiles are very similar showing a 
characteristic dip in the stagnation region and increasing rapidly 
in the air layer. The dip in flux divergence for Case 3 is closer 
to the ablator since the stagnation point is closer to the ablator 
(due to a 12% vs 20% blowing rate). The radiative heating rates 
for the equilibrium (1816 BTU/aq ft-sec) and the nonequilibrium 
(1782 BTU/sq ft-sec) differ by only 2% demonstrating excellent 
agreement.
Species Boundary Conditions
At the shock wave chemical equilibrium air is normally assumed 
to provide boundary conditions at the shock. This assumption is often 
a good one especially at hi^ heat loads (as discussed in the previous 
section). However, the boundary conditions at the ablator are most 
likely different from equilibrium. In Appendices A and B a non­
equilibrium char layer analysis and the nonequilibrium Hertz-Knudsen
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Figure 6.21. Comparison of Radiative Flux 
Divergence Profiles for Severe Heating 
Rate Conditions of Equilibrium and 
Finite Rate Analyses.
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equation are used to determine the conditions at the ablator surface. 
Ablator surface compositions of twenty species vary as functions 
of surface temperature, pressure, and blowing rate. To couple 
species compositions from the nonequilibrium ablator analyses to 
the shock layer or even their results would be a formidable task 
in itself. Based on the results presented in this section and the 
tremendous computational simplification involved, one nonequilibrium 
set of ablator surface mass fractions was used for all coupled 
stagnation line and around the body results. The conditions that 
these species compositions were obtained from were a surface tem­
perature of 3600°K, a surface pressure of 1.0 atmosphere, and a 
mass loss rate of 0.04 Ibs/sq ft-sec.
To evaluate the effect of this simplification on radiative 
heating rates two cases were investigated for the following conditions 
—  freestream velocity of 50,000 feet per second, freestream density 
of 8.85 X 10  ̂slugs per cubic foot, and a wall blowing rate of 
5% of freestream. The frequency factors of the best kinetics in 
Table 6.5 were used and coupling of shock layer to ablator surface 
was not attempted. The compositions chosen for the study are 
shown in Table 6.6. One case is equilibrium compositions at 3450“K 
for a phenolic-nylon ablator with an elemental composition shown 
in Table 6.7. The other case used the nonequilibrium values at 
3600“K, 1.0 atmosphere, and 0.4 mass loss rate achieved from the 
nonequilibrium analyses described in Appendices A and B.
The radiative heating rates were 125 and 121 BTU/sq ft-sec for 
nonequilibrium and equilibrium ablator boundary conditions respec­
tively. The radiative flux divergence profiles for the two cases are
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Table 6.6
Species Composition at the Ablator Surface
„__________________________________ Composition (mass fraction)
Component Equllib^-----  NonequITlbrlum
1. °2 4 . 8 1 X 10" ^ ^ 1.00 X 10- 1 °
2. ^2 5 . 3 7 X 10"2 4 . 9 5 X 10-2
3 . 0 9 . 7 4 X 10" ® 1.00 X 10- 1 °
4 . N 9 . 4 4 X 1 0 " 5 1.00 X 10- 1 °
5 . 0+ 1.66 X 10-20 1.00 X 10- 1 °
6 . 5 . 7 2 X 10- 1 ® 1.00 X 10- 1 °
7 . e 1 . 1 3 X 1 0 - 9 1.00 X 10- 1 °
8 . C 1 . 3 4 X 10-2 2.11 X 10-2
9 . H 3 . 8 6 X 10-2 2.21 X 10-2
10. «2 1 . 3 6 X 10-2 4 . 1 3 X 10-2
11. CO 2 . 6 9 X 10-1 2 . 5 7 X 10-1
12.
s
8 . 1 7 X 10-2 3 . 6 9 X 10-1
1 3 . CN 7 . 7 9 X 10-2 1.00 X 10- 1 °
1 4 . Cg H 1 . 6 5 X 10-1 1 . 3 9 X 10-1
1 5 .
S «2 1 . 6 7 X 10-2 5 . 8 9 X 10-2
1 6 . C3H 1 . 3 0 X 10-1 1.00 X 10- 1 °
1 7 . C4H 8 . 4 2 X 10-2 1.00 X 10- 1 °
1 8 . H C N 3 . 1 0 X 10-2 1.00 X 10- 1 °
1 9 .
S
2 . 4 7 X 10-2 4 . 2 2 X 10-2
20. C + 1 . 4 3 X 10-11 1.00 X 10- 1 °
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Table 6.7
Elemental Composition of a Phenolic Nylon Ablator
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shown In Figure 6.22. They compare almost identically along the 
shock layer with the exception of a slight difference near the sur­
face which is expected. The difference in radiative heating 
rates is only 3.2% which is definitely within the accuracy of the 
calculation. If the extreme case of equilibrium at the surface 
varies so little from the nonequilibrium conditions used, then the 
true nonequilibrium values should differ even less. Based on the 
insensitivity of the analysis to the wall boundary conditions, it 
was decided to use the one simplified set of compositions in 
Table 6 .6 .
Computation Time and Core Usage
The stagnation line and around the body results that have been 
presented in this chapter represent a sizeable amount of computer 
time and core usage. The computer utilized in this study was an 
IBM 360/65 and the program was compiled on the FORTRAN H-compiler 
for maximum computational optimization. The total size of the 
program was about 252K bytes which was overlayed down to 186K bytes. 
The radiation package, LRAD, developed by Engel (Ref. 6.3) was itself 
96K (overlayed from 104K bytes) of the 186K. The computer time 
usage was in the order of 100 hours of actual CPU time with about 
60 hours being used on stagnation line solutions alone.
The major time consumption calculations were radiation (LRAD) 
which took 1.5 minutes per pass and the species solutions which 
took 20 seconds per pass. The LRAD calculation included line and 
continuum radiative properties for twelve ionic, atomic, and mole­
cular species. This same calculation took 2.5 minutes by Esch
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Figure 6.22. Comparison of Radiative Flux
Divergence Profiles for Equilibrium 
and Nonequilibrium Walls at the 
Stagnation Line.
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(Ref. 6.2) when using the same computer but the FORTRAN 6  compiler 
Instead of the FORTRAN H compiler. Since there were 20 species,
It took 2 0 seconds of total time to solve the species conservation 
equations taking approximately one second per species. The Iteration 
scheme employed In this study called for many more solutions to 
the species equations than the radiation flux divergence In LRAD, 
therefore the total time utilized In the species solution was about 
three times the LRAD calculation.
The total time for a major Iteration loop was about 8 minutes.
The total time for stagnation line uncoupled solutions took anywhere 
from 0.5 hours to about 6 hours. In comparison the same case that 
took Perez (Ref. 6.1) about 30 hours of CPU time only took 40 
minutes for the present Investigation. The savings In computer time 
Is believed to come from different Initialization, Iteration scheme, 
and efficiency In programming. The Initialization of species pro­
files, for example, was achieved by using flat or frozen flow com­
positions from shock and ablator to the stagnation point. Since 
chemical reactions were slow for this case especially In the air 
layer, the Initially assumed compositions were close from the start. 
Perez, on the other hand, assumed equilibrium profiles and Iterated 
until the profiles became flat. For other cases Perez's Initializa­
tion scheme may prove more advantageous. For a coupled stagnation 
line solution, at least three stagnation line solutions had to be 
run so typical coupled solutions required In the order of 1 0 hours 
for completion.
The around the body solutions required differing amounts of 
time depending on the severity of heating rate. Usually the more
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severe heating rates took longer to reach the same distance 
around the body as a less severe case. For Instance Case 1 
(q^ = 153 BTU/sq ft-sec) took about 2.5 hours to reach a point of 
Ç = 0.45 whereas Case 4 (q^ = 2232 BTU/sq ft-sec) only reached a 
point of Ç = 0.30 after 4.0 hours (see Figures 6.5 and 6 .6 ).
One reason for long computation time In the around the body 
solution was the shock standoff distance, 5. If the calculated 
value was very different than the Input value, convergence on all 
the conservation equations was very difficult (especially momentum). 
When the Input shock standoff distance was altered to yield a more 
realistic value, the heating rates were essentially unchanged but 
the computation time decreased significantly —  sometimes by a 
factor of two. This result was discussed In Chapter V and It was 
decided that since heating rates remained unchanged, the Input 
shock standoff distance would only be altered to Improve the convergence 
rate of the conseravtlon equations No real attempt was made to obtain 
absolute convergence of the shock stanoff distance.
The Important point to be made from these results Is that shock 
layer solutions do require large amounts of computer time and 
core. Although the analysis was diligently trimmed to reduce both 
time and core usage, the expense Is still seen to be phenomenal.
Such small Inputs as shock standoff distance or Iteration scheme 
can greatly alter the CPU time required. Further Improvements In 
such things to reduce this computational expense should be studied 
In the future.
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Summary
An investigation of the performance of a phenolic-nylon 
ablator has been made for flight conditions characteristic of return 
from planetary flight. The conclusions and recommendations result­
ing from this study are presented In the following chapter.
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Based upon the results of the present Investigation, the 
following conclusions are drawn:
1. The numerical solution of the conservation equations were 
found to yield stable and accurate solutions to the nonequilibrium, 
radiating shock layer surrounding a blunt reentry body.
2. Nonequilibrium results, when cosq>ared to equilibrium results 
at comparable conditions, yield consistently lower wall heating 
rates.
(a) The largest differences in equilibrium and nonequilibrium 
heating rates occurred at low head load conditions. This 
fact was due to the inability of the finite rate reactions 
in air to proceed as fast as these conditions at equili­
brium. The air layer species profiles in this layer were 
very different for equilibrium and nonequilibrium thus 
drastically changing the radiant emission back to the 
ablator wall.
(b) The nonequilibrium heating rate, although lower than equi­
librium, did approach the equilibrium prediction for high 
heat load conditions. The reactions did proceed fast 
enough in these cases to yield near equilibrium species 
profiles resulting in similar radiative emission.
226
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3. One normalized around-the-body blowing rate profile was 
sufficient to adequately couple all the cases studied on the 
trajectory (coupling required a surface energy balance on the 
ablator).
4. The specification of equilibrium boundary conditions at 
the shock wave may be an invalid assumption; especially for low 
heating rate conditions since the air layer is itself far from 
chemical equilibrium at these conditions.
5. An incorrect estimate of input shock stand-off distance in 
the around-the-body solutions does not appreciably affect the 
coupled surface heating rate around-the-body but can increase com­
puter time quite significantly.
6 . The choice of species wall boundary conditions does not 
greatly affect the shock layer solution. For heating rate at the 
surface there was a 4% difference in heating rate between non- 
equilibrium and equilibrium wall cases.
7. Computer time for the stagnation line and around-the-body 
analyses is large (over 1 0 0 hours) for the radiating, nonequilibrium 
chemistry model used. The radiation calculation (LRAD) and the 
convergence of the species conservation equations were the major 
time consuming steps.
8 . The temperature form of the energy conservation equation is 
extremely unstable for the shock layer system with finite rate 
chemistry and radiation. The enthalpy form of the energy equation 
is quite stable and converges satisfactorily when the proper damping 
coefficients are chosen.
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Recommendations
Considering the conclusions presented above, it is recommended
that:
1. Nonequilibrium predictions should be employed when low 
heating rate conditions are involved (<1500 BTU/sq. ft.-sec). 
Equilibrium models are sufficient for high heat load conditions 
(>1500 BTU/sq. ft.-sec).
2. For a conservative estimate of the mass loss rate for the 
phenolic nylon ablator, equilibrium predictions should be used 
throughout since this will overpredict the mass loss.
3. One representative set of species compositions should be 
used at the ablator surface to reduce the computational difficulty 
and computer time required. The difference in radiative heating 
was shown to be small (4%) for the cases investigated.
4. An investigation should be performed to determine the 
effect of doing a finite rate analysis across the bow shock. The 
equilibrium assumption was shown to be in error at low heat load 
conditions.
5. The numerical analysis in its present form is extremely 
computer time sensitive to the specification of this profile around- 
the-body. A more satisfactory method of solution should be found 
for shock standoff distance calculation.
6 . The enthalpy form of the energy equation should be preferred 
to the temperature form since the enthalpy form is much more stable.




2Planckian radiation intensity (m/t x no. of particles)
Mass fraction (mass of i/unit mass of fluid)
Y M n M
Ci - IT -1*̂  - ' 1 Ci - 1
2 2C Specific heat at constant pressure (L /t x T)P
2D,̂  Multicomponent diffusion coefficient (L /t)
2D. Effective multicomponent diffusion coefficient (L /t)
T
Thermal diffusion coefficient (m/L x t)
2Binary diffusion coefficient (L /t)
2 2E Stagnation internal energy (ml /t )
2IE Radiative flux divergence (m/L x t )
e Strain tensor (1/t)
f' Velocity function, u/u^
2 2Gj Gibbs free energy (mL /t x mole of j)
H Total enthalpy, H = h + V^/2
2 2h Static enthalpy, h ■ Q + P/p (L /t ), also Planck's constant
Mass flux vector of species i (m/L x t)
3
k Ordinary coefficient of thermal conductivity (mL/t x T)
2 2k Boltzmann's constant (mL /t T)c 3
k^ Bulk thermal conductivity (mL/t x T)
Mĵ Molecular weight of species i (mass of i/mole of i)
m^ Mass of i (m)
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O
n Number density (particles/L )
Molal volume (moles of 1/L^)
Molal density (total moles/L^)
P Static pressure (m/L x t̂ ) or (F/L̂ )
P^ Prandtl number, C^p/k
ts 2p Radiative stress tensor (m/L x t )
Q Internai energy per unit mass, including chemical energy
Radiative heat flux vector defined by (m/t ) or 
(E/l? X t)
Ag Convective energy flux to a surface (m/t )
qĵ  Radiative energy flux to a surface (m/t )
—  3qp Diffusional energy flux vector (m/t )
E Body nose radius (L)
R Reynolds number, p. «U R/yCg 0 >U *  8 gV
R  ̂ Mass rate of formation of species i by heterogeneous
2reactions (m/tL )
3 2|R Universal gas constant (mL /t x T x no. of moles)
r Cylindrical body radius
2Total surface generation of species i (m/t L )
T Thermodynamic temperature (T)
t Time (t)
Freestream velocity (L/t)
X Body oriented coordinate
y Body oriented coordinate
Mole fraction of species i, Y - n^/n^, E Y^ • 1





a Volumetric absorption coefficient, effective
2 3(L X no. of particles/L )
V Del operator (1/L)
6 Shock detachment distance (L)
6 Transformed shock detachment distance
t Difference between the body and shock angle e » 0 - 4>
(radians)
e Volume of voids per unit volumeP
n Dorodnitzyn variable
0 Body angle (radians)




K Local body curvature (1/L)
K 1 +Ky
X (p - 2/3 y) (m/L x t)
2 3Absorption coefficient (L x no. of particles/L )
Z Y M mean molecular weight of the mixture (m of mixture/i i i
mole of mixture)
U Ordinary viscosity (m/L x t)
y Bulk viscosity (m/L x t)
V Frequency (l/t)
3p Density (m/L ), p “ n^ M
p^ Partial density of species i, p£ “ “i^i 1/L )
p Density ratio across shock p̂  ̂/p^
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2a Radiative absorption cross section (L )
Optical depth at frequency v
= 2  
T Viscous stress tensor (m/L x t )
<p Shock angle (radians)
0^ Unit vector in the direction of photon propagation
0 Solid angle (stearadians)
Collision integral of colliding species i and j
3
lü̂ Generation of species i (m/L x t)
u Coiq>onent of V in the direction (parallel to
body surface) (L/t)
V Velocity vector, ui + vj + wk (L/t)





0 Stagnation line quantities
» Freestream conditions
s ,6  Quantities immediately behind the shock
Superscripts 
D Diffusion
A 0 or 1 denoting two-dimensional or axisymetric respectively
(an exponent)
T Thermal
* Denotes dimensional variables
0 Standard state quantity
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Evaluated on char side of ablator Interface 
Evaluated on flow field side of ablator interface
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APPENDIX A 
ENERGY TRANSFER IN THE CHAR ZONE
Introduction
An Important step in the development of a coupled solution 
for the heat transfer in the flow field of a reentry body, is the 
description of the ablator itself. For the phenolic nylon ablator 
studied in this investigation, there are two zones of interest in 
the ablator - the decomposition zone and the char zone. This 
section will concentrate on the solution of the conservation 
equations in the char zone since this is the zone of most signifi­
cant heat and mass transfer. For results of the phenomena occurr­
ing in the decomposition zone, the work of del Valle (Ref. A.l) was 
used.
The solution of the char zone conservation equations requires 
a specification of the thermodynamic and transport properties for 
the species involved along with a set of chemical reactions which 
occur at the conditions present. For this information the work of 
del Valle (Ref. A.l) was again used as a basis.
The problem of using del Valle's results directly as input to 
the flow field was a severe shortcoming in the numerical technique 
used. The conditions studied in del Valle's work allowed the use of 
fourth order Runge-Kutta for numerical solution of the energy and 
species equations. Unfortunately, these conditions were for the 
case where chemical reactions were not very rapid. The conditions
234
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required for a coupled solution to the flow field surrounding the 
ablator during planetary return have much faster chemical reaction 
rates. The step size for the Runge-Kutta integration became so small 
(in order to insure stability) that computation time became excessive 
and accuracy became questionable (due to round off errors). A new, 
absolutely stable numerical technique was then used which was many 
times faster than Runge-Kutta. This implicit technique is called 
the Padé integration scheme.
In this section a brief development of the one-dimensional con­
servation equations that describe the char zone will be presented.
This development will be followed by a discussion of the Padé 
integration scheme and numerical solution of the energy and species 
equations. Finally, results will be given which were used in the 
coupled shock layer-phenolic nylon ablator solutions of this study.
Development of the Char Zone Analysis
To predict the energy transferred in the char zone, the equations 
of change are written to apply to one-dimensional flow in the char 
zone. Using a quasi-steady state approximation, the point of view is 
taken of an observer moving with the negative of the surface reces­
sion velocity. This is illustrated in Figure A. 1 which shows schemati­
cally the virgin plastic, pyrolysis gases, and char. The point at 
which thermal degradation of the plastic is initiated is taken as 
z = 0 .
The material balance relating the virgin plastic flow with the 
flow of pyrolysis gases and degrading solid in the combined decom­
position char zone was written by Stroud (Ref. A.2) as












#  virgin plastic
surface recession
Figure A.I. Flow in the Char Zone
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p^v • w + pv [1]
where w Is the total gas mass flux, v is the surface recession 
velocity, and p^ and p are the virgin and degrading solid densities 
respectively. This assumes one-dlmenslonal flow, quasl-steady state, 
and that the bulk volume of the char Is the same as that of the 
virgin plastic. All of these have experimental justification. The 
composition of the gases generated by the decomposition of the 
virgin plastic composites must be known to be able to accurately 
predict the energy absorbed due to chemical reactions In the char 
zone. As Illustrated In Figure A.l, these pyrolysis products enter 
the char zone and exit through the front surface of the char, at 
Z > L. Changes In the mass flux of the various species within the
char occur as a result of chemical reactions at finite chemical
reaction rates.
The particular restrictions and assumptions made In the forma­
tion of the combined zone analysis are presented below and have 
been justified by del Valle In Ref. A.I.
(1) Flow of pyrolysis gases Is quasl-steady and one dimensional.
(2) Pyrolysis products behave as a perfect gas mixture.
(3) Thermal equilibrium between the pyrolysis gas products 
and the char Is attained.
(4) PV work and viscous dissipation are negllble.
(5) Dlffuslonal transport Is negligible.
(6 ) Virgin material, char and gas physical properties are
variable.
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(7) For momentum transfer in the char zone the modified form 
of Darcy's Law was used.
The application of the above restrictions to the general equa­
tions for flow fo the pyrolysis gases in the char zone is now 
discussed.
Species Continuity Equation; Referring to Figure A-1 the 
species continuity equation for the ith component of a gas mixture 
for flow through a porous medium is (Ref. A.3)
DPi
* -P̂  (V'u) - (9"Ji) +
where is the concentration, Ĵ , the mass flux by diffusion, R^,
the rate of generation of chemical species i and u is the velocity of
the pyrolysis products within the pores.
For steady, one dimensional flow of gases with the above 
restrictions Equation (2) reduces to
■à
If the mass flow rate of pyrolysis gases do not lose or gain by
chemical reaction. Equation (3) becomes, summing over all the gas
species:
I (Pi") ‘ ° [4]
i«l
However, if the mass flow rate of pyrolysis gases changes due 
to carbon deposition. Equation (4) becomes:
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I (Pi") “ [5]
1=1
where R is the amount of carbon deposition. If we define W as the c p
mass flux of pyrolysis gases based on the cross-sectional area of
n 2voids in the char, I p^u, (units of lbs/ft -sec) Equation (5)
becomes:
dW n ,
-df d? ("i") ‘ 1*1
Equation (6 ) says that any change of the mass flux of pyrolysis 
gases is due to the loss or gain of carbon by chemical reaction of 
the pyrolysis gases with the char.
Momentum Equation: The momentum equation for flow through 
porous media was formulated by H. P. G. Darcy in 1856 (Ref. A.4). 
Darcy's Law is:
u “ ~  (̂7? - pg) [7]
Applying this equation to a one-dimensional, horizontal flow 
through a porous char layer and solving for the pressure gradient 
gives :
This equation is valid at low gas flow velocities within the 
porous medium. However, at high gas velocities it is necessary to
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to add a term to account for the Inertial effects. This additional 
term leads to a modified form of Darcy's Law:
“ ~  (ue) + gp (ue )̂  [9]
Multiplying both sides of Equation (9) by the gas density, p, 
followed by substitution of the ideal gas equation of state 
(p “ PM ̂ /RT) on the left hand side of the Equation (9), can be 
written in the following form
M P
P(w/a) (ue) + gp^ (ue)^ [1 0 ]
If we define W as the total mass flux of pyrolysis gases based 
on the total area, we have that:
W = W * epu [1 1 ]P
Therefore, substitution of Equation (11) into Equation (10) results 
after rearrangement:
-PdP = ̂  (y/a)W + 6 (W)2 [12]
“w
Integration of Equation (12) between the front surface pressure 
(P = P^ at Z = L) and any point within the char layer, (P at z),
results in an integral equation for the pressure distribution in
the char.
P = (^T^Z + 2R[^/(v/a) W(T/M^)dz + ^Yg(T/M^) (W)̂  dz)]̂ '̂  ̂ [13]
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In this equation all parameters that vary with temperature 
(hence, char distance) are left under the integral signs. These 
parameters are calculated by polynomials in temperature and from 
the solution of the energy equation.
Energy Equation. To formulate the equation that describes the 
energy transfer in the char zone, the energy equation for the gas 
and for the solid are written separately. They are later combined 
considering that the gas and solid are at the same temperature at 
any cross section in the flow; that is in thermal equilibrium.
The one dimensional, steady state energy equation for a gas 
mixture containing n species in reacting gas flow through porous 
media is
" ' di %  #  - ' - 1
Similarly, the energy equation for the solid in the char zone 
simplified for the same restrictions to the following form:
Cp 0» 3; - <!-') A  ‘■'c f> + (1-=) " A  '151
The total energy transferred in the char zone is formed by 
adding Equations (14) and (15) and by using the definition of W of 
Equation (11):
[pcpwp + (1-p) »v] f  . ̂  ( \  f )  - T  \  1 1 ‘ 1
where represents an effective thermal conductivity defined
as:
k “ e k + (1-e) k [17]e g  c
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where k^ls the thermal conductivity of the flowing pyrolysis gases
and k that of the solid matrix.
 ̂ n+ 1  _
In addition the term ^ R^is defined as:
n+ 1  _  n
I H R - e l  H R + (1-e) H R [18]
1=1 1-1
The above represents the energy absorbed by the chemical 
reactions on a "total volume" basis. The solution of the energy 
equation. Equation (16), gives the temperature distribution in the 
char zone.
Padé Numerical Integration Technique
A system of n first order ordinary differential equations 
(ode's) can be expressed in general form as:
y (t) « f (t,y) ; “ ŷ, [19]
where y is a vector valued function of t, and f is a vector valued
function of t and y. Given the initial vector y^, the system of 
DDE's is to be numerically integrated over the time domain
(to* Cf).
A class of stable integration formulas can be derived by using 
known properties of linear ODE's. A numerical method of solution
is termed stable if an error, once introduced, decreases from
step to step. It can be shown that for a stable solution the eigen­
values of the matrix [Sf^/Sy^] have negative real parts (see Ref.
A.5). These formulas, while directly applicable to a system of 
linear ODE's, may be applied to systems of non-linear differential
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equations by linearizing at each step. Even considering the additional 
computer time necessary to linearize the equations, the total time 
needed to solve a complete problem is much less than required by any 
standard method (Ref. A.6 ).
Consider a system of n linear ODE's with constant coefficients:
ÿ (t) * A y (t) + b [20]
the formal solution of this equation a t = h is
y(h) = exp (hA) [ŷ  + A ^ b ] - A ^ b  [21]
where
exp (hA) “ I + hA + Y (hA)^ +
In Equation 21, the exponential term can be approximated in 
numerous ways, and the form of the approximation will determine 
whether the procedure is stable. A convenient method of approximat­
ing any function is the rational approximation, which can be 
derived using the Padé transformation of the power series. If P 
and Q are polynomial of degree p and q, respectively, the exponen­
tial is represented as
= q"^P + E (hA)
The rational approximation agrees with the power series of exp (hA) 
for at least p + q + 1 terms and the residual error is denoted by 
E(hA). The polynomials P and Q for the exponential function 
(Ref. A.7) are given by
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k=0
^ (p + q - k)! q!
^ (p + q)! k! (q - k)!
k
Substituting the rational approxlnatlon Into Equation (21) 
yields the desired Integration formula:
y(h) = q"^ P [y^+ A~^ b] - a"^ b
Or rearranging the terms,
y(h) -= q“  ̂ [Py^+ (P - Q) b] [22]
Equation (22) Includes numerous types of single step Integration 
methods and not all of these methods are stable. The Euler method, 
which has been shown to be partially stable Is a special case of 
Equation (22) with Q * I and P " I + h A ( q - 0  and p ■ 1). In this 
section only the stable procedures are of Interest and for these 
methods q ̂  p. Of particular Interest are those methods where the 
diagonal (p = q) of the Padé table Is used. Such methods are called 
Padé Integration procedures or rational approximation methods. For 
the cases p = q = 1 and p = q = 2 , the following expressions are 
obtained from Equation (22):
y(h) = (I - I  hA)~l [(I + I  hA) y^ + hb] + O(h^) [23a]
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_1
y (h) - [I - Y  hA + ̂  (hA)2] [(I + I  hA + -^ (hA)̂ )ŷ -Hib]-M)(ĥ ) [23b]
3 5The truncation errors are 0(h ) and 0(h ), respectively.
The Padé Integration method Is directly applicable to linear 
systems of ordinary differential equations. Some additional steps 
are required to apply the method to chemical kinetic equations, which 
are represented by Equation (19). The non-linear system of equations 
can be reduced to the form Equation (20) by expanding the function 
f In a Taylor's Series and neglecting terms which are second order 
and higher:
y = ((C^.y^) + 1“ (to'?o)Ay + O(Ay^) [24]
3fwhere Ay “ y - y^ and ̂  (tg,yg) denotes the matrix A In Equation (20) 
with elements
3f.
^  tThe Indices 1 and j denote the 1*"̂  and elements In the f and y 
vectors, respectively. Hence grouping terms as In Equation (20)
y “ I f  (to'yo)y (f(*o'yo) ■ I f
The phenomenological kinetic rate expression represents the 
function f^ which must be expanded In a Taylor's Series as shown In 
Equation (24). In terms of the functions f̂  the elements of the 
matrix. A, and vector, b, are
3fl
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‘‘i ■ - z °ik (y.'k t:']
k- 1
where the Index 1 denotes the species production equation, the Index 
j denotes the species, and (y^)^ Is an element of the vector of 
species at time t̂ .
The Padé Integration routine used In this analysis assumes that 
y(0)«0. This assumption simplifies Eqs. (23) and the linearized 
system Is then conveniently expressed In terms of Ay as
(I - Y hA + KA^) Ay • hb [28]
2where K - 0 for a second order Integration scheme and K-h /12 for a
fourth order Integration scheme. By permitting K to be specified as
an Input, either the second order or fourth order methods can be
conveniently selected. In cases where the higher order scheme offers
no great advantages, the elimination of the calculation of the 
2matrix A can save an appreciable amount of computer time.
The species equations are "stiff and therefore need to be 
solved using the numerically stable Padé scheme Instead of the more 
conventional Runge-Kutta method. The energy equation, however. Is 
not "stiff" and Its solution can be performed using Runge-Kutta as 
described below.
Energy Equation Solution
The solution of the energy equation was perfommed using a 
standard fourth order Runge-Kutta Integration technique. Actually, 
the energy equation was solved as two simultaneous equations In
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and T by taking Equation (16) and expanding as follows:
[eCpWp + (1-e) C pv) ^  - f H R [28]
P G d /  dz dz 1 - 1   ̂^
Kwhere the term can be further expanded as
dk^ dkg dT
dz dT dz
using the chain rule. This yields the following result
[29]
e
or when divided by k̂
.2„ , dk
: w
dz*" ""e P Pfi - r I'Cp". + Cp pT + -ÏT I; +1 Vi> f1-1
Equation (31) Is a second order nonlinear differential equation In T
dTwhich can be considered two first order In T and y - . The two
equations are
Il - f(T,y) [32]
and
§ - y  >»i
The standard fourth order Runge-Kutta Integration formula can 
then be applied to the simultaneous equations.
Results of the Char Analysis
The results of the analysis In the char layer are presented In 
Fig. A.2. Heating rates are given as a function of ablator mass
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loss rates with ablator surface temperature as a parameter. The 
heating rates are typical of those encountered during reentry from 
planetary missions. These curves were curve fit using a linear regres­
sion program from SAS (Statistical Analysis System developed at North 
Carolina State University, Ref. A.8 ). The equation used to fit the 
curves was:
q = a^ T^ pv + a^ T^/pv + a^ T^ pv + a^ pv [34]
where the coefficients a^ to a^ are given In Table A.I.
The energy and species equations needed boundary conditions for
these results. For the energy equation, the heat flux from the
decomposition zone was used (from an extension of Ref. A.l). This 
heat flux from the decomposition zone Is a function of mass loss 
rate as depicted In Figure A.3. This heat flux was the value when 
the solution of the decomposition zone species equations showed the 
correct mass ratio of char to pyrolysis gases. The mass fractions of 
gases and char entering the char layer are given In Table A.2. By 
using this criteria for the specification of the Interface, continuity 
was achieved between the decomposition zone and the char. The heat 
flux allows the Initial specification of dT/dz. Also required In the 
solution of the energy equation Is the temperature at decomposition 
zone-char zone Interface (shown In Figure A.4).
Each species equation needs the specification of Initial com­
position at the back surface. The values used In this analysis are 
the same as used In Ref. A.l. and are presented In Table A.2. The 
values of species compositions as they exit the char surface are 
shown In Table A.3 for conditions of mass loss rate of 0.04 Ibm/sq
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Table A.l
Curve Fit Coefficients for Heat Conducted 
through the Surface of a Phenolic Nylon Ablator
(q - a^T^pv + a^T^*^ + a^T^/^v + a p̂v)
* T Is temperature In ®K
pv Is mass loss rate In gm/sq cm-sec 
t T Is temperature In ®K
pv Is mass loss rate In Ibm/sq ft-sec
q In * 
cal/sq. cm-sec
q In t 
BTU/sq. ft-sec
® 1 0.9292 X 10"® 0.1674 X 10"7
^ 2 -0.1292 X 10"® -0.3330 X 10"®
*3 0.4268 X 10"7 0.1099 X lO"®
*4 0.1516 X 10* 0.2732 X 10*
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Phenolic Nylon Ablator 
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Figure A. 3. Decomposition Zone Heat Absorption 
Rate.
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Table A.2
Species Compositions at the Char Zone - 
Decomposition Zone Interface
Component Composition (Mass Percent)
« 2 3.03
3.87











Total 1 0 0 .0 0%
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Phenolic Nylon Ablator 




pv^, mass loss rate (Ibm/sq ft-sec)
Figure A.4. Temperature at Char-Decomposition Zone
Interface as a Function of Mass Loss Rate.
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Table A. 3
Species Compositions at the Ablator Surface 
on the Char and Flowfleld Sides
Component Species Composition (Mass Percent)









® 2 3.10 *




C3H * 1 X 10-10
C H * 1 X  1 0 - 1 04
0 * ' 1 X  10-10
HCN * 1 X  10-10
CN * 1 X  10-10
N * 1 X  1 0 - 1 0
N+ * 1 X  10-10
0+ * 1 X  10-10
C+ * 1 X  10-10
* 1 X  10-10
2
e“ * 1 X 10-10
* Species not considered present on this side.
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ft - sec and surface temperature of 3600“K. These conditions are 
typical of those encountered by a re-entering vehicle from planetary 
missions. Also shown in Table A.3 are the species compositions modi­
fied to agree with the species considered in the flow field. The only 
species of any reasonable concentration that were omitted from ablator 
surface to flow field were CH^ and CH .̂ The reason this was done was 
the equilibrium considerations show that these species do not exist 
in the shock layer. To reduce the number of species in the shock 
layer and thus reduce the computation time the species were assumed to 
instantaneously react to carbon solid, C(s), and hydrogen, Hg. These 
values were used in the flow field analysis in order to eliminate 
the complexity of curve fitting all the compositions as functions of 
temperature and mass loss rate.
The reactions considered important in the char layer are given in 
Table A.4 along with kinetic data. A detailed discussion of the 
criteria for reaction selection and composition at the decomposition 
zone Interface is given in Ref. A.l. The set of 15 reactions shown 
in Table A.4 are a result of applying this criteria for reaction 
selection. The procedure bases its selection on thermodynamic and 
kinetic consideration along with initial gas composition.
Summary
The conservation equations for the description of one dimensional 
char zone layer flew were presented in this section. The char was 
assumed to be degraded from a phenolic-nylon composition (40 wt. % 
nylon, 60 wt. % phenolic) at quasi-steady state. The pyrolysis 
gases were assumed to be in thermal equilibrium with the porous char
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Table A.4
Chemical Reactions Occurring 
in the Char Zone
CH^ Î
CH^ ^ CH3 + H
2CH, ; C, Eg
22=6 ;  C , E * + E ,
*2*4 : * 2  * 2  + * 2
*2 *2 : *2* + *
C(s) + B3O ^ CO + Eg
C(s) + CO^ J 2 CO
Eg + M + 2 E + M
HgO + M + OB + H + M
COg + CO + 0
H + CO2 ^ CO + OH
* 6  *5 °* : V  + * 6  * 6
*6 *6 ; 3 *2 *2
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matrix and dlffuslonal transport was considered negllble. The non-* 
equilibrium species equations required numerical solution by an 
absolutely stable technique such as the Padé Integration which was 
described In this section.
Heating rate results as a function of surface temperature and 
mass loss rate were curve fit using SAS (Statistical Analysis System). 
These heating rates can then be used as Input to the flow field 
solution as a wall boundary condition. The other wall boundary con­
ditions obtained from the char analysis are the species mass fractions. 
Due to the complexity of Inputlng compositions as a function of tem­
pérature and mass loss rate Into the flow field, constant values of 
composition were used. These values were those obtained at a sur­
face temperature of 3600°K and 0.04 Ibm/sq ft sec —  conditions 
typical of planetary re-entry.
Fifteen chemical reactions and 19 species were Included In the 
numerical solution. These reactions and species were Identical to 
those used by del Valle (Ref. A.l). Selection of these was based on 
thermodynamic and kinetic considerations as discussed by del Valle.
Appendix B further specifies the wall boundary conditions by 
applying the Hertz-Knudsen equation to the char surface which relates 
surface temperature to wall pressure and mass loss rate.
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APPENDIX B
ON MODELING SUBLIMATION OF A CHARRING ABLATOR 
Introduction
The determination of the sublimation rate of carbon for a char 
forming ablative heat shield Is necessary to fully describe the 
material response to aerodynamic heating. This sublimation rate Is 
required In the surface mass and energy balances which give the 
Interaction of the flow field and the ablator.
The sublimation model that Is used In this analysis and com­
pared to other Investigators Is based on the Hertz-Knudsen equation.
The basic equation originally given by Hertz in 1882 (Ref. B.l) 
relates In the mass of molecules striking a unit area per unit time 
to the pressure and temperature of the gas. The theoretical model Is 
shown to compare quite favorably with arc-jet experimental data and 
demonstrates Its usefulness by Its accuracy and simplicity.
Model Description
The Hertz equation represents the condensation of a solid and Is:
*c “ “T  ̂  (airRr) ^
In the equation, a Is the fraction of molecules which strike the sur­
face that condense and Is referred to as an "accomodation coefficient." 
The ratio of available surface area, A^, to the surface of total cross 
sectional area. A, Is Included In the equation, and for a perfect sur­
face such as the fact of a crystal, A^ equals A. In the case of rough 
or porous surfaces, the value of A^ will generally not be the same as
A. Equation B.l Is a modification of the simple kinetic theory rela­
tion and gives the gross rate of condensation of the solid.
259
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At equilibrium, the condensation rate Is equal to the vapori­
zation rate, and the pressure Is equal to the equilibrium vapor 
pressure of the solid. This approach to solid vaporization was 
first suggested and experimentally verified by Knudsen (Ref. B.2) 
In 1915. The gross rate of evaporlzatlon Is:
A :
fr P  pL.1 
A vap (2ttRT  ̂ [2]
For non-equlllbrlum such as the case where the subliming material 
Is continually removed, the net rate of evaporation Is given by the 
well known Hertz-Knudsen equation [Ref. B.3].
(^vap - [3]
The previous equation can be extended for vaporization of a solid 
Into a mixture of gases by simply replacing the total pressure, F, 
with partial pressure of the vaporizing component, P̂ .
“t i
-I ■ “l < 1 <-2 Æ >  ('i. vap -
Here the effective area ratio A^/A Is approximated by (1 - e) 
where e Is the char porosity.
Carbon Species: Studies (Ref. B.4) have shown that the three
primary constituents of vaporizing carbon are C^, C ,̂ and Ĉ . These 
species have Arrhenius dependence of vapor pressure on temperature 
of the form log » â  ̂+ b^/T. The accomodation coefficients, â , 
along with the Arrhenius vapor pressure coefficients (Ref. B.5) are 
given In Table B.l.
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Table B.l
Accomodation Coefficients and Arrhenius Coefficients 
for Vapor Pressure of Ĉ , C^ and C^ (Réf. B.5)
Species AccomodationCoefficient,
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Surface Mass Balance; The general species mass balance at the 
surface of the ablator includes convective flux to and away from 
the surface (pvC^), diffusive flux to and away from the surface (Ĵ ) 
and surface generation by chemical reaction (w^). The species 
mass balance is stated as follows:
_ _ + + 
pvC^ + 10̂  + - pvC^ + [5]
In the region where the rate of sublimation is significant, reaction 
controlled or diffusion controlled surface chemical reactions will 
not occur (Ref. B.6 ). Also diffusion will not be important when 
the convective terms are large as is the case for the high heating 
rates encountered during manned return from planetary missions. The 
result is a porous char (solid carbon matrix) vaporizing into the 
gaseous species Ĉ , Ĉ , and Ĉ . Also flowing through this porous 
matrix are the transpiring gases from the pyrolysis zone of the 
ablator. The composition of the pyrolysis gases was reported in 
error in Ref. B . 6  for a phenolic-nylon ablator and corrected values 
are given in Table B.2. This table also includes a typical final 
composition of the pyrolysis gases at the surface after flowing 
through and reacting with the char as computed by a finite rate 
analysis, an extension of the work in Ref. B.7.
Combining the Hertz-Knudsen equation, Eq. B.4, with the surface 
mass balance for these previously described conditions for i being 
Ĉ , Cg, or Cg, the mass flux of these gaseous carbon species injected 
into the shock layer is given by
p v C ^ ^  =  ( 1 - e )
r “ i  1-7 +
2ï ïRt ]  (^ i,v a p  "  *1  )
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Table B.2
Representative pyrolysis product composition of 40% (by weight) 
Nylon - 60% (by weight) phenolic resin ablative composite
Component
Composition of Pyrolysis Gases 
(Mass Percent)
Decomposition Zone Ablator Surface






C6H3 OH 23.18 *
CO 4.18 25.70
C0 2 4.62 *
HgO 5.65 *





H * 2 . 8 8
Carbon (solid) 39.48 42.11
Total 1 0 0 .0 0 % 1 0 0 .0 0 %





Total 1 0 0 .0 0 %
* Concentration is less than 0.01%.
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or In terms of the total pressure at the surface
1
pvC^^ = 0^(1 -e ) "i.vap - - P'
Equation B.7 can be solved for the mass fraction of the gaseous 
carbon species Ĉ'*' leaving the surface as:
c /  = B P. „„„/(pv + BMP/M.) [8 ]
1 1 ,vap 1
where
B » 0^ (1  -e ) “l2ttRT [9]
Finally a total mass balance on carbon says that all carbon 
coming to the surface as a solid leaves as a vapor.
3 .
C(s) - Z C [10]
1=1 ^
This does not Include the possibility of erosion as a surface removal 
mechanism, but erosion could be readily Included If important.
Using Equations B.S, 9, and 10 and the data In Tables B.l and 
B.2, the mass flux at the surface can be computed as a function 
of surface temperature. Also the composition of Ĉ , and In 
the gases Injected Into the shock layer are determined.
Results of the Analysis
In Figure B.l a comparison Is shown between our calculations 
suing the Hertz-Knudsen equation and the results from Bishop and 
DlCrlstlna (Ref. B.8) for a phenolic-carbon ablator. The porosity 
used In the Hertz-Knudsen equation was 0.2 which was the value given 
by Clayton et al. (Ref. B.9) for carbon-phenolic. The results
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reported by Bishop and DlCrlstlna (Ref. B.8) were obtained from arc 
jet experimental data for phenolic-carbon In the sublimation regime. 
The theoretical predictions of the Hertz-Knudsen sublimation model 
correspond quite well with the experimental curve except for some 
divergence at higher surface temperatures. Bishop and DlCrlstlna 
stated In their paper that their curve would break less sharply If 
their surface temperature data had been corrected for the pyrometer 
error due to "significant nose curvature over the specimen area". 
Taking this fact Into account, excellent agreement between the 
Hertz-Knudsen theoretical approach and the results from arc jet 
experimental work would be obtained.
Also shown In Figure B.l are the results reported by Scala 
and Gilbert (Ref. B.IO). These results were obtained using an equili­
brium chemistry boundary layer analysis to predict the sublimation 
rate of graphite. These results differ greatly from both the Hertz- 
Knudsen predictions and the data of Bishop and DlCrlstlna. The 
difference could be due to the fact that Scala and Gilbert's analysis 
assumed equilibrium between the graphite and the carbon vapor phase. 
Applying the Hertz-Knudsen analysis for graphite ablation gave 
essentially the same results as for the phenolic carbon. In the 
graphite analysis the porosity Is zero, and there Is no flow of 
pyrolysis products. These two effects shift the curve In opposite 
directions, and thus the graphite curve Is essentially the same 
as that for carbon-phenolic which Vould correspond to Scala and 
Gilbert's results.
To demonstrate the difference that porosity can make on the 
mass flux, the Hertz-Knudsen analysis was applied to a phenollc-
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nylon ablator with a porosity of 0.8. Referring to Figure B.l, 
increasing porosity has the effect of raising the surface tempera­
ture for a given mass flux.
In Figure B.2, the carbon species compositions for the phenolic- 
nylon ablator are given, and this shows that is the predominant 
component that is obtained from the subliming char. This result 
agrees with Palmer and Shelef (Ref. B.4) who report that becomes 
the primary constituent at these temperatures.
Conclusions
The Hertz-Knudsen analysis has been shown to accurately pre­
dict the sublimation rate from a charring ablator. Porosity was 
shown to have a significant effect on the surface temperature - an 
increase in porosity results in an increase in surface temperature. 
The predominant carbon species in the vapor was which agreed 
with previous investigations.















Figure B.2. Predominant Carbon Vapor Species from the 
Sublimation of a Phenolic Nylon Ablator.
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APPENDIX C
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
The thermodynamic properties of heat capacity, C°, and enthalpy, 
H^, are discussed in Chapter IV where it is stated that these vari­
ables are satisfactorily represented by a polynomial fit such as 
Heat Capacity;
C°
-i = *1 + \ I  + A /  + + AjT*
Enthalpy :
H: A T  A-T^ A.T^ A-T* A
—  +  —
The determination of these coefficients is discussed by Each (Ref. C.l) 
and are presented in Table C.l. For each species two ranges of tem­
perature were fit — 1000 - 7000®K and 5000*K - 18,000*K The overlapping 
of the temperature ranges was necessary to overcome accuracy limita­
tions at the extremes of the fit.
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POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTY CORRELATIONS
Species A2 A3 A4 As A6 A7 T*
c+ 0 . 2 6 0 9 E 01 - 0 . 1 3 9 3 E - 0 3 0 . 5 9 5 S E - 0 7 - 0 .  1 0 J / E -  10 G. 6 3 4 5 6 - 1 5 c . 2 1 6 8 6 0 6 C . 3 7 C 9 6 Cl L
0 . 2 ' 5 2 e t C l 0 . 4 8 6 9 E - 0 5 - 0 . 7 û 2 6 E - C y 0 .  1 1 3 4 E -  1 1 - C . 3 4  7 6 6 - 1 6 0 . 2 1 6 P E 0 6 C . 4 l 3 9 6 Cl H
H 0 . 2 5 0 0 E Cl - 0  . 0 2 4 3 E - 0 6 C . G 4 2 1 C - C 9 - C . 1 7 2 0 E -  1 2 C .  1 4 5  7 6 - 1 6 C . 2 5 4 7 6 G5 - G . 4 6 1 2 6 CC L
C . j  9 3 4 E C 1 - 0 . 1 7 7 6 E - C 2 C . 6 0 1 3 E - C 6 - c . 7 8 1 9 6 - 1 C C . 3 4 8 2 6 - 1 4 0 . 2 5 4 7 6 0 5 - 0  . 8 5 9 8 6 c 1 H
N + 0 . 2 7 2 7 E C 1 - 0  . 2 t i 2 0 t - 0 3 C . 1 1 C 3 E - G 6 - 0 . I n u l E - 1 C 0 . 7 8 4 7 6 - 1 5 0 . 2 2 5 4 6 0 6 0 . 3 6 4 5 6 Ci L
0 . 2 4 9 9 E G 1 - 0  . 3 / 2 5 2 - 0 5 0 . 1 1 4 / E - 0 7 - 0 . 1 1 C 2 6 -  1 1 0 . 3 0 7 8 6 - 1 6 0 . 2 2 5 4 6 0 6 C . 4 9 5 0 6 Cl H
0 + 0 . 2 4 9 l E C 1 0 . 2 7 6 2 E - 0 4 — 0 . 1 8 8 1 c — C 7 0 . 3 3 C 7 Ê -  1 l - C .  1 0 2 6 6 - 1 5 0 .  l t - 7 9 E 0 6 C . 4 4  2 4  6 c 1 L
0 . 2 9 4 4 E C 1 - 0 . 4 1 0 8 E - G 3 C . 9 1 5 6 E - C 7 -c . 5 8 4 8 5 - 1  1 0 .  1 1 9 G 6 - 1 5 0 . 18 7 9 6 0 6 0 .  1 7 5 CE c 1 H
E- 0 . 2 ' j OOE Cl 0 . 3 4 4  0 E - 0 6 - 0 . 1 9 5 4 2 - 0 9 0 . 3 9 J 7 Ë - 1  J - C . 2 5 7 3 6 - 1 7 - 0  .  7 4 5 0 6 0 3 - 0 .  1 1 7 3 6 C2 L
0 . 2 5 0 6 E C l - 0  . 6 3 3 2 E - 0 5 C .  1 3 6 4 E - 0 8 - 0 . 1 C 9 4 E -  1 2 0 . 2 9 3 4 6 - 1 7 - 0 .  7 4 5 0 6 0 3 - C .  1 2 0 8 6 02 H
C C . 2 o l 2 E C 1 - C  . 2 0 J 0 E - Û 3 0 .  1 0 9 5 E - C L — C . 1 6  9 5 6 —1 G C.H59C6-15 0 . 8 5 4 2 6 0 5 0 . 4 1 4 4 6 C 1 L
0 . 2 1 4  l E C l 0 . 3 2 1 9 E - C 3 — C . 5 4 9 8 1 — C 7 0 . 3 6 0 4 6 - 1 1 - C . 5 5 6 4 6 - 1 6 0 . 8 5 4 2 6 0 5 0 . 6 8 / 4 6 C 1 H
CN 0 . 3 4 1  l e C l 0 . 4 d 9 7 E - 0 3 0 . 1 0 C 5 E - C 6 - 0 . 3 4 / J E -  1 G C . 2 3 6 l Ë - 1 4 C . 4 7 4 5 6 0 5 0 . 4  7 4 6 6 Cl L
0 . 3 4 7 JE C l 0 . 7 3 3  7 E - 0 3 - C  . 9 0 8 S E - 0 7 0 . 4 8 4  7 E - 1 1 - C . 1 0 1 8 6 - 1 5 0 . 5 4 2 0 6 0 5 0 . 4 1 5 2 6 Cl H
CC 0 . 3 2 Ü 4 E c 1 G . 9 6 9 8 2 - 0 3 — 0 .  2 6 4 7 E— e t 0 . 3 0 3  7 6 - 1 C - C  .  1 1 7 7 6 - 1 4 - 0 .  14 . 146 0 5 0 . 4  8 7 5 6 c 1 L
0 . 3 3 6 6 E Cl 0 . 8 0 2 7 2 - 0 3 - 0  .  1 9 6 E E - G 6 c .  1 9 4 0 6 - 1 C - C . 5 5 4 9 6 - 1 5 - 0  .  1 4 3 4 6 0 5 0 . 4 2 6 3 6 Cl H
C2 0 . 4 4 4 3 E Cl - 0 . 2 8 8 5 E - 0 3 0 . 3 0 3 6 E - C 6 — 0 . 6 2 4 4 E - 1 C C . 3 9 1 5 6 - 1 4 0 . 9 7 0 7 6 0 5 - C . 1 0 9 0 6 c 1 L
0 . 4 0 2 6 E c 1 0 . 4 Ü 5 7 E - C 3 - C  . 7 0 2 6 E - C 7 0 . 4 6 6 6 E— i  l - C . l 1 4 2 6 - 1 5 0 . 9 7 0 7 6 05 0 . 1 0  9 0 E Cl H
C2 H 0 . 3 4 « 5 E C l 0 . 3 5 6 3 2 - 0 2 - 0 . 1 2 3 7 8 - 0 5 0 . 1 8 6 6 E —0 9 - C . l 0 1 3 6 - 1 3 0 . 5 8 0 9 6 0 5 0 . 4 / 8 4 t Cl L
0 . 5 J 0 7 Ë Cl 0 . 8 9 6 6 2 - 0 3 - 0 . 1 3 7 8 2 - 0 6 0 . 9 2 5 1 6 - 1 1 - C  . 2 2 7 6 6 - 1 5 0 . 5 8 0 9 6 0 5 - 0 . 5 2 6 8 6 Cl H
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APPENDIX D
USERS INSTRUCTIONS FOR CRAG COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Introduction
The purpose of this appendix is to describe the procedure for 
using the Coupled, ^dieting, and Chemically reacting shock layer 
computer program (CRAC). This program consists of a numerical solu­
tion of the viscous thin shock layer equations presented in Chapter 
III coupled to a phenolic nylon ablator by the equations presented 
in Appendix A. A general description of the overall logic and the 
details of the numerical solutions were given in Chapter V.
The program CRAC has been written in such a way that a minimum 
of input is required for the solution of any given problem. The 
required input is a specification of freestream velocity, free- 
stream density, and body nose radius. From this input, the flow 
field profiles are calculated for a blowing rate of 5% of free­
stream. A namelist option is provided in the input which allows 
the specification of a number of critical variables (such as blowing 
rate, surface temperature, etc.) and critical profiles if the user 
has a good idea of their values. If no value is input, the program 
internally estimates all variables and profiles.
The program outputs boundary condition information at wall and 
shock including ablator heating response for the assumed blowing 
rate. The shock layer solution provides temperature, pressure, 
density, velocity, species fractions, and radiative flux divergence
274
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profiles along with flow field physical property profiles of thermal 
conductivity, viscosity and heat capacity. The heat flux from shock 
layer to ablator surface is also output for comparison with the abla­
tor heating response. The ablator heating response is calculated by 
the program using the analysis and results presented in Appendices 
A and B. When these are equal, the solution has been coupled as dis­
cussed in Chapter V.
CRAC has been set up to be as versatile as possible with subrou­
tines that can be altered or replaced to provide more sophistication, 
different ablators, different atmospheres, etc. For instance, if a 
different ablator is desired, subroutine BCWALL can be replaced to 
reflect the material response for the new ablator. If a different 
body shape is needed (the assumed shape is spherical), subroutine 
SHAPE can be replaced. The subroutines are listed below with their 
description which may require alteration for application to a dif­
ferent system.
BCWALL - Wall boundary conditions (a function of the ablator)
BLOCK DATA - Species, thermodynamic, and transport property 
fits, and initial guesses
FGH - Finite difference method
FG2 - Kinetic production rates of species (chemical reactions)
GAS - Freestream gas equilibrium model
LRAD - Radiation properties of flow field species
SHAPE - Body shape
The program solves the shock layer equations about a blunt body 
and always starts at Ç * 0, the stagnation line. The program will
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handle solutions in an arbitrary freestream where the velocity, 
density, and species mass fraction define the environment.
In the iteration procedure ençloyed to obtain the initial pro­
files, the stagnation line momentum is solved first, followed by an 
iteration on the species equations. The energy equation is not solved in 
this initialization step. This iteration is stopped when NOE itera­
tions (internally set at NOE = 50 but can be changed by namelist 
option) have been performed. The solution then proceeds to the 
stagnation line iteration scheme. The radiative flux divergence is 
solved first using the initial profiles. Then MI iterations (in­
ternally set at MI = 5) are performed on the shock layer stagnation 
line equations using the initial profiles from above. An iteration 
of the species equations within this larger iteration is possible 
depending on the value of MIS (internally set at MIS * 5).
In the iteration procedure it is often necessary to weigh the 
calculated solution with the assumed solution as was discussed in 
Chapter V. The damping values used for this are HDAMP for enthalpy, 
TDAMP for termperature, GDAMP for mass fractions, FDAMP for the 
momentum solution, and DDAMP for the transformed shock stand off 
distance, 6 . The appropriate values to employ depend on the case 
being run and can be determined only from experience. Internally 
set values are given in Table D.l.
A description of input variables is given in Table D.l and a 
brief description of each of the subprograms included in the computer 
code is given in Table D.2. Finally, a diagram of the program over­
lay structure used on the IBM system 360/65 is presented in Figure D.l


































































which reduces considerably the core requirements (from 250K bytes 
down to 186K bytes). This overlay allows the whole program to be 
run totally in high speed core.










18A4 1-72 Any description information
desired
CARD 2
UINF ElO.l 1 - 1 0 Freestream velocity in ft/sec
RINF ElO.l 1 1 - 2 0
3
Freestream density in slugs/ft
R ElO.l 21-30 Body radius, ft.
ISTART 15 31-35 Program code
0 - initial start-up at stagnation 
line using only namelist input
1 « initial start-up at stagnation 
line using input deck from another 
run
2 = continuation of stagnation 
line solution using punched data 
deck
3 = around the body solution using 
punched, converged stagnation line 
solution data





































Number of points along the coordinate 
normal to the body [59]*
Number of Iterations made with conserva­
tion equations for each pass through 
LRAD radiation flux divergence 
calculation [5]
Number of internal Iterations on the 
species equations [5]
Maximum number of Iterations for 
enthalpy-temperature calculation [1 0 ]
Maximum number of Iterations for the 
momentum equation [1 0 ]
Minutes of CPU time remaining when user 
wishes to have program stop and punch 
output deck [0 ]
Debug printout on 6 [0]
0 = no output (defalut value)
2 = debug output
Debug printout on x-momentum equation [0]
Debug printout on enthalpy equation [0]
Debug printout on temperature equation 
[0]
Debug printout on species equation [0]
Debug printout on stagnation line 
x-momentum equation [0 ]
Danplng coefficient for species [1.0]
Danplng coefficient for 6 [0.5]
Damping Coefficient for enthalpy [0.5]
*[] Default value Internally set

































Damping coefficient for temperature 
[0.25]
Convergence tolerance on enthalpy- 
temperature calculation [0 .0 1 ]
Convergence tolerance on stagnation 
x-momentum equation [0.005]
Convergence tolerance on 6 [0.001]
Estimate of surface temperature, °K 
[3600“K]
Ablator blowing rate [0.05]
Species mass fractions at ablator 
surface
Estimate of blowing rate around the 
body normalized to the stagnation value
Tangential coordinate stepsize [0.05]
Normal coordinate nodal points
Estimate of temperature profile
Number of points in vectors RVN and 
EPSN [20]
Estimate of e profile around the body 
Coordinate points for EPSN and RVN
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Table D.2 






















Reads in all necessary data
Driver program for stagnation line solution
Initialization routine for stagnation line
Driver program for around the body solution
Routine to calculate body and shock angles for 
a specified body shape (spherical)
Calculates ablator surface temperature, and 
ablator surface heating for a specified blowing 
rate and wall pressure
Calculates density ratio at the shock, shock 
temperature, pressure, and species mass fractions
Routine to solve the global continuity equation 
around the body
Solution of the stagnation line x-momentum equation
Solution of the around the body x-momentum equation
Solution of the y-momentum equation
Solution of the species equations
Solution of the energy equation in enthalpy form
Tenperature-enthalpy iteration to obtain tempera­
ture profile from the enthalpy profile
Calculation of shock standoff distance, 6 and 
3n/3x
Changes species concentration from moles i/mass 
total to mass fraction and vice versa
Calculates chemical equilibrium for air species 
along with thermodynamic and transport properties





LRAD, TRANS, SND, 
ZP, BUGPR, ZHV, & 











Calculates chemical production terms and linear­
ized chemical production terms for species 
conservation equation
Calculates radiative flux divergence for speci­
fied temperature, pressure, and composition 
profiles
Takes a coefficients calculated in conservation 
subroutines XWHTM, SPECIE, and ENERGY and sets 
up tradiagonal matrix for TRID
Solves the tridiagonal matrix
Finite difference coefficients
Routine to check for converged solutions of 
profiles
Lagrange interpolation scheme 
Prints output for shock layer solution 
Debug output of intermediate profiles 
Punches solution on cards
Contains thermodynamic and transport property data 
along with initialization data
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SUBROUTINE STAG STAG 10
c STAG 20
COMMON /FRSTRM/ U INF. RINF. UINF2. R « RE. LXI. ITM. lEM, NETA STAG 30
COMMON/NUMBER/NSP.NNS.NE.NC STAG 40
COMMON/BOB/ XI.OXI.YL STAG SO
COMMON /BILL/ NODE!20).ISTART•IDGO.ID6F.IDGH•1DOT.I DCS. STAG 60
X MI.NOE.NTIME.MIS STAG 70
c STAG 80
IF(ISTART .GT. 2) RETURN STAG 90
CALL SHAPE STAG 100
CALL SHOCK STAG 110
CALL eCWALL STAG 120
CALL SLINIT STAG 130
CALL NEXT STAG 140
1 CONTINUE STAG ISO
CALL PRQPRT {MSP.1.NETA* STAG 160
CALL LRAD STAG 170
DO 100 1EM=1.MI STAG 180
CALL SLMTM STAG 190
DO 15 1 = 1.MIS STAG 200
CALL SPECIE (KOOS) STAG 210
15 CONTINUE STAG 220
CALL PRQPRT INSP.I.NETA) STAG 230
CALL ENERGY CKOOE* STAG 240
IF(K0DS.GT.3 .AND. KODE.GT.A) GO TO 1000 STAG 250
100 CONTINUE STAG 260
1000 CALL OUPPUT IN* STAG 270
























SUBROUTINE BODY BODY 10COMMON/BOB/ XI.OXI.YL BODY 20
COMMON/NUMBER/NSP.NNS.NE.NC BODY 30
COMMON /FRSTRM/ U INF, RINF, U I W 2. R , RE, LXI. ITM, I EM. NETA BODY 40
COMMON /BILL/ NODE!20).I START.IDGO.I DGF•ID6H•lOGT.I DCS. BODY SO
X MI.NOE.NTIME.MIS BODY 60
1 CONTINUE BODY 70
XI = XI ♦ OX I BODY 80
CALL SHAPE BODY 90
CALL SHOCK BODY 100
CALL 8CWALL BODY 110CALL NEXT BODY 120
CALL CEOX BODY 130
CALL YMOMTM BODY 140
2 CONTINUE BODY ISO
CALL PROPRT (NSP.l.NETA) BODY 160
CALL LRAD BODY 170
DO 100 IEM=1.MI BODY 1806 CONTINUE BODY 190YL«0.5 BODY 200
CALL XMOMTM (KODE) BODY 210CALL YMOMTM BODY 220
YL = 1.0 BODY 230
CALL GLOBAL (KOD ) BODY 240
IFIKOO .LT. 5 .OR. KODE .LT. 5) 60 TO 6 BODY 250
YL=1.0 BODY 260
DO 25 1=1.MIS BODY 270
CALL SPECIE IKODS) BODY 280
25 CONTINUE BODY 290
CALL PROPRT (NSP.l.NETA) BODY 300
CALL ENERGY (KODT) BODY 310
IF(K0DS.GT.3 .AND. K0DT.GT.4) GO TO 1000 BODY 320
100 c o n t i n u e BODY 330
C BODY 340
C BODY 3501000 CALL OUPPUT CN) BODY 360 Sro
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SUBROUTINE SHAPE SHAP 10
COMMON/JOHN/ U0< 60)•U(60)«DU(60>•VO(60) .R0(60) .DNOX(60).DTLA.DTILOSHAP 20
COMMON /FRSTRM/ U INF. RINF. UINF2. R . RE. LXI. ITM. I EM. NETA SHAP 30
COMMON/PROPl/PK 60).RHO(60). T(60). AMW(60).C (20.60).EC(5.60) SHAP 40
COMMON /DEL/ DELTA.DTIL.DTILS SHAP 50
COMMON /YL/ETA(60).YOND(60) .Y0(60) SHAP 60
COMMON/M IKE/ NETA1.NETA2.PNF.WNF.RHOD.DP.TS.UD .VO .RW.RWO.EPS .PHI SHAP 70
COMMON/BOB/ XI.DXl.YL SHAP 80
COMMON /MAIM/KEEP.MAXE.MAXM.MAXD.I DEBUG .MCONV.ECONV.DCONV.LT.IAB SHAP 90
COMMON /GEORGE/ EPSN<30).XIN(30).RVN(30) SHAP 100
DATA OELT /O.O/ SHAP 110
EPS=0.0 SHAP 120
IF(XI .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 20 SHAP 130
DTHT = 0.025 SHAP 140
DTHT = .01 SHAP ISO
X ID = XI - DXI SHAP 160
IFCDELT .EQ.0.0) DELT = DELTA SHAP 170
OELTO s OELT SHAP 180
1 XIDA = XID ♦ DTMT/2. SHAP 190
CALL INTRPL (XIDA.XIN.EPSN.IAB.EPS) SHAP 200
DELT = DELT ♦ DTHT«TAN(EPS) SHAP 210
XID a XID + DTHT SHAP 220
IFIXID .LE. XI) GO TO 1 SHAP 230
DTHT a XI - XID SHAP 240
XIDA a XID ♦ DTHT/2. SHAP 250
CALL INTRPL (XIDA.XIN.EPSN.IAB.EPS) SHAP 260
DELT a DELT ♦ DTHT«TAN(EPS) SHAP 270
CALL INTRPL (XI .XIN.EPSN.IA8.EPS) SHAP 280
WRITE (6.100) DELT.DELTA.EPS SHAP 290
100 FORMAT!5X.-DELTA (GEO) a*.F10.7.5X. •DELTA (FF) s •.F10.7.5X.*EPS (RSHAP 300
XAD) =*.F:0.7) SHAP 310
DO 5 lal.NETA SHAP 320
DNDX(I) a RHO(I)/DTIL*( YOND(I)*(DELT - DE LT0)/OELTA/OX I) SHAP 330
5 CONTINUE SHAP 340
20 CONTINUE SHAP 350
PHI a XI - EPS SHAP 360 SON
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S U B R O U T I N E  B C W A L L
T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  C A L C U L A T E S  B L O W I N G  R A T E  A T  T H E  A B L A T O R  S U R F A C E  
F O R  A  G I V E N  S U R F A C E  T E M P E R A T U R E  A N D  P R E S S U R E
C O M M O N  / B I L L /  N O D E ( 2 C )  . I  S T A R T . I O G O , I D G F , I O G H . I D G T ,  l O G S .
X  M I , N O F , N T I M E , K O P T  
C O M M O N / M  I K E /  N E T A  1 , N E T A 2  » P K F  » W N F , R H O D , O P , T S , U D , V D , R W . R W O . E P S , P H I  
C O M M O N  / Y L / E T A C 6 0 ) , Y O N D ( 6 0 )
C O M M 0 N / W A L L / R V W . P R W . T W C L D , F L U X ( 2 0  » , C W A L L ( 2 0 >  . E C W A L L I 5  »
C O M M O N  / V E L /  F ( 6 0 ) . E C ( 6 0 ) • Z ( 6 0 ) . V ( 6 0 )
C O M M O N / P R O P l / P I ( 6 0 )  , R H O ( 6 0 >  .  T I 6 0 )  . A M W ( 6 0 )  , C  ( 2 0  . 6 0 ) . C C ( 5 . 6 0 )  
C O M M O N  / F R S T R M /  U  I N F .  R I N F .  U I N F 2 .  R  .  R E .  L X I .  I T M .  l E M .  N E T A  
C O M M O N  / N O N / R D Z . M U D Z . R M D Z . A K N F . H N F . C P N F  
C O M M O N  / D E L /  D E L T A . D T I L . D T I L S
C O M M O N  / M A I M / K E E P , M A X E . M A X M . M A X D , I D E 8 U G . M C O N V , E C O N V . D C O N V . L T , I A B  
C O M M O N / B O B /  X I . D X l . Y L
C O M M O N  / G E O R G E /  E P S N < 3 0 ) . X I N < 3 0 ) . R V N ( 3 0 )
D I M E N S I O N  A ( 3 ) , D ( 3 ) , E ( 3 )  , X M W ( 3 )
D A T A  A  / O . 3 7 . 0 . 3 4 . 0 . 0 8 /
D A T A  X M W / 1 2 . . 2 4 . . 3 6 . /
D A T A  D  / a . 2 1 . 9 . 6 4 . 1 0 . 2 5 /
D A T A  E  / - 3 . 7 5 . - 4 . 2 7 . - 4 . /
D A T A  E P . R R . A M / 0 . 8 . 1 . 2 1 5 E - 4 . 1 3 . 3 /
D A T A  A 1 . A 2 . A 3 . A 4  / 1 . 6 7 4 0 6 5 E - 8 . - . 3 3 3 0 0 5 E - 3 . 1 0 . 9 9 9 6 3 E - 8 . 2 7 3 1 . 6 5 9 /
T L  = 0 . 0  
T W  s T W O L O  
N E T A l  =  N E T A  - I
I N I T I A L  G U E S S  F O R  B L O W I N G  R A T E  O F  C A R B O N  S O L I D  
I F  ( X I  . E O .  0 . 0 )  P R W  =  R V W  
C A L L  I N T R P L  ( X  I  . X I N . R V N . I A B . R V W )
R V W  s  R V W  *  P R W
R V C C  =  R V W 4 R I N F 4 U I N F 4 3 2 . 1 7 4  *  0 . 4 3 2 8
8 C W A 1 0
B C W A 2 0
B C W A 3 0
B C W A 4 0
B C W A 5 0
B C W A 6 0
B C W A 7 0
B C W A 8 0
B C W A 9 0
B C W A 1 0 0
B C W A 1 1 0
B C W A 1 2 0
B C W A 1 3 0
B C W A 1 4 0
B C W A 1 5 0
B C W A 1 6 0
B C W A 1 7 0
B C W A 1 8 0
B C W A 1 9 0
B C W A 2 0 0
B C W A 2 1 0
B C W A 2 2 0
B C W A 2 3 0
B C W A 2 4 0
B C W A 2 5 0
B C W A 2 6 0
B C W A 2 7 0
B C W A 2 8 0
B C W A 2 9 0
B C W A 3 0 0
B C W A 3 1 0
B C W A 3 2 0
B C W A 3 3 0
B C W A 3 4 0
B C W A 3 5 0
B C W A 3 6 0
OO
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P V C L  =  P V C  
G( 1  T O  1 
2 0  T W O L D  =  T *
C A L C U L A T E  H E A T  A B S O R B E D  &  R E R A D I A T E D  B Y  A B L A T O R
T 3  =  T W * T * * T *
S R V  =  S Q R T ( R V )
H E A T  A B S O R B E D  B Y  C A R B O N  S U B L I M I N G  ( H T U / E T 2 - S E C  I
Q S U B L  =  4 4 4 0 . * R V
H E A T  C O N D U C T E D  T H R U  C H A R  C B T U / F T 2 - S E C )
Q C O N O  =  A 1 * R V * T 3  +  A 2 * S R V * T W * T W  +  A 3 * S R V * T 3  +  A 4 * R V
E N E R G Y  R E R A D I A T E O  B Y  C H A R  S U R F A C E  W I T H  F M I S S I V I T Y  O F  C .  6 f >
Q R R  =  3 . 3 E - 1 2 * T 3 * T W
T O T A L  H E A T  F L U X  A C C O M O D A T E D  B Y  A B L A T O R  ( B T U / F T 2 - S F C >
Q T  =  Q C O N D  +  Q R R  *  Q S U B L
R V W  =  R V / R I N F / U I N F / 3 2 . 1 7 4  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 0 )
W R I  T E ( 6 , 1 1 0 )  T W , Q C O N O , P , Q S U B L , RVW.Q R R , R V . Q T  
I C O  F O R M A T ! I H  , 5 0 X , • A H L A T O R  S U R F A C E ' , / / )
1 1 0  F O R M A T ! 2 0 X , • S U R F A C E  T E M P E R A T U R E  ( O K )  = ' , F 1 0 , 0 , 8 X ,
X  ' Q C O N O  ( B T U / F T 2 - S F C )  = ' , F 1 0 . 0 , / ,
X  2 0 X , ' S U R F A C E  P R E S S U R E  ( A T M )  = ' . F ! 0 . 4 , 8 X ,
X  ' Q S U B L  ( B T U / F T 2 - S E C )  = ' F 1 0 . C , / ,
X  2 0 X , ' B L O W I N G  R A T E  = ' , F 1 0 . 4 , 8 X ,
X  ' Q R R  ( 8 T U / F T 2 - S E C )  = ' , F 1 0 . 0 , / ,
X  2 0 X , ' M A S S  L O S S  ( L 8 / F T 2 - S E C )  = ' , F 1 0 . 4 , 8 X ,
X  ' Q T O T A L  ( B T U / F T 2 - S E C )  = ' , F 1 0 . 0 )
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
B C W A
7 3 0  
7 4 0  
7 5 0  
7 6 0  
7 7 0  
7 B 0  
7 9 0  
8 0 0  
8 1 0  
8 2 0  
8 3 0  
8 4 0  
8 5 0  
8 6 0  
8 7 0  
8 8 0  
8 9 0  
9 0 0  
9 1 0  
9 2 0  
9  3 0  
9 4 0  
9 5 0  
9 6 0  
9 7 0  
9 8 0  




1 0 3 0  
1 0 4 0  
1 0 5 0  
1 0 6 0  
1 0 7 0  
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5 I N C L U D E  F O H L A a i G L O B A L . C H E C K . I N P U T ? » X M n V T M , P O N C H . H O L M A S . n E D X )
Q  I N C L U D E  F O H L A B ( G A S » F G ? « T R I n . D A T A . S O L V E . S L M T M , O U P P U T . Y M O M T M )
Z :  I N C L U D E  F O H L A B C N E X T , S H O C K , S P E C I E  . I N T R P L . T F M P R , P R Q P R T  . E N F R G Y  )
m I N C L U D E  F O H L A B I S L I N I T . F G H . M A I N , S H A P E , C H E M E Q )
o I N C L U D E  F O H L A B ( W A L L )
5  I N C L U D E  F O H L A B I L R A D »
( R E N T R Y  M A I N
0  O V E R L A Y  O N E
1  I N S E R T  T R I D , S O L V E , C H E C K , M O L M A S , S L I N I T , O U T P U T , T E M P R
?  O V E R L A Y  T W O
^  I N S E R T  F G 2
O V E R L A Y  T H R E E  
I N S E R T  S P E C  I F , S L M T M  
O V E R L A Y  T H R E E
33"
CD
■O I N S E R T  E N E R G Y , I N T R P L




I N S E R T  X M O M T M . G L O B A L , P R O P R T , D E D X
5  O V E R L A Y  O N E
T3
o  O V E R L A Y  O N E
CT I N S E R T  S H O C K
g  O V E R L A Y  F I V E
I N S E R T  I N P U T , O U P P U T , T R A N S 2 . P 0 N C H , N E X T
I N S E R T  C H E M E Q , T H E R M O , M A T I N V  
O V E R L A Y  F I V E  
I N S E R T  G A S
T3 O V E R L A Y  O N E
CD
I N S E R T  L R A D , Z P , S N O , B U G P R , Z H V  
I N S E R T  D B U G  
O V E R L A Y  F O U R  
I N S E R T  T R A N S  
O V E R L A Y  F O U R  
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1 5 CONTINUE SLIN 730
AMW(I) = l./AM SLIN 740
5 CONT INUE SLIN 750
00 35 1=2.NETAl SLIN 760
CALL FGH (I.FK I )  .Gif n . H K  I )  ) SLIN 770
3 5 CONTINUE SLIN 780
KODE=0 SLIN 790
CALL PROPRT (NSP.l.NETA) SLIN 800
00 25 1=1.NOE SLIN 810
IFIKOCE .LT. 2 )  GO TO 40 SLIN 820
CALL PROPRT (NSP.l.NETA) SLIN 830
CALL SLMTM SLIN 840
40 CALL SPECIE (KODE) SLIN 850
IF(KOCE .GT. 4) RETURN SLIN 860
2 5 CONTINUE SLIN 870
00 45 1=2.NETAl SLIN 880
CALL FGH ( I.FK 1 ).G1( I ).H1( I) ) SLIN 890






























SUBROUTINE GAS (KOOE ) GAS 10
c GAS 20
c ** THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF AIR ** GAS 30
c ** REFERENCE NASA TR R-SO ** GAS 40
c GAS SO
c THE FOLLOWING PROPERTIES ARE CALCULATED GAS 60
c TEMPERATURE AT WHICH PROPERTIES ARE WANTED IT) IN DEG R GAS 70
c PRESSURE AT WHICH PROPERTIES ARE WANTED IP) IN LB/IN**2 GAS 80
c RATIO OF SPECIFIC MEATS 1GAMMA) IN DI MENSIONLESS GAS 90
c SPECIFIC MEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE (CP) IN 8TU/LB-DEG R GAS 100
c ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY (V) IN LB/F T-SEC GAS 110
c PRANDTL NUMBER (PR) IN DIMENSIONLESS GAS 120
c THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (XX) IN BTU/FT-SEC-DEG R GAS 130
c PRESSURE IP) IN ATMOSPHERES GAS 140
c DENSITY (DEN) IN LB/FT**3 GAS ISO
c ENTHALPY (H) IN BTU/LB GAS 160
c ENTROPY (S) IN 8TU/LB-DEG R GAS 170
c COMPRESSIBILITY (Z) IN 0 IMENSIONLESS GAS 180
c SPEED OF SOUND (SOS) IN FT/SEC GAS 190
c SPECIFIC MEAT AT CONSTANT VOLUMN (CV) IN BTU/LB-DEG R GAS 200
c ENTROPY (S) IN FT**2/SEC**2 GAS 210
c VELOCITY (VEL) IN FT/SEC GAS 220
c PRESSURE (P) IN LBS/FT$*2 GAS 230
c MACH NUMBER (M) IN DIMENSIONLESS GAS 240
c GAS 2S0
c GAS 260
c NOMENCLATURE 1=0XYGEN MCM.ECULES* 2=N:TR0GEN MOLECULES# 3»0XYGEN AT MOSGAS 270
c *=NITROGEN ATMOS# 5=OXVGEN IONS# 6>NITROGEN IONS GAS 280
c TsELECTRONS GAS 290
c GAS 300
c GAS 310
COMMON /FRSTRM/ U INF# R INF # UINF2# R # RE# LXI # ITM# lEM# NET A GAS 320
COMMON /NON/ROZ# MUOZ #RMDZ # AKNF # HNF #CPNF GAS 330
COMMON/PROPl/PI(60)#RHO160)#TI(60)#AMW<60> #C (2 0#60)#CC(5#60> GAS 340
COMMON/PROP2/ MU(60)#RMI60)• AK(60) GAS 3S0





















COMMON /RM/ DUO.DPH:,TD,RZB,PD,HD.HTOTAL G AS 370
COMMON/WALL/RVW.PRW,T*OLD, FLUXI20),CWALL(20),ECWALL(5) GAS 380
COMMON/MIKE/ NETA1tNETA2*PNF«MNE*RHOO 1DP.TZ.UD.VD.RW.RWO.EPS«PHI G AS 390
REAL MU*MUOZ GAS 400
LOGICAL MOONV.GCONV*SCONV GAS 410
DATA GASC /A972I.7/ GAS 420
c GAS 430
c GAS 440
DO 2000 I=KODE,NETA GAS 450
T = T I< Il ♦ TZ GAS 460
P = PKI) GAS 470
c GAS 480c THE FOLLOWING PART OF PROGRAM USES PRESSURE IN ATMOSPHERES GAS 490
C AND TEMPERATURE IN DEG K GAS 500
C GAS 510
ITERsO GAS 520
C GAS 530c TEMPERATURE - ENTHALPY ITERATION 44 GAS 540c GAS 550
900 CONTINUE GAS 560
ITERa ITERAI GAS 570











Al 1=38600./T GAS 690
Al2=58200./T GAS 700
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XK34= .2*XK3+.8*XK4 GAS 1470
EEl=(-0.8+(.64+.8*(:.+((4.*P)/XKl)))*$0.S)/(2.*(1.+4.$P/XK1)) GAS 1480
EE2=(-0.4+(•1643.844(1•4(4.4P)/(XK2)))440. S)/(2.4(1.44.4P/XK2)} GAS 1490
EE3* :./<( 1.4P/XK34)44.5) GAS 1500
IF(EEI.GT..I9999)EEI = .19999 GAS 1510
1F(EE2.GT..79999)EE2 = .79999 GAS 1520
IF(EE3.GT..99999)EE3 = .99999 GAS 1530
COMPRESSIBILITY (Z) DIMENSIONLESS GAS 1540
Zsl.4EE14EE242.4EE3 GAS 1550




X4=( 2 .4EE2-1.64EE3 I/Z GAS 1600
X5= .44EE3/Z GAS 1610
X6= 1.64EE3/Z GAS 1620
X7* 2.4EE3/Z GAS 1630
IF(Xl.LE.O.) Xl=l.E-20 GAS 1640
:F(X2.LE.O.) X2 = l.E-20 GAS 1650
lF(X3.LE*0.i X3»l.E-20 GAS 1660
IFCX4.LE.0.} X4S1.E-20 GAS 1670
IFIXS.LE.0.1 XSsl.E-20 GAS 1680
IF(X6.LE.O.) X6 = l.E-20 GAS 1690
IF(X7.LE.O.) X7*l.E-20 GAS 1700
ENERGY PER MOL OF INITIALLY UNDISSOCIATED AlR-DIMENSlONLESS GAS 1710
ER= Z4( X14EN14X24EN24X34EN34X44EN44XS4EN54X64EN64X74EN7) GAS 1720
ENTHALPY PER INITIAL MOL OF AIR-DIMENSIONLESS GAS 1730
HRsER4Z GAS 1740
ENTHALPY PER INITIAL MOL OF AIR IH) IN BTU/LB GAS 1750
H=HR4T4.12348 GAS 1760
IF(KOCE.LT.NETA) GO TO 1000 GAS 1770
HRAT0».54(H-HD l/H GAS 1780
AMR s ABSf HRATO ) GAS 1790






















IFtlTER .GT.l) GO TO 203 GAS 1810
TP=T GAS 1820
HP=HRATO GAS 1830
T = T ♦<l. - HRATO ) GAS 1840
IF( ITER «LT. 15) GO TO 900 GAS 1850
20 3 CONTINUE GAS 1860
TS=T*(1 .O-HRATO) GAS 1870




IFdTER .LT. 15) GO TO 900 GAS 1920
WRITE{6.200) T.H.HT GAS 1930
200 FORMAT!39H1TEMPERATURE-ENTHALPV DID NOT CONVERGE /3E15.6) GAS 1940
C CALL OUTPUT!4) GAS 1950
STOP GAS 1960
999 CONTINUE GAS 1970
TD = T GAS 1980
C GAS 1990
1000 CONTINUE GAS 2000








C TOTAL ENTROPY GAS 2090
SR=Z*!%1*DI+X2*D2+X3*D3+X4*D4+X5*D5+X6*D6+X7*D7) -Z*!X1*AL0G!X1) f GAS 2100
1X24AL 0G!X2)+X3*AL0G!X3)+X4*ALOG!X4)+XS4AL0G!XS* + X64AL0G!X6)*X7» 6 AS 2110
2AL06!X7)1-Z4AL0G!P) GAS 2120
C ENTROPY PER INITIAL MOL OF AIR CS) IN BTU/LB-DEG R GAS 2130
S =SR*0.0686 GAS 2140
C SPECIFIC MEAT AT CONSTANT VOLUME-CV GAS 2150
FF1=3.+2.*AA1+AA2 GAS 2160 WH»4>
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RM(I)=RMO(I)*MU(I )/32.l7A GAS 3620
AK( I# = XK GAS 3630
CPTt I ) = CPF GAS 3640
c $** CALCULATE THE MEAN MOLECIA.AR MT* *** GAS 3650
REAL = 25050.*S *Z / SR GAS 3660
AMWC I )= GASC / REAL GAS 3670
c MASS FRACTIONS GAS 3680
C(I.l) = XI *32.00/AMW(I) GAS 3690
C(2,l) = X2 «28.00/AMMI I ) GAS 3700
C(3.I) = X3 *16.0C/AMW( I ) GAS 3710
C(4,I) = X4 *14.00/AM*(I) GAS 3720
C(5.I) = X5 *I6.00/AM*(I) GAS 3730
CC6.I) = X6 *I4.00/AM*(I) GAS 3740
C(7,I) = X7 /<I820.*AM*(I)) GAS 3750
c SPECIES ENTHALPY PER INITIAL MOLE OF AIR IN BTU/LB OF I GAS 3760
HS(I.I) * (Z4XI4ENI/CCI.II +ZI4T*.12348 GAS 3770
MS(2,II = (Z4X24EN2/CI 2. I I +ZI4T*.12348 GAS 3780
HS(3.I) = (Z*X3#EN3/C<3,I) +ZI4T*.12348 GAS 3790
HSf4.II = fZ*X4*EN4/C(4.II +ZI4T*.12348 GAS 3800
HSC5.il = (Z4X54EN5/CC5.II +ZI4T*.12348 GAS 3810
HS(6. II « (Z4X64EN6/CC6.I I +Z)*T*.12348 GAS 3820
HS(7. II » (Z*X7*BN7/C(7. I) +Z)*T$.12348 GAS 3830
2000 CONTINUE GAS 3840
C GAS 3850
c GAS 3860
DO 40 I=KODE.NETA GAS 3870
c GAS 3880
c ** NONDIMENSIONALIZE RHO AND MU 44 GAS 3890
c GAS 3900
RHOC I I = RHOf Il/RDZ GAS 3910
MUf II « MUC ti/MUOZ GAS 3920
RMfll sRMfD/RMDZ gas 3930
AKCI) » AKCII4AKNF GAS 3940
CPTII 1 * CPTC1I4CPNF GAS 3950
c NONDIMENSlONAL SPECIES ENTHALPY GAS 3960 WS
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THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES BLOWING RATE AT THE ABLATOR SURFACE 
FOR A GIVEN SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE





COMMON /VEL/ F{60)•FC(60)•ZI 60).V(60)
COMMON/PROP I/PI(60)«RHOC60)• T(60).AMWI60)«C (20,60)#CC(S.60) 















NETAl * NETA - 1
INITIAL GUESS FOR BLOWING RATE OF CARBON SOLID 
IF (XI .EQ. 0.0) PRW « RVW 
CALL INTRPL ( X I. XIN.RVN , I AB ,RVW)
RVW > RVW * PRW
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RVCL = RVC 
GO TO 1 
20 TWOLD = TW
CALCULATE HEAT ABSORBED & RERADIATED BY ABLATOR
T3 = TW*TW*TW
SRV = SORT(RV)
MEAT ABSORBED BY CARBON SUBLIMING (BTU/FT2-SEC)
QSUBL = 4440•♦RV
MEAT CONDUCTED THRU CHAR CBTU/FT2-SEC)
QCOND = A14RV4T3 * A2*SRV$TW*TW + A3$SRV*T3 * A44RV
ENERGY RERADIATED BY CHAR SURFACE WITH EMISSIVITY OF 0.66
ORR = 3.3E-12$T3*TW
TOTAL HEAT FLUX ACCOMODATED BY ABLATOR (BTU/FT2-SEC)
OT = QCOND ♦ ORR + QSUBL
RVW = RV/RINF/UINF/32.174 
WRITE 16.100)
WRITE(6.110) TW.QCOND.P.QSUBL.RVH.QRR.RV.OT 
100 FORMAT!IH •SOX.•ABLATOR SURFACE*.//)
110 FORMAT!20X.«SURFACE TEMPERATURE !OK) «'.F10.0.8X.
X •QCOND !BTU/FT2-SEC) **.FI0.0./.
X 20X.'SURFACE PRESSURE !ATM) «'.F10.4.8X.
X * QSUBL !BTU/FT2-SEC) «'FIC.O.Z,
X 20X.'BLOWING RATE ='.F10.4.8X,
X 'QRR I8TU/FT2-SEC) «'.FIO.O./.
X 20X.*MASS LOSS ILB/FT2-SEC» ='.FI0.4.8X.
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SUBROUTINE SL.MTM SLMT 10
c SLMT 20
c — --- THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE MOMENTUM EQUATION AS A SLMT 30
c SECOND ORDER EQUATION AND A FIRST ORDER EQUATION ----- SLMT 40
COMMON /CONV/ FPRCT*TPRGT«DOAMP«TOAMR*PDTIL SLMT SO
COMMON /DEL/ DELTA.DTIL.DTILS SLMT 60
COMMON /FRSTRM/ U INF. RINF. UINF2. R . RE. LXI. ITM. lEM. NETA SLMT 70
COMMON /HAIM/KEEP.MAKE.MAXM.MAXD.IDEBUG.MCONV.ECONV.DCONV.LT.IAB SLMT 80
COMMON /NON/ROZ.MUOZ.RMDZ.AKNF.HNF.CPNF SLMT 90
COMMON/PROP1/P1(60}.RHOC60). T(60).AMM(60).C (20.60) .EC(S.60) SLMT 100
COMMON/PROP2/ MU(60).RM(60). AK(60) SLMT 110
C0MM0N/PR0P3/CPS(20.60).HS(20.60).CP (60)*HM(60) SLMT 120
COMMON /RFLUX/ E(60 I•IRAQ.I TYPE SLMT 130
COMMON /RH/ DUD.OPHI.TD.RZB.PD.HO.HTOTAL SLMT 140
COMMON/VECTOR/ CA(60).CB(60).CC(60) .B(60) SLMT ISO
COMMON /VEL/ F(60 ».FC(60).Z(60)•V(60) SLMT 160
COMMON/WALL/RVM.PRW.TWOLD.FLUX(20).CWALLI20).ECWALL(5) SLMT 170
COMMON /YL/ETA(60).YONO(60) SLMT 180
LOGICAL MCONV.ECONV.DCONV SLMT 190
REAL*8 CA.CB.CC.B SLMT 200
c SLMT 210
c---- INITIALIZED QUANTITIES------ SLMT 220
c SLMT 230
MCONV = .FALSE. SLMT 240
DTILS * DTIL SLMT 250
ITM a 1 SLMT 260
N = NETA -2 SLMT 270
L a NETA-I SLMT 280
AA3 a RZB*(I.-RZ8)$DPHI**2/DUD SLMT 290
AAA3 a AA3 SLMT 300
DTILS2 a DTILS SLMT 310
IF(IEM.6T.3) DTILa.5*(DTIL+DTILS2) SLMT 320
c SLMT 330
c SLMT 340
c---- 2«•+AI*Z'+A2$ZaA3 SLMT 350
c COMPUTE A1.A2.A3 SLMT 360 WK>Ln
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C/)5 103 FORMAT(ex,«ETA*,13X.«z**13X**8*•12X.2HF•) SLMTI4S0
^ 00 121 1=1,N SLMT1460
Z: U=B(:)*DTIL SLMT1470
m WRITEC6,tOO} ETA( I ■» I), Z( I > ,B ( I) , U SLMTI480
8 121 CONTINUE SLMT1490
^ RETURN SLMT1500
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SOLUTION TO THE GLOBAL CONTINUITY EQUATION FOR *V* PROFILE
USING THE 'U* FORM OF THE GLOBAL CONT. EQUATION




COMMON /DEL/ DELTA.DTIL*DTILS 
COMMON /VEL/ F (601•FC(60).Z<60)•V(60)
COMMON/PROPI/PI(60).RHO(60). T(60)•AMW(60)*C (20*60)*EC(S*60) 
COMMON /FRSTRM/ U INF* RINF* UINF2* R * RE* LXf* ITM* lEM* NET A 






COMMON /CONV/ FPRCT*TPRCT*DOAMP* TOAMP.POTIL 
COMMON /BILL/ NOOE(20).I START.ID6D*IDGF.IDGH.lOGT.IOGS 
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SUBROUTINE PRQPRTINSP.NI.NF) PROP 10
PROP 20
C PROP 30
C SUBROUTINE FOR THE CALCULATION W  THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROP 40
C PROPERTIES PROP 50
C PROP 60
C NOMENCLATURE•••• PROP 70
C Y(I)...MOLE FRACTION OF COMPONENT I PROP 80
C CII*N)••.MASS FRACTION OF COMPONENT I AT POINT N PROP 90
C Tl........TEMPERATURE. DEG. K PROP 100
C CPI I).....SPECIES SPECIFIC HEAT. CAL/GMOLE OF l-K PROP 110
C CPMfN)....MIXTURE SPECIFIC HEAT. CAL/GMOLE OF M-K PROP 120
C HI I)......SPECIES ENTHALPY. CAL/GMOLE OF I PROP 130
C HMIN).....MIXTURE ENTHALPY. CAL/GMOLE OF M PROP 140
C VISI I)....SPECIES VISCOSITY. LBM/FT-SEC PROP 150
C VISMIN)...MIXTURE VISCOSITY. LBM/FT-SEC PROP 160
C TCI I).....SPECIES THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY. BTU/FT-SEC-OEG. R PROP 170
C TCMIN)...MIXTURE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY. BTU/FT-SEC-DEG. R PROP 160
COMMON /BLOCKl/VK20).V2I20}.V3I20} PROP 190
C0MM0N/BL0CK3/K1I20).K2f20) PROP 200
COMMON/EQI/AII20). BII20). CII20). 01120). El(20). FII20). GI(20).PROP 210
X AII(20).BII(20).CII(20).DII(20).EII(20).FII(20}.GII(20) PROP 220
COMMON /FRSTRM/ U INF. RINF. UINF2.RAD. RE. LXI. ITM. IEM.NETA PROP 230
COMMON/PROPI/PI(60).RHO(60).T(60).AM*(6O).C (20.60) .CC(5.60) PROP 240
C0MMON/PROP2/VISM(60l.RMI60).TCM(60) PROP 250
COMMON/PROP3/CP( 20.60).H(20.60).CPMI60) .HMI60) PROP 260
C0MM0N/WT/SMM(20).A«T(5) PROP 270
COMMON /RH/ DUD. OPHI.TD.RZB.PD.HD.HTOTAL PROP 280
COMMON /NON/RDZ.MUDZ.RMOZ.AKNF.HNF.CPNF PROP 290
COMMON/TOM/ SC(60).T0(60).PR(60) PROP 300
COMMON/MIKE/ NCTA1.NETA2.PNF.MNF.RHOO.OP.TS.UD.VO.RH.RMO.EPS PROP 310
COMMON/JOHN/ U0( 60).U(60).DU(60).VOI60).ROI60).DNDX(60).DTLA.DTILOPROP 320
COMMON/BOB/ XI.DXI.YL PROP 330
DIMENSION PHK 20.20).YPHK20) .Y(20).TC(20) .VISI20) PROP 340
DIMENSION SAMM(2) PROP 350
REAL MU.MUDZ.K1.K2 PROP 360 wo\
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SUBROUTINE TRIO (M) TRID 10
c**** TRIO — TRIDIAGONAL EQUATION SOLVER OBTAINED FROM CONTE P-1S4 TRIO 20
c SUBROUTINE SOLVES AX = B FOR T Æ  VECTOR X (WHERE A IS TRIDIAGONALTRID 30
c M = ORDER OF SYSTEM TRID 40
c SUP = SUPER DIAGONAL OF A TRID 50
c SUB = SUB DIAGONAL OF A TRIO 60
c DIAG = MAIN DIAGONAL OF A TRIO 70
c 8 = CONSTANT VECTOR TRID 80
c SUP AND DIAG ARE DESTROYED TRID 90
c SOLUTION VECTOR IS RETURNED IN B TRID 100
c TRID 110
COMMON/VECTOR/ SUB(60).0 IAG(60)•SUP(60)*B(60) TRIO 120
REALWe SUB,DIAG,SUP,B TRID 130
c TRID 140
N = M TRID 150
NN * N -I TRID 160
SUP(I) = SUP( 1)/DIAG(1) TRID 170
8(1) = B( 1 )/DIAG( 1 ) TRID 180
DO 10 1=2,N TRID 190
II = I -1 TRID 200
c--- --DECOMPOSE A TO FORM A = LU WHERE L IS LOWER TRIANGULAR, TRID 210
c AND U IS UPPER TRIANGULAR----— — TRIO 220
OIACIt> = DIAG(I) - SUP(II)*SUB(1I) TRIO 230
IF(1 ,E0. N) GO TO 10 TRID 240
SUP(I) = SUP( I> / DIAG(l) TRID 250
C— — COMPUTE Z WHERE LZ = B TRIO 260
10 8(1) = (BCD - SUB(II) $8(11))/ DIAG(I) TRID 270
— COMPUTE X BY BACK SUBSTITUTION WHERE UX = Z TRID 280
00 20 K =1,NN TRID 290
I » N - K TRID 300
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SUBROUTINE FG2 (Y*RHOA,TN.K) FG2 10
c--- ----- ORCER OF SPECIES ISO FG2 20
c CO C C2 C3 C+ C2H CN FG2 30
c 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 FG2 40
c HCN H2 H N2 N N+ 0 FG2 50
c a 9 1 0 11 12 13 14 FG2 60
c 0+ E- C2H2 C3H C4H FG2 70
c 15 16 17 18 19 FG2 80
COMMON/FOG/AlI • B «C • T FG2 90
DIMENSION Y(19), Tl( 5) FG2 100
DIMENSION RHO(2l ,0K(16.2).PLI 16.10) . RATESI3 .16) .EQK(16) FG2 110
DATA R/82.05/ FG2 120
DATA RATES/ FG2 130
c k i n e t i c  COEFFICIENTS FOR CASE 1 F62 140
1 .4352S97E 02. •SOOOOOOE 00. .3500000E 05. •268325lE 02. FG2 150
2 «SOOOOOOE 00. .1761263E OS. .4835429E 02. - . I500000E 01 . FG2 160
3 .113I738E 06. .4272747E 02. - .8200000E 00. •519321lE 05. FG2 170
A •286606AE 02. .5000C00E 00. . 157S0 73E 06 . •2870602E 02. FG2 180
5 .SOOOOOOE 00. •1675716E 06. .4684016E 02. -•lOOOOOOE 01 . FG2 190
6 .6632414E 05. .4357476E 02. •SOOOOOOE 00. •6038617E 05. FG2 200
7 .4369782E 02, .SOOOOOOE 00. .7045053E 05. •4369782E 02. FG2 210
8 .5COOOOOE 00. .S8876S2E 05. .4588918E 02. -•lOOOOOOE 01. FG2 220
9 .1297799E 06. •4374912E 02. •SOOOOOOE 00. •9561144E 05. F62 230
A .43676SSE 02. •SOOOOOOE 00. .705298OE 05. •4368724E 02. FG2 240
1 .SOOOOOOE 00. .I307138E 06. •4369782E 02. •SOOOOOOE 00. FG2 250
2 .8303098E OS. .4369782E 02. •SOOOOOOE 00. •7296662E 05/ FG2 260
DIMENSION El<95) .E2(95I.E3I341.EI 16 .7.2) FG2 270
EQUIVALENCE (El 1.1.1),Eli 1)) FG2 280
DATA Et/ F62 290
1 0.3530E 00. 0.18I6E 01. 0.1727E 01 . 0.1642E 01 . 0.2321E 01. FG2 300
2 0.2753E 01. 0.I675E 01, 0.2257E 01 . 0.3458E 01 . 0.2094E 01. FG2 310
3 0.20 28E 01. 0.3053E 01. 0.7810E 00 . 0.2497E 01. 0.2132E 01 . FG2 320
4 0.7030E 00. -0.768lE-03.-0.3571E-02 .-0.8059E -03. -0.2810E-03. FG2 330
S 0.2250E-03. -0.3726E-03.-0.6017E-03 .-0.295SE -02. -0.38S2E-02. FC2 340
6-0.21S9E-02. -0.1370E-02.-0.4032E-02 .-0.1175E -03. 0.6404E-04. FG2 350
7-0.2840E-02. -0.1406E-02. 0.51S3E-06 . 0.1634E-05. 0 . 1344E-06. F62 360 WUlr o
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37 AA= PLI 7, 101+ PLI 8« 5) FG2 2170
BB= PLI 7. 51+ PLI 8, 10) FG2 2180
AA = AA - 88 FG2 2190
AI I = AA - PLI 1 • 61 - PL I 7. 11 - PLI 8. 6) FG2 2200
GO TO 90 FG2 2210
38 AAs PLI 8« 10 ) FG2 2220
88= PLI 8. 5) FG2 2230
AA = AA - 88 FG2 2240
AI I = AA - PLI 8, 1 1 FG2 2250
GO TO 90 FG2 2260
39 AA= PLI 4. 10 ) FG2 2270
88= PLI 4, 51 FG2 2280
AA = AA — 88 FG2 2290
A U = AA - PLI 2, 7} - PLI 4. 1 1 FG2 2300
GO TO 90 FG2 2310
40 88= PLI 2. 21+2.4PLI 4. 6)+2. •PLI 4, 101 + PLI 8. 7) FG2 2320
88=88+ PLI 8« 10)+ PLI 9. 7)+ PLI 9. 10)+ PLI 10. 7) FG2 2330
AA=2. •PLI 4, 51* PLI 8» 51 + PLI 9. 51 + PLI 10. SI FG2 2340
88=88+ PLI 10. 10) FG2 2350
AI I = AA - 88 FG2 2360
GO TO 90 FG2 2370
41 AAs PLI 3. 10) FG2 2380
88= PLI 3. 5) F62 2390
AA = AA - 88 FG2 2400
AI I = AA - PLI 3. 1 ) FG2 2410
GO TO 90 F62 2420
42 88= PLI 1. 21+2.«PLI 3. 6)+2. •PLI 3. 101 + PLI 6. 1) FG2 2430
AA=2* «PLI 3. 5)+ PLI 6. 10) + PLI 7. 51 FG2 2440
88=88+ PLI 6. 5)+ PLI 7. 71+ PLI 7. 10) FG2 2450
A U « AA - 88 FG2 2460
GO TO 90 FG2 2470
43 AA= PLI 6. 51 F62 2480
88= PLI 6. 10) F62 2490
AA » AA - 88 FG2 2500
A U = AA - PLI 6. 6) FG2 2510
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B = AA - BB FG2 3250
GO TO 95 FG2 3260
55 AA= PL< 14* 1) FG2 3270
88= P H  14, 6) FG2 3280
8 = AA - 88 FG2 3290
GO TO 95 F62 3300
56 AA= PL( 2. 6> ♦ PLC 9, 6) + PLC 10. n  ♦ PLC 15, 11 FG2 3310
88= PL( 2. 11+ PLC 9, 1 )♦ PLC 10, 6) ♦ PLC 15, 6) FG2 3320
B = AA - 88 FG2 3330
GO TO 95 F62 3340
57 AA= PL( 1* 1)+ PLC 7. 61 + PLC 8, 1) FG2 3350
88= PLC 1. 61+ PLC 7, 1 )♦ PLC 8, 61 FG2 3360
8 = AA - 88 FG2 3370
GO TO 95 FG2 3380
58 AA= PL( 8. 6) FG2 3390
88= PLI 8. 1 ) FG2 3400
B = AA - 88 FG2 3410
GO TO 95 FG2 3420
59 A As PL( 2, 11+ PLC 4. 6) FG2 3430
88= PLC 2. 61+ PLC 4, 1 ) FG2 3440
8 = AA — 88 FG2 3450
GO TO 95 F62 3460
60 AAa PLC 2. 6)+2.*PLC 4. 1 ) + PLC 8. 11+ PLC 9. 11 FG2 3470
88= PLC 2. 1)+2.$PLC 4, 61 + PLC 8, 61+ PLC 9, 61 F62 3480
AA=AA + PLC 10, 1) FG2 3490
88=88+ PL( 10, 6) FG2 3500
8 = AA - BB FG2 3510
GO TO 95 FG2 3520
61 AA= PLC 3. 6) FG2 3530
88= PLC 3* 1 ) FG2 3540
8 = AA - BB FG2 3550
GO TO 95 FG2 3560
62 AA= PLC 1* 6)+2.*PLC 3, 1 )♦ PLC 6 , 61+ PLC 7, 11 FG2 3570
88= PLC 1. 1)+2.*PLC 3. 61 + PLC 6, 11+ PLC 7. 61 F62 3580
8 = AA — 88 FG2 3590
GO TO 95 FC2 3600 too\
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c NS = NUMBER OF SPECIES TO BE INPUT LRAD 370
c LINES* I IF LINE CALCULATION IS TO BE DONE LRAD 380
c 0 IF ONLY CONTINUUM CALCULATION IS TO BE DONE LRAD 390
c IDG = 0 ONLY FINAL PRINT IS GI VEN LRAD 400
c 1 PRINT IS GIVEN FOR 1EACH ETA LRAD 410
c R9 COMPLETE PRINT LRAD 420
c LRAD 430
c LRAD 440
c ♦♦ R BODY RADIUS (FT) LRAD 450
c DELTA = NONDIMENSIONAL STAND-OFF DISTANCE LRAD 460
c DTIL TRANSFORMED STAND-OFF DISTANCE LRAD 470
c XMOL 1.0 FOR RUN WITH MOLECULES LRAD 480
c 0.0 FOR RUN WITHOUT MOLECULES LRAD 490
c LRAD 500
XMOL s 0* 0 LRAD 510
XMOL* 1.0 LRAD 520
c LRAD 530
c ** DETERMINE ETZ POINTS LRAD 540
N2 = NETA-2 LRAD 550
K =0 LRAD 560
lEZ *0 LRAD 570
DO 20 1*1 • N2.2 LRAD 580
K*K+I LRAD 590
20 ETZfK) = ETA(I) LRAD 600
ETZIK+l) = ETA(NETA-t) LRAD 610
ETZIK+2) a ETA(NETA) LRAD 620
lEZ * K LRAD 630
c LRAD 640
c «« COMPUTE THE V COORDINATE ** LRAD 650
YONDf1> « 0.0 LRAD 660
SUM = 0.0 LRAD 670
DO 30 K=2 • NETA LRAD 680
DETA = ETA(K) -ETA(K-I) LRAD 690
SUM = SUM +DETA*(1./RH0(K* 41. /RHO(K-l) )/2.0 LRAD 700
YOND(K) » DTIL «SUM LRAD 710





















DELTA = YOND(NETA) LRAD 730
DO 40 K=1.NETA LRAD 740
YOND(K) = YOND«K)/YONDINETA) LRAD 750
T(K> = 0.65 ♦ T(K) + 0.35 ♦ TEIK) LRAD 760
40 CONT INUE LRAD 770
C LRAD 780
LINES: l LRAD 790
IDGS = IDG LRAD 800
IDG = 0 LRAD 810
CALL TRANSI 1) LRAD 820
CALL TRANSI (1) LRAD 830
IDG= lOGS LRAD 840
C LRAD 850
c ♦♦ INDEX IS NUMBER GIVEN SPECIE FOR USE IN STORING ARRAYS ** LRAD 860
c 1 02 LRAD 870
c 2 N2 LRAD 880
c 3 O LRAD 890
c 4 s N LRAD 900
c S E- LRAD 910
c 6 C LRAD 920
c 7 H LRAD 930
c 8 s C2 LRAD 940
c 9 H2 LRAD 950
c 10 CO LRAD 960
c 11 - C3 LRAD 970
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-THIS IS A MODIFIED VERSION OF SUBROUTINE TRANS FROM K WILSON 
TRANS IS OOCUMMENTEO IN LMSC-6B7209 APRIL 69 --------------
COMMON /ZPI/ ZP0(6). ZPN(6).ZPH(2). ZPC(7)
COMMON /FINV/ NHVL•NIHVC«FHVC(12)•DJ(9)«HVJ<9)*ZKZ 
COMMON /SFLUX/ OR I(3 )
COMMON /TRN/ NUT(60). FMC(12.60). FPC(12.60).
1 FM(9.60). FP(9.60). LINES
COMMON /YL/ETA(60>« YD(60)
COMMON/PROP I/P (60), R(60>. T( 60 ) .AM W ( 60 ) .C (20.60).EC (S.60)
COMMON /FRSTRM/ U INF. R I W  . UINF2.XL , RE. LXI , ITM. lEM. NES 
COMMON /DEL/ *(1).DTIL.DTILS 
COMMON /NON/RDZ.MUDZ.RMDZ.AKNF.HNF.CPNF
COMMON /MAIM/KEEP.MAKE.MAXM.MAXD. IDG.MCONV.ECONV.DCONV.LT.IAB
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SUMC»9.0 ♦ 5.0 * EXPI-l.264/Tl)
1 5.0 » EXPt-4.153/71*
SUMNS4.0 * 10.0 «EXPf-2.364/Tl) ♦ 











GH = 6.4994 




* 6.40677 « TILI/1.0E4 -0.45466 4 (T<L)/1.0E4)«42 
- 0.225593 4 T(L)/1»0E3 4 0.015408 4 (T(L)/1.0E3)44: 
-0.317964 4 T(L)/1.0E3 4 0.013765 4 (T(L)/I.0E3)«42
































































BEECC K,L) = 5 • 04E3 4  (T124*2) 4 ( G H M - G H ) TRAH1090
8E=BEEC(K.L) TRAHI 100
C TRANlllO
c 4 * ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS 44 TRAHI 120
C SOECIES — TRAHI 130
c N N2 CO TRAHI 140
c 0 02 TRAHI 150
c C C2 C2H TRAHI160














GO TO (581.582.583,584.585.586.587.588.589.590.591.592).K 
SGHsS IGMAC 2.4. 1.0.0.0. 1.0) * EXPC-i3.S6/T1 )
SGCsSIGMAI3.78. 0.3. 0.0488.
SGNsS IGMA(4.22. 0.24. 0.0426.
SG0=SIGMA(4.22. 0.24. 0.0426.
GO TO 38 
582 ZZHV=5.5
SGC2=8.0E-18 * EXP(-0.5/Tl) +
SGC3=4.0E-18
593 CALL ZHV(ZZHV.ZZO.ZZN.ZZI.ZZC) 
SGC=SIGMA2(ZZMV. 1.33. 11.26.
SGN=S:GMA2 (ZZHV.4.S0. 14.54.
594 SG0=SIGMA2 (ZZHV. .889. 13.61,
595 SGHsS IGMA2 (ZZHV. 1.00. 13.56. 
GO TO 38
1.33) ♦ EXP( 11.26/Tl)
4.5) 4 EXP(-14.54/T1) 
.8888889) * EXP(>13.61/T1)
3.0E-18
3.78) 4 ZZC 4 SGC 


























































SGCO= 1.9E- 17 
SGO2=6.0E- 19 







SGC2H = 8.5E-19 
GO TO 593
586 ZZHV=9.5
SGC»5«0E-17 ♦ EXPC-4.18/TD/SUMC +








596 SGC»(8.5E-17 «EXPI-1.26/T1) ♦ 2.2E-17 ♦ EXPl-2.75/71) 
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l.lOE-2 ♦ZPC(2> 0.150 ♦ ZPC(3))2) = ( 1.05 ♦ ZPC( I )
/WN(4.2)
2) = (9.57E-I2 ♦ SQRTlZPCd)} ♦ 4.86E-12 * SQRT<ZPC(2))
♦ 5.93E-10 ♦ SORTCZPCC3»»)♦♦2/(FG(4.2> * *N(4.2)**2)
3)=( 7.40E-2 ♦ ZPN(2) ♦ 6.34E-2 ♦ ZPN(3>)/WNC4.3)
3)=(8.22E-12 * SQRT(ZPN<2)) ♦ 7.60E-12 * SQRTCZPN(31)»**2
/(FG(4,3) 4 WN(4.3)**2)
4.L)=FMUC(4.L)
ZPC(1) 0.118 * ZPC(2) 0.226 * ZPC(4))2)=(0.329 *
/WN(5,2)
2)=(3.65E-11 * SQRT(ZPC(1)) * 5.77E-10 * SQRT(ZPC(2))
* 6.56E-11 * SQRT(ZPC(4)))**2/(FG(5.2) « WN(5.2)*$2)
3)=0.108 * ZPNC3)/MN(5.3)
3)=3.09E-11 * 3.09E-11 * ZPN(3)/(FG(5.3) * MN(5.3)««2)
4)=4.71E-2 ♦ ZPQ(1)/HN<5.4)
4)=S.08E-12 * 5.08E-12 # ZPü(1)/(FG(5.4) * HN(5.4)4*2)
5,L)=FMUC(6.LI
l)=0.416 4 ZPM(1)/*N(6.1)
1)=3.02E-11 4 3.02E-11 * ZPH(1)/(FG(6.1)* WN(6,1)4*2)
2)=8.65E-2 4 ZPC(1)/MN(6.2)
2)=2.35E-10 4 2.35E-10 4 ZPC(1)/(FG(6.2) 4 «N(6.2)442)
3)2(0.184 4 ZPN(l) 4 0.290 4 ZPN(2) + 8.52E-2 4 ZPN(3))
/WN(6.3)
3 ) 2 ( 1 . 07E-11 4 SORT (ZPN(D) * 4.28E-11 4 SQRT(ZPN(2))
* 2.09E-10 4 SQRT(ZPN(3)))**2/(FG(6.3) * WN(6.3)442)
4)=(.120 4 ZPO(2) * 0.151 4 ZPO(3))/«N(6.4)




2)=(4.51E-2 4 ZPC(l) * 0.705 4 ZPC( 2) )/«N (7 .2 )
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% 1612 FP(J,LI=0. TRAN 730o=5 00 1613 L=l,lEZ TRAN 740O 0CL(L)=0. TRAN 750
5 OLC(L )=0. TRAN 760
p 1613 OLL(L1=0. TRAN 770o■o 00 49 IVY=1,IEZ TRAN 780
C5- IY = NUT( lYY ) TRAN 79000 20 K= l. 12 TRAN 800
o FMC(K.IY)=0. TRAN 810
Z3CDn
FPCCK. IY) = 0. TRAN 820
IF (lY.EQ.l) GO TO 44 TRAN 830
"n 00 40 L=l. lY TRAN 840
3. c TRAN 850
Œ c ** MINUS EMISSIVITY FUNCTION (EQ 47) * TRAN 860
3 c TRAN 870~o3 EM(K.L) = 1.0 - EXPt TAUCCK.D-TAUCIK.l Y) ) TRAN 880û.c IF (L.EQ.I) GO TO 40 TRAN 890
a c TRAN 900O=5 c ** MINUS CONTINUUM FLUX <EQ 46) ♦♦ TRAN 910■O? c TRAN 920O=r FMC(K.IY)=FMC(K.lY) - (EM(K,L)-EM(K,L I)) TRAN 930cr«—H 1 * (8EEC(K.L-l)+8EEC(K.L))/2. TRAN 940CDÛ. 40 CONTINUE TRAN 950
44 IF (lY.EQ.NES ) GO TO 41 TRAN 9605o 00 42 L=IY,NES TRAN 970c c TRAN 980■DCD c ** POSITIVE EMISSIVITY FUNCTION (EO 47) ** TRAN 990
3 c TRANIOOO
g- EP(K.L) = 1.0 - EXPCTAUCCK. lY)-TAUC(K.L) ) TRANlOlOop c
IF (L.EQ.IY) 60 TO 42 TRANI020
TRANI030















































GO TO 21IF (IDG.NE.99) 
CALL EUGPR (3) 
OCC( IVY ) = 0.
DO 24 K=l.12
LINE AND CROSS TERM FLUX DIVERGENCE CALCULATION **
24 QCC(lYYl=QCC(IYY) ♦ QCCP(K)
IF (LINES.EQ.O) GO TO 1614
*♦ INTEGRATION FROM 1 TO IY ♦♦
IF (lY.EQ.1) GO TO 68 
DO 65 J=l,9 







IF(ABS(DIFSBM).LT.l.E-IC) DIFSBM = l.E-10 
BETAMaCIF / ( DIFSBM ) ♦
IF (L.EO.IY) BETAM = CGM( J.M.L) 





* FMUC(K.IY) ♦ TRAN1120
♦ FPC(K.IY) - 2.0* BEEC(K.IY)) TRANl130
) * 3.14159265 TRANl140
) * 3.14159265 TRANl150
TRANl160 
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IF (lY.EQ.l) ATM2=-8EEL( J*I Y) ♦ SL/MT TRAN2530
IF (lY.NE.l) ATM2=(BEEL(J.IY-1)-8EEL<J.IY)) * GMMIJ.IY-1) TRAN2540
1 - BEEL(J.IY-l) * XLMM(J.IY-I) TRAN2550
IF (lY.EQ.NES) ATP2=-8EEL(J,IY) ♦ SUMT TRAN2560
IF (IY«NE.NES)ATP2=(BEEL(J.IY+l}-BEEL(J* I Y) ) * GPP IJ.IY4 1) TRAN2570
1 - BEELIJ. IY + 1) * XLPP(J,IY+1) TRAN2580
QLLPI3 1=6.2831853 * SUMS*(-ASM2-ASP2+ATM2+ATP2) TRAN2590
80 CONTINUE TRAN2600
QCL< I YY 1 = 0. TRAN2610
QLCI lYY 1=0. TRAN2620
OLLI lYY 1 = 0. TRAN2630
DO 85 J=l,9 TRAN2640
QCLI 1YY )=QCL(IYY) + QCLP(J) TRAN2650
QLCI IVY ) = QLCI lYY1 4 QLCPCJl TRAN2660
85 QLLI IYY )=QLL( lYY) 4 QLLPIJ) TRAN2670
16 14 CONTINUE TRAN2680
DQNI IYY )=-(QCCIIYY)4QCLI IYY)40LC(IYY)4QLL(IYY) ) TRAN2690
C TRAN2700
C ♦♦ DEBUG PRINT ** TRAN27I0
C TRAN2720






DO 1 N=2.NES TRAN2790
DO 2 1=2.lEZ TRAN2800
NP= I TRAN2810
IF (ETZII).GT.ETAIN)) GO TO 3 TRAN2820
2 CONT INUE TRAN2830
3 NN=NP-I TRAN2840
AA=0.0 TRAN2850
Z8»<D0N<NN)-DQN(NP) ) / IETZ(NN)-ETZINP)1 TRAN2860
CC=OQN(NN) - ZB * ETZCNN) TRAN2870
DQ(N)=AA $ ETAIN)**2 4 ZB « ETA(N) + CO TRAN2880 w00CO
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NUTCK )=LK TRAN 370
IF (ABS(ETOUT(K)-ETA(LK)) - l.OE-05) 8040.8040.8041 TRAN 380
80 41 CONTINUE TRAN 390
8040 CONTINUE TRAN 400
L1=NUT(1> TRAN 410
L2=NUT<2) TRAN 420
L3=NUT< 3) TRAN 430
IF (ICG .GT . 0 1 TRAN 440
XWRITE (e.8037)(ETOUT( IL).IL = 1.3) TRAN 450
FM1=0.0 TRAN 460
FP1 = 0 .0 TRAN 470
FM2=0.0 TRAN 480
FP2=0 .0 TRAN 490
FM3=0 .0 TRAN 500
FP3=0 .0 TRAN 510
DO 4104 KL= l.NIMVC TRAN 520
IF (IDG .GT . 01 TRAN 530
XWRITE <6.80421 KL. FHVCIKL). FMC(KL.LI). FPC(KL.Ll). TRAN 540
1 FMC(KL.L21. FPC(KL.L21. FMC(KL.L31. FPC<KL.L3) TRAN 550
FM1=FMI + FMCIKL.LIl TRAN 560
FP1=FP1 ♦ FPCIKL.Ll 1 TRAN 570
FM2=FM2 + FMC<KL.L21 TRAN 580
FP2=FP2 ♦ FPC< KL.L21 TRAN 590
FM3=FM3 + FMC< KL.L31 TRAN 600
FP3=FP3 + FPC<KL .L31 TRAN 610
4 104 CONTINUE TRAN 620
IF (IDG .GT . 01 TRAN 630
XWRITE <6.80451 FMI. FPl. FM2. FP2. F M3. FP3 TRAN 640
ORK I )«FMI ♦FPl TRAN 650
QRK 2 1=FM2+FP2 TRAN 660
0 RK3 1*FM34FP3 TRAN 670
C TRAN 680
C ** LINE CONTRIBUTION TO THE SPECTRAL FLUX *♦ TRAN 690
C TRAN 700
IF (LINES.EQ.Ol RETURN TRAN 710





















XWR ITE (6, 80 35 >
IF ( ICG .GT # 0
XWRI TE (6. 80 37 )





FP3 = 0 .0
< ETOUT(IL).IL = l.3)
** TOTAL FLUX CALCULATION ♦♦
00 8043 KL=1*NHVL 
IF (ICG .GT. 0) 










QR I ( 1 )=OHI(









45) FMI. FPl * 1
1 ) ♦ FM l ♦ FPl
2) ♦ FM2 ♦ FP2
3) ♦ FM 3 ♦ FP3
FM2, FP2 FM3 FP3
600 f o r m a t (IMI.33HNUMBER DENSITIES (PARTICLES/CM3» ///5X.3HETA. SX.
1 2HN2. eX.2H02, 8X.IHN. 8X.1H0. 8X. 2HE-.8X.
2 lhM.6X.IHC. 8X.2MC2. 8X.2HM2. 8X.2HC0. 8X .2HC3•8X.3HC2H///)
603 FORMAT (|Pi3£l0.2)
4103 FORMAT (44hlCONTINUUM CONTRIBUTION TO THE SPECTRAL FLUX)
8035 FORMAT (39H0LINE CONTRIBUTION TO THE SPECTRAL FLUX)




























































1 3X * 31-HNU» 8 X * 6 H Q M  ÏN US * 7 X •  5HQ PU U S .  8 X  • 6H 0  MI f^US .  7 X * 5 H Q P L U S  . 8  X .  TRAN 1 0 9 0
2 6 H Q M I N U S . 7 X • 5 H Q P L U S /  ) T R A N l 1 00
8 0 4 2  FORMAT ( I 4 • F 8 • 3 » t P 8 E 1 3 • 3 )  T R A N l l 10
8 0 4 5  FORMAT < 1 2 H O T O T A L  F L U X  , I P 8 E 1 3 . 3 )  T R A N l 1 2 0
RET URN T R A N l 1 3 0
END T R A N I I  40
w
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SUBROUTINE BUGPR ( lOGSW ) 
COMMON /FRSTRM/ U INF, RINF, 
/YU/ETA(60). YD(60)
UINF2, R RE. LXI. IT*. I EM. NES
COMMON
COMMON /TRN/ NUT(60). FMC(I2.60), 
FM(9.60). FP(9.60>. LINES















































WRITE (6.1901 lY. YD(IY)
FORMAT (4H1IY=13.2X.3HYD=1PE12.5//2X.IHK.2X.IHL.7X,3HETA.13X.2HYD 




GO TO 2 3 
(K. L,
1 EM(K.L).
191 FORMAT (213.1P6E15.5) 
WRITE (6.192)
192 FORMAT (//)
23 IF (lY.EQ.NES) GO TO 22 
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SUBROUTINE INTRPL(VAR•X,F,1 MAX* SOM) INTR 10
c INTR 20
c INTR 30
c---- -THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS LAGRANGIAN INTERPOLATION INTR 40
c WITH NON-EQUAL STEP SIZE BETWEEN POINTS INTR SO
c F=DEPENDANT VARIABLE INTR 60
c X=INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTR 70
c VAR-VALUE OF X FOR WHICH CORRESPONDING VALUE CF INTR 80
c F IS DESIRED BY INTERPOLATION INTR 90
c IMAX=NUMBER OF POINTS IN ARRAY X OR F INTR 100
c SOM=VALUE OF INTERPOLATED DEPENDENT VARIABLE INTR 110
c NPTS=NUMBER OF POINTS USED FOR INTERPOLATION INTR 120
c INTR 130
D IMENSION X( 100)*F( 100)* XN(300)«FN(300) INTR 140
NPTS=3 INTR 130
60 7 XUP=1.E30 INTR 160
D0611 1=1. IMAX INTR 170
T=VAR-X(I) I NTR 180
IFIT.GE.O. )GOT0609 INTR 190
608 T=-T INTR 200
609 IFIT.GE.XUP)60T0611 INTR 210
610 IP= I INTR 220
XUP=T INTR 230






IF( IN .GT.O)G0T0613 INTR 300
612 IQalP-I INTR 310
GOT0615 INTR 320
613 10=IP4I INTR 330
IF( IMAX.GE.IQ)G0T0615 INTR 340
614 IP«1P-I INTR 350
GOT0618 INTR 360 êN3
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M, lEM. NETA 
•OCONVtLT*lAB
SUBROUTINE OUPPUT (N)
♦♦ ROUTINE TO PRINT SHOCK LAYER SOLUTION **
COMMON/ID/SPI20),EL<5)
COMMON /CONV/ FPRCT,TPRCT.DDAMP.TDAMP,POTIL 
COMMON /DEL/ DELTA,DTIL,DTILS
COMMON /FRSTRM/ U INF. RINF, UINF2, R , RE, LXI, IT 
COMMON /MAIM/KEEP,MAXE,MAXM «MAXD,IDEBUG,MCONV«ECONV 
LOGICAL MCONV,ECONV,DCONV
COMMON /NON/RDZ, MUDZ.RMDZ,AKNF,HNF,CPNF 
COMMON/NUMBER/NSP,NNS,NE,NC
COMMON/PROPl/PK 60) ,RHO( 60) , T ( 60 ) , AMMI 60) ,C (20 ,60 ) ,EC (5 ,60 ) 
COMMON/PROP2/ MU(60),RM<60 ) , AK(60)
COMMON/PROP3/CPS(2C,60),HSC20,60),CP (60),HM(60)
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110 FORMAT!'0*,40X.'TIME LEFT ='.112.' MSEC'.///) OUPP2230
IF! IT IME/60000 .LT. NTIME) GO TO 301 0UPP2240
IF!XI .GT. 0.0) RETURN OUPP2250
IF!ABO .LT. 0.005) GO TO 301 OUPP2260
RETURN OUPP2270
301 CALL PONCH 0UPP2280
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COMMON /FRSTRM/ U INF* RINF• UINF2. R . RE* LXI* ITM* lEM* NETA DATA
COMMON/GUESS/TGl(E0>*TG2f60) DATA
COMMON/PROPt/PK60)*RHO(60)* T(60)*AMM(60)*C (20*60)*EC(5*60) DATA








COMMON/EQl/AII20)* BlfZOl* CI(20). 01(20)* El(20). FI(20). GI(20)«DATA












COMMON /CONV/ FPRCT*TPRCT*DDAMP*TOAMP*POTIL 
COMMON /RFLUX/ E(60)*IRAD.I TYPE 
COMMON /DEL/ DEL TA*DTIL.DTILS 
COMMON /NON/RDZ•MUDZ.RMOZ.AKNF.HNF*CPNF 




























































































COMMON/MIKE/ NETA1 «NETA2«PNF•WNF•RHOO«DP «TS•UO•VO«RM•RW0«EPS•PHI 
COMMON /BILL/ KOOE(20)* I START«IDGD•IDGF•ID6H•IDGT•IDGS•
X MI,N0E,NTIME«MIS$CSHOCK(20)
COMMON /GEORGE/ EPSN(30)•X IN(30)«QWN(30)
LOGICAL MCONV.ECONV.DCONV 
REAL MU*MUDZ
ORDER OF SPECIES USED IN CHEMICAL PRODUCTION ROUTINE (FG2)
DATA ISN/
1 11* 8* 19* 12* 20* 14* 13.
2 3* 5* 7* IS* 16* 17* 1/
1 8 , 1 0 ,
SPECIE MOLECULAR WEIGHTS (FG2 ORDER)
DATA MWT/
1 28*011* 12*011* 
2 02.016, 01.008* 
3 26.038* 37.041* 
DATA NETA/59/
24.022* 36.033, 12.011* 




030. 26.019* 27.027* 
000. 16.000. .0005486
INITIAL GUESS FOR DENSITY PROFILE
DATA RHO /2S.1.14.3,8.85,6.50*4.37*3.01.2.49*2.17*1.90*1.67*1.46* 
1 1.29,1.16.1.08,1.03*1,00,44*1.0/
INITIAL GUESS FOR RM PROFILE
DATA RM / 10.0.7. 71.5. 89. 5. 10,4.18.3.54.3.31 .3.10.2.83.2.48.2.09*
1 1.72,1.42,1.22.1.09,1.02.44*1.0/
initial g u e s s f o r NO BLOWING TEMPERATURE PRWI LE








































































































3 .8562, .8619,.8676,.8734,.8791,.8850,.8908 ,.8968,.9028,.9089,
4 .915 1, .9 215, . 9 2  80,.9347,.9417,.94 86,.9563,.9641 ,.9723,.9809,
5 .9901,10*1.0/
INITIAL GUESS FOR BLOWING TEMPERATURE PROFILE 
DATA TG2l u c  / • 3 3 2 S « * 3 3 2 5 « * 3 3 2 £ * * 3  3 2 5  « # 3 3 2  5 • • 3 3 2 5 • • 3 3 2  5 • • 3  3 2 6 • • 3 3 2 S •
1 . 3 3 3 1 , . 3 3 3 6 , . 3 3 4 4 , . 3 3 5 7 , . 3 3 7 8 , . 3 4 0 8 . . 3 4 5 2 . . 3 5 1 5 . . 3 6 0 1 , . 3 7 1 8 .
2  . 3 8 7 3 , . 4 0 7 6 , . 4 3 3 5 , . 4 6 6 5 , . 5 0 7 5 , . 5 5 6 0 , . 6 0 5 4 , . 6487.. 6 8 5 7 • . 7 1 6 1 ,
-  . 7 4 0 4 , . 7 5 9 5 , . 7 7 4 9 , . 7 8 7 8 , . 7 9 9 3 . . 8 1 0 0 . . 8 2 0 3 . . 8 3 0 2 . . 8 3 9 9 . . 8 4 9 6 .
. 8 5 9  4 , . 8 6 9 3 .  . 8 7 9 7 . . 8 9 0 4 , . 9 0 1 9 , . 9 1 4 2 . . 9 2 7 8 . . 9 4 7 6 . . 9 6 0 9 . . 9 7 5 7 ,  




















DATA SP/ '02 ', •N2 •, •0 •, •N • . • 0+ • , DATA 900
1 'N* •• •E- •, •C • . •H • • •M2 • . DATA 910
2 • CO • , C3-G'. •CN • , •C2H •, •C2H2', DATA 920
3 •C3H •• •C4H ', •HCN •, •C2 • • • c* •/ DATA 930
C DATA 940
c SPECIES MOLECU.AR HEIGHTS (REGULAR ORDER) DATA 950
c DATA 960
DATA SMH/32.000, 28.016, 16.000, 14.008, 16.000 , DATA 970
1 14.008. 5.486E-4, 12.011. 1•008, 2.016, DATA 980
2 28.011. 36.033. 26.019, 25.030. 26.038, DATA 990
3 37.041. 49.052. 27.027, 24.022. 12.011/ DATAIOOO
c DATA 1010
c CONSTANTS FOR POLYNOMIAL F ITS OF PURE COMPONENT VISCOSITY DATAI 020
c DATA1030
DATA VI/0.1693E 01.0.9704E 00,0.1519E 01.0.2534E 00 .0.0 , DATA1040
1 0.0 ,0.0 .0.1997E 01 .0.2941E 00.-.7944E-01 . DATAIOSO
2 0.2404E 01.0.2019E 01 .0.2404E 01.0.2404E 01,0.1396E 01 , DATAIOOO































2 0.1363E-02.0.1179E>02•0•1363E-02 .0•1363E-02•0.8 423E-03*
3 0.1179E-02.0.1179E-02.0.9651E-03.0.1393E-02«0.5000E-03/
DATA V3/-.2276E-07,-.1916E-07,-.2228E-07,-.3737E-07.-.1000E-07.
1 lOOOE-07,-. 1000E-07.-.3378E-07.-.81 11E-08.-.8664E-08,
2 -.2184E-07,-.1655E-07.-.2l84E“07.-.2l84E-07.-.6939E-08,
3 -.1655E-07.-.16S5E-07.-.9481E-08.-.257SE-07lOOOE-07/

















































































































DATA FI/-.104AE 04.— I043E 04.0.2915E 05 0.5609C 05 0.1879E 06 . DAT A1460
l 0.2254E 0 6» — 7450E 03,0.8542E 05 0.2547E 05 -.1018E 04. DATA1470
2 -.1434E 05, 0 9423E 05.0.4745E 05 0.5809E 05 0.2590E 05, DATA 1480
3 0.6283E 05,0 7605E 05,0,1442E 05 0.9787E 05 0.2168E 06/ DATA1490
DATA1500
DATA G 1/0.539 3E 01.0 4326E 01.0.4504E 01 0.4300E 01 0.4424E 0 1 . DAT A1510
1 0.3645Ê 01.— 1173E 02.0.4144E 01 -.4612E 00 -.3S48E 01 . DATA 1520
2 0.4875E 0 1.0 2020E 01.0.4746E 01 0.4784E 01 0.6520E 00. DATAI 530
3 0.3467E 01.— 401 OE 01.0.2373E 01 -.1090E 01 0.3709E 01/ DATA1540
DATAISSO
DATA A1I/0.3721E 01.0 3727E 01.0.2548E 01 0.2746E 01 0.2944E 01. DATAI 560
1 0.2499E 01,0 2508E 01,0.2141E 01 0.3934E 01 0.3363E 01 • DATAl 570
2 0.3366E 01,0 2213E 02.0.3473E 01 0.5307E 01 0.6789E 01 . DATA1580
3 0.396SE 01,0 5874E 01,0.36S4E 01 0.4026E 01 0,2528E 01/ DATA1590 
DATAI600
DATA 81 I/0.4254E -03,0 4684E -03.-.5952E -04 -.3909E-03 —. 4108E—03, DATA1610
1 -.3725E-05.- 6332E-05, 0. 321 9E-03 -.1776E-02 0.4656E-03* DATAI620
2 0.8027E-03*- 1759E -0I.0.7337E-03 0.8966E-03 0.1503E -02, DATA1630
3 0.6200E-02.0 7403E -02.0.3444E -02 0.4857E-03 0.4869E-05/ DATA1640
DATA1650
DATA CI I/-.283SE-07.- 1I40E -06.0.270IE-07 0.1338E-06 0.9156E-07, DATA 1660
1 0.I147E-07.0 1364E-08.-.5498E -07 0.60I3E -06 -•5127E -07, DATA1670
2 -.1968E-06.0 S565E -05,-.9088E -07 -•I378E-06 -.2295E-06, DATA1680
3 - .2265E-05.- 2729E -05,-.1258E-05 -.7026E -07 -. 7026E -08/ DATA1690
DATA1700
DATA 01 I/0.6050E-I2.C 1154E-10,-.2798E -11 -,il91E -10 -.5848E -Il , DATA1710
1 — # 1102E— 11# — I094E-I2,0,3604E -Il -,7819E-10 0.2802E -11, DATA1720
2 0 .I940E— 10*— 6758E-09,0,4847E-Il 0.9251E-11 0.1S34E-10, DATAI 730
3 0.37I7E-09.0 4437E-09.0,2169£ -09 0.4666E-11 0.1134E-11/ DATA1740
DATA1750
DATA CI I/-.5186E -17,- 3293E-15.0.9380E— 16 0.3369E-15 0.1190E -15, DATA1760
1 0.3078E-16,0 2934E-17,-,5564E -16 0,3482E -14 -, 4905E— 16, DATA1770
2 -•5549E-15,0 202SE -I3,-,I018E-15 -.2278E-15 -.3763E-15, DATA1780



































DATA FII/-.1044E 04.-.1043E 04.0.291SE 05«0.5609E 05.0.1879E 06,
1 0.22S4E 06.-.74S0E 03.0.8542E CS,0.2547E 05,-.i018E 04,
2 -.1434E 0S,0.9423E 05,0,5420E 05,0.5809E 0S,0,2S90E 05,
3 0.6283E 0S,0,760SE 05,0.1442E 05,0.9787E 0S,0,2168E 06/
DATA GII/0.3254E 01,0,1294£ 01,0.5C49E 01 ,0,2872E 01 .0.1750E 01,
1 0.4950E 01,-.1208E 02,0,6874E 0t,-.8598E 01,-.3716E 01,
2 0.4263E 01,-.1021E 03,0.4152E 01,-.5288E 01,-.1539E 02,
3 0.3467E 0I,-.4C10E 0t,0.2373E 01,0.1090E 01,0o4139E 01/
CONSTANTS FOR LINEAR FITS OF PURE COMPONENT THERMOCONOUCTIVITV
DATA K1/0.10I9E 01,0.6541E 00,0.12505 01,0.1281E 01«2.6000E 01,
1 2.6000E 01.2.6000E 01,0.2506E 01 ,0.2496E 01,0.3211E 01,
2 0.8S89E C0,0,6304E C0.0.8589E 00,0.1126E 01,0.1126E 01,







DATA EL/ H", N*, 'O', E' /
ATOMIC WEIGHTS
DATA AWT/ 12.011, 1.008, 14.008, 16.000, 5.486E-4 /





































































DATA NHVL /«/* NIHVC 
DATA FMVC /S*0« 6*0* 
1 12.0. 13.4. 14.3.
DATA CJ /O.6. 2.2. 1
DATA HVJ /I.3. 2.7* 
DATA ZKZ /7.26E-16/
/ 12/
7.0. 8.0. 9.0. 10.0. 10.8. 11*1. 
20.0/




1.2* 1*4* 1.0/ 
4* 11.4. 12.7* 1 3 . 9 /
VALUES FOR COLD START OF STANDARD CASE
DATA TW0LD.TS.RVW.RZ8 /3450.*14000.*0.05*0.06/
DATA DELTA.DTIL.DPHI.XI.RM.PNF.PD.EPS.DXI /8«0.0.0*05/
DATA FOAMP.DDAMP.HDAMP.TDAMP * CDAMP/3*0*5.0.25.1*0/
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ENTRY M A I N  
OVER LAY ONE
I N S E R T  TR I 0 «  S O L V E , C H E C K , M O L M A S . S L I N I  T , O U T P U T , TEMPR  
OVER LAY TWO 
I N S E R T  h G 2  
OVER LAY THREE  
I N S E R T  S P E C I E ,  SLMTM 
OV ERLAY TH REE  
IN S E R T  ENERGY ,  I N T R P L  
OVER LAY TWO
I N S E R T  X M O M T M , G L O B A L , P R O P R T . O E D X  
OV ER LAY ONE
-n IN S E R T  I N P U T  , O U P P U T ,  T R A N S 2  , P O N C H ,  NE XT
I  OV ERLAY ONE
^  I N S E R T  SHOCK
O VER LAY F I V E  
Q IN S E R T  GAS
g. OVERLAY ONE
a  I N S E R T  L R A O , Z P , S N O , B U G P R , Z H V
g I N S E R T  Ü0UG
■o OV ERLAY FOUR
^  I N S E R T  TRANS
g  OVERLAY FOUR
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VITA
John Frederick Balhoff was bom Thursday, October 14, 1948 in 
Howell, Michigan about 30 miles west of Detroit to his proud but 
poor parents Jack and Kaye. Shortly after accepting his discharge 
from the hospital he made the acquaintance of his two older brothers, 
Mike and Tom. Little did he realize he was to be followed by six 
more brothers and two sisters - Bob, Don, Bill, Dick, George,
Margaret, Kathleen, and Danny. At this writing it appears that no 
more siblings will be announced.
Elementary education was achieved at Sacred Heart and St.
Aloysius parochial schools in Baton Rouge where a somewhat dubious 
career of academia commenced. In the Fall of 1962, secondary educa­
tion was initiated at St. Joseph's Seminary in St. Benedict, Louisiana 
where an attempt was made to become a man of the cloth. Three years 
was sufficient to be convinced that the calling was no longer there 
and another profession would have to be pursued. The last year of 
secondary education was accomplished at Catholic High School in Baton 
Rouge and graduation came in May of 1966.
In June of 1966 the spurious career of a new chemical engineer 
began when the author enrolled at Louisiana State University in 
Baton Rouge. In May of 1970 he was awarded a Bachelor of Science in 
chemical engineering. Continuing his education by attending graduate 
school at L.S.U. in August, 1970, the author recieved his Master of 
Science in chemical engineering in May of 1972. Being airfjitious and
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somewhat foolish, pursuit of a doctorate was initiated immediately 
following his M.S. graduation. On the 29th of October 1973, prior 
to completion of all the requirements of the doctoral program, he 
started employment at Ethyl Corporation, Baton Rouge naively assuming 
that in a couple of months the work on the doctorate would be 
finished.
Presently the author is still working for Ethyl Corporation as 
a Process Evaluation Engineer and plans to attend graduation in May 
of 1975. At this time the author is not married with no immediate 
prospects in sight.
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